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Satellite observations have been used in sea ice research throughout the last

40+ years and have brought to light substantial changes in the global sea ice cov-

erage. More recently, satellite altimetry has become a valuable tool to estimate the

thickness of sea ice - a parameter that plays an important role in the Earth System

by moderating heat and moisture fluxes between the polar ocean and atmosphere.

While radar altimetry has been effective in providing estimates of Arctic sea ice

thickness, the complex snow stratigraphy and uncertain snow depth on Antarctic

sea ice have precluded sea ice thickness retrievals in the Southern Ocean, leading to

a decade-long gap in the thickness record spanning the lifetime of ESA’s CryoSat-2

satellite. This dissertation will address the need for Antarctic sea ice thickness es-

timates from CryoSat-2 through the development and assessment of new retrievals

of sea ice physical properties that enable the estimation of sea ice thickness.

The first part of this dissertation is aimed at developing a CryoSat-2 retrieval



algorithm that is less dependent on uncertain returns from the snow-ice interface of

Antarctic sea ice. This method exploits observed scattering of Ku-band radar pulses

from the snow surface and snow volume atop sea ice and uses a physical waveform

model and optimization approach to retrieve the air-snow interface elevation and

snow freeboard. Building off the initial development, the second part of this work

offers improvements to – and assessments of – the retrieval process though compar-

isons with coincident snow freeboard measurements from NASA’s ICESat-2 laser

altimeter. The final part of this dissertation uses the retrieval process to estimate

snow depth and ice freeboard, enabling first estimates of Antarctic sea ice thickness

that span the CryoSat-2 mission. Potential applications for use of this method over

Arctic sea ice are also explored.

The studies within this dissertation represent new possibilities for CryoSat-2

data and lay a foundation for the development of a combined laser-radar altimetric

record of Antarctic sea ice thickness.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter provides a brief introduction into sea ice - including its formation,

characteristics, and role in the climate system - and gives the overall objectives and

outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Sea ice and the earth system

Sea ice plays a complex yet integral role in the earth system processes of

the polar latitudes. It interacts with every component of the climate system, and,

by floating at the interface between the atmosphere and ocean, has the unique

function of regulating exchanges of heat, moisture, and salinity between these media.

The importance of sea ice can be seen across scales, as it acts simultaneously as a

habitat for tiny microfauna and as an expansive regulator of Earth’s global energy

budget. Sea ice had long been in the eyes of early polar explorers, however, recent

large changes in the ice cover has brought it back into the spotlight of scientists,

policymakers, and the public alike.

Sea ice is perhaps best known for its bright, high-albedo surface that reflects a

majority of incoming solar radiation back to space. At any given time, roughly 12 -

18 km2 (about 4%) of the earth’s surface is covered in sea ice (Cavalieri et al., 2003),
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with albedos ranging between about 0.6 (bare ice) and upward of 0.9 (snow-covered)

(Allison et al., 1993; Massom et al., 2001; Perovich and Polashenski, 2012). This

vast area of highly-reflective surface tends to result in net hemispheric cooling, as

the incoming radiation that would otherwise be absorbed by the ocean (albedo <

0.1) and emitted as heat is instead reflected away (Payne, 1972; Pinker et al., 2014).

There are huge climate implications brought on by the effect of sea ice albedo, most

notably the initiation of competing feedback loops: a positive ice-albedo feedback

and negative feedback involving thermodynamic ice growth (Budyko, 1969; Curry

et al., 1995; Holland et al., 2006).

The ice-albedo feedback arises due to the large difference in albedo between

sea ice and the surrounding ocean (Curry et al., 1995). As ice melts, more of the

ocean surface is exposed to the incoming radiation, resulting in enhanced heating,

melting of sea ice, further absorption of radiation by the ocean, and so on. This

process is considered a large contributing factor to the polar amplification of climate

signals (Dai et al., 2019; Holland and Bitz, 2003). A negative feedback also can

arise, however, from a warming world. As sea ice thins, it tends to act as less of an

insulator between the ocean and atmosphere, resulting in enhanced thermodynamic

ice production in winter months (Ebert and Curry, 1993; Holland et al., 2006).

These competing feedbacks add to the complexity and sensitivity of sea ice in the

climate system.

Another notable contribution of sea ice to the earth system comes from its

salinity. Sea ice forms through a process of brine rejection, which means that as

ocean surface-layer temperatures drop and water begins to freeze, brine is pushed
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out of the forming ice and down into the ocean below (Aagaard and Carmack,

1989; Petrich and Eicken, 2016). This brine rejection increases the salinity - and

therefore the density - of the surrounding water, which causes that water to sink.

As this process occurs across the polar oceans, large quantities of water are set into

downward motion, forming deepwater and contributing to the global thermohaline

circulation (Cottier et al., 2016; Meredith and Brandon, 2016; Yang and Neelin,

1993). The inverse is true when sea ice melts: since most of the salt was rejected

during formation, the melting of sea ice contributes a net freshwater flux into the

surrounding ocean. This melting leads to generally less-saline and less-dense water,

which can slow down the thermohaline circulation (Cottier et al., 2016; Stouffer

et al., 2006). Since sea ice is made of ocean water, the freezing and melting of sea

ice does not contribute to changes in the global sea level whereas ice from land that

calves or melts into the sea surely does (Alley et al., 2005).

The impact of sea ice extends far beyond the polar regions, justifying the

need to understand and observe sea ice and the processes that drive its growth,

development, and melt.

1.1.1 Sea ice growth processes

Sea ice can develop following multiple pathways depending on its local envi-

ronment (Fig. 1.1). As ocean water begins freezing at about -1.8°C (due to its salt

content) it first forms either in a granular congelation of ice crystals or as frazil

ice, which appear similarly as aggregates of ice crystals (Petrich and Eicken, 2016).
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Figure 1.1: Sea ice growth pathways under calm (right) and agitated (left) condi-
tions. Adapted from Thomas (2017).

From there, continued growth follows one of two pathways depending on the con-

ditions of the ocean. Under calm conditions, congelation ice typically forms first

and coalesces into a surface layer of nilas that is darker (lighter) when it is <5 cm

(5-10 cm) thick. This nilas can continue to freeze from the bottom-down, becoming

classified as young grey ice (0.1-0.15 m), young grey-white ice (0.15-0.3 m), and

eventually white first-year ice (FYI). FYI that survives a summer melt season and

continues growing the next winter becomes classified as second-year ice (SYI) or

multi-year ice (MYI).

Under rougher, more agitated ocean conditions, sea ice takes a different growth

path. Frazil is more likely to form first, and will instead aggregate into a sheet of

grease ice that is generally thin (<5 cm) and sits atop the surface of the water. These

aggregates are “flexible” when grouped together, and therefore do not immediately
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break apart in the waves. As the grease ice gets thicker, however, it eventually

breaks apart into round disks known as pancake ice (Fig. 1.1). These pancakes can

continue to grow thermodynamically, but also can break apart dynamically as the

pancakes clash together. If the ocean calms or the temperature drops further, the

water surrounding the pancakes freezes and forms larger sea ice floes made up of

the individual pancakes.

1.1.2 Hemispheric asymmetries in sea ice coverage

The geographic differences that determine the growth pathway of sea ice stem

from larger hemispheric differences in sea ice properties. While they may look

similar, Arctic sea ice is in fact very different than sea ice that forms in the Southern

Ocean. These differences are largely driven by the geographical dissimilarities in

the land masses at both poles (Simmonds, 2015). In the Northern Hemisphere,

the location of the geographic North Pole is in the central Arctic Ocean, a large

basin bounded on all sides by the land masses that make up Canada, Greenland,

Scandinavia, Siberia, and Alaska. Ocean water in this basin is comparatively calm,

so sea ice mostly forms first as nilas before continuing quiescent bottom-growth

(Petrich and Eicken, 2016). At its larger extents, Arctic sea ice can spread out

enough to completely cover the basin in ice (Fig. 1.2). However, its growth is

restricted by these geographic bounds. In the Antarctic, the opposite is true: the

geographic South Pole is found high atop the Antarctic Plateau, well over 1000 km

from the nearest ocean. Sea ice in the Southern Ocean forms around the continent,
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Figure 1.2: Typical sea ice coverage in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
(top and bottom, respectively) for the respective seasonal maximum and minimum
sea ice extents. Data shown are sea ice concentration climatologies from 1981-2010.
From NSIDC (2020).

which is encircled entirely in water. The ice is able to grow in extent as far as

possible, until it reaches waters too warm to freeze or currents too strong to permit

sustained growth (Meredith and Brandon, 2016). Due to this lack of constraint,

Antarctic sea ice typically forms following the pancake-ice pathway (Fig. 1.1, Petrich

and Eicken 2016).

Due to these geographic bounds, it is no surprise that the maximum extent

of Antarctic sea ice is typically greater than that in the Arctic (Fig. 1.2). At its

peak, Antarctic sea ice can cover around 20 million km2 - which it usually reaches
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in late September - compared to about 16 million km2 in the Arctic, which is gen-

erally reached in early March (Fetterer et al., 2017). Arctic sea ice has recently

seen minimum extents around 4.5 million km2, which has decreased substantially

from the ∼7 million km2 minimum extents typically experienced between 1979-1990

(Fetterer et al., 2017). Antarctic sea ice on the other hand has remained mostly

constant in extent since 1979, showing only slight increases over this time before

recent large interannual variability resulted in its smallest minimum extent of the

satellite record of about 2.1 million km2 in 2017 (Fetterer et al., 2017; Parkinson,

2019). The minimum sea ice extent is an important climate indicator (EPA, 2016)

and is monitored closely each year.

A final impact of the geographic constraints on sea ice relates to its thickness.

Since Arctic sea ice can only grow so far in extent, it tends to grow vertically and

be thicker on average than Antarctic sea ice, which is able to continuously expand

outwards and is thinner on average. The thickness of the snow layer atop sea ice

also comes into play: the wealth of available moisture in the Southern Ocean leads

to more precipitation and thicker snow layers on sea ice, while the Arctic tends to

have less snowfall and comparatively thinner snow depths (Giovinetto et al., 1992;

Massom et al., 2001). While the dynamic range of sea ice thickness and snow depths

on sea ice are orders of magnitude smaller than the ranges of observed sea ice extents,

they still have important implications for the polar environments in which they exist

as well as the global climate system as a whole.
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1.2 Sea ice thickness

The thickness of sea ice is defined as the height of the ice layer floating on

the ocean, from the bottom of the ice below the waterline to the top of the ice

above it. Sea ice thickness can vary substantially over relatively small length scales,

however, thickness tends to spatially correlate over larger areas (Eicken et al., 1991;

Ponsoni et al., 2019). In the Arctic, wintertime sea ice thickness typically ranges

between 2-3 m while in the Antarctic, thicknesses are generally thinner, between

1-2 m (NSIDC, 2020). As mentioned above, this quantity is an important control

on the regulation of heat and moisture fluxes between the ocean and atmosphere

(Persson and Vihma, 2016). In the wintertime, Arctic near-surface temperatures

can get below -30°C within 1m of the sea ice, while the oceans stay at a constant

-1.8°C (Fig. 1.3). This strong temperature gradient (around 0.16°C / cm) would

typically result in very large positive heat fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere,

however, the sea ice and snow cover reduces this substantially (Persson and Vihma,

2016; Steffen and Demaria, 1996).

The earliest information on the basin-scale thickness distributions come from

measurements collected on ships and submarines in the mid 20th century. In the

Arctic, military submarines collected data on sea ice draft throughout the 20th cen-

tury, with data from 1958 onwards being declassified for scientific research (Bourke

and Garrett, 1987; Kwok and Rothrock, 2009; Rothrock et al., 1999). Bourke and

Garrett (1987) combined these measurements to produce a climatology of sea ice

thickness in the Arctic ocean (Fig. 1.4). They found the thickest ice to be located
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Figure 1.3: Profiles of temperature between the atmosphere, snow layer, sea ice, and
ocean taken from manual measurements during the MOSAiC Expedition. Each line
represents a different measurement date between March and May 2020. More info
on the data collection is found in Chapter 6.

along the Canadian Archipelago, with regions as thick as 8 m nearest to the coast.

Outwards into the Arctic basin, they found a gradient of decreasing thickness, with

around 3.5 m at the North Pole and less than 2 m nearer to Siberia. Almost every-

where in the Arctic had climatological winter sea ice thickness values greater than

1 m (Fig. 1.4). In the Antarctic, Worby et al. (2008) pulled together reports from

scientific and resupply cruises from 1981-2005 to develop a sea ice thickness clima-

tology based on the ship observations. They found the thickest ice in the western

Weddell Sea (near the Antarctic Peninsula) as well as in the near-coastal Ross Sea.

Thinner ice was typically found in the Indian and Pacific Ocean sectors, as well as

in the eastern Weddell Sea. (Fig. 1.4).

The thickness distribution of sea ice can be determined by a variety of factors.

The most obvious is the contribution from thermodynamic growth. As ice freezes
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Figure 1.4: Early sea ice thickness maps derived from ship-based observations in the
Antarctic (left) and submarine-based observations in the Arctic (right). Contours
in Arctic plot are drawn for every 1 m of thickness. Adapted from Worby et al.
(2008) and Bourke and Garrett (1987).
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and continues to freeze, it tends to get thicker. However, dynamic processes also

can contribute. Advection and divergence of sea ice by external forces - mainly wind

and currents - can cause cracks (or leads) in the sea ice, which exposes open water.

These leads can freeze and form new, thin ice, reducing the local thickness (Haas,

2016). As the winds and currents move ice floes around, these floes often converge,

forming pressure ridges or rafted ice. These features deform the surfaces of ice floes

and can lead to considerably thicker and rougher ice than the surroundings, which

adds to the observed thickness distribution. Typically, the mean value of a thickness

distribution refers to the average value of all ice in the region of interest, while the

modal value of a thickness distribution is said to represent the average thickness

of just the level (i.e. non-deformed) ice (Haas, 2016). Knowledge of the sea ice

thickness distribution gained through observations is important for earth system

modeling (Allard et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2019).

1.2.1 Sea ice thickness observations

While the developed climatologies (Fig. 1.4) provide a basic understanding of

how sea ice thickness is distributed at both poles, they provide little information

on the geographic variability and the basin-scale interannual variability of sea ice

thickness - both of which are important characteristics of thickness representations

within climate models (Holland et al., 2006; Stroeve et al., 2014). For this, both

ground-based and remotely-sensed measurements are extremely useful.

Data collected from the ground provide the most detailed - and simple - thick-
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ness measurements, at the cost of covering only a small spatial and temporal range.

Many of these data are collected during campaigns that involve a ship - usually an

icebreaker - and work out on an ice floe. The first drifting expedition is thought to

be Fridtjof Nansen’s Fram expedition of 1893-1896 (Hunkins et al., 1979), but the

first scientific expedition designed for studying the Arctic was likely in the 1930’s

with the Soviet North Pole drifting station (Shirshov and Fedorov, 1938). More

recently, dedicated international teams of scientists have coordinated campaigns to

study Arctic sea ice properties and processes. These expeditions include the Arctic

Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX, Evans 1972) in the 1970’s, the Surface

Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA, Perovich et al. 1999) in the 1990’s, the

Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC,

Rex et al. 2019) in 2019, and many other smaller campaigns. While working on an

ice floe, holes can be drilled through the ice and a simple thickness gauge can be

used to find its thickness at a given point location (Fig. 1.5). Automated buoys or

installed hot-wire stakes can cover a longer time series (Polashenski et al., 2011), but

still offer thickness information only at a single point. More recently, electromag-

netic (EM) thickness profilers towed on sleds have been used to provide transects of

thickness measurements along an ice floe (Haas, 2016).

Fewer large field campaigns have occurred in the Antarctic due to the ice

being mostly annual and tougher to access. However, some, like the East and

West Antarctic Sea Ice Campaigns (Allison et al., 1993) and near-annual campaigns

from the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) and the British Antarctic Survey (BAS)

have worked on the Antarctic sea ice and collected thickness information using the
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methods above. Since icebreakers often resupply the permanent research stations

around the Antarctic continent, these ships can be used to deploy buoys which

collect snow and ice thickness information at a point and continue recording as the

ice moves (Fromm et al., 2020).

Figure 1.5: Sea ice thickness measurement techniques. Clockwise from top left: man-
ual drillings (photo by: Laura Wischnewski), automated thermistor buoys (photo
by: Steven Fons), airbourne (helicopter) EM soundings (photo by: Steven Fons),
and airborne (fixed-wing) laser/radar instruments (photo by: Jeremy Harbeck).

To increase the spatial coverage of thickness observations over the ground-

based measurements, aircraft are often employed. Both fixed-wing planes and heli-

copters can be mounted with instruments that aid in retrieving ice thickness. Radars

and laser scanners can provide elevation estimates of the sea ice and sea surface,

which can be combined to estimate thickness (discussed in next chapter). This tech-
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nique is used commonly on airborne campaigns, most notably on NASA’s Operation

IceBridge (OIB) campaign. OIB was a 10-year aircraft mission to survey the land

and sea ice at both poles. In total, it flew over 900 flights and collected measure-

ments over both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice (Farrell et al., 2012; Kurtz et al., 2013;

Merzdorf, 2020). Another measurement technique involves towing an EM instru-

ment above the ice, which exploits the EM conductive differences between ice and

water to estimate the thickness of the ice. This technique has been used recently at

both poles, and has shown good agreement with ground-based measurements (Haas

et al., 2009).

Airborne thickness measurements represent a big step above ground-based

measurements in terms of spatial coverage. However, the polar regions are diffi-

cult locations in which to work and access, rendering many missions too costly to

routinely fly. Additionally, airborne measurements still do not provide basin-scale

estimates of thickness. For this, satellite platforms have been used. Scientific satel-

lites have been in orbit for dozens of years and used for sea ice research for about

the last 40 (Parkinson, 2019). These early instruments consisted of passive sensors,

meaning they detect reflected sunlight and emitted radiation from the surface. For

sea ice research, passive sensors typically are used for monitoring sea ice extent

(Comiso et al., 1997; Parkinson, 2014; Spreen and Kern, 2016) though studies have

been able to estimate snow depth on sea ice under certain conditions (Markus and

Cavalieri, 1998). To measure sea ice thickness from space, active sensors - namely

altimeters - need to be used. Satellite altimetry has been employed for sea ice re-

search since the 1990’s and has continued, virtually uninterrupted, into 2021 (Fig.
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1.6).

Altimetric retrievals of sea ice thickness have primarily focused on Arctic sea

ice, since more snow depth on sea ice information exists (Petty et al., 2017). These

estimates have come from both laser and radar altimeters (discussed in Chapter 2)

and have been successfully used to initialize sea ice models/forecasts and to evaluate

climate model simulations (Allard et al., 2018; Blockley and Andrew Peterson, 2018;

Mu et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2019; Stroeve et al., 2014). In the Antarctic, there

is a substantial lack of basin-scale sea ice thickness observations mainly due to the

lack of available snow depth information (Petty et al., 2017; Price et al., 2019).

While techniques involving laser altimetry have been able to provide some estimate

of thickness using assumptions or parameterizations of the snow cover (Kern et al.,

2016; Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Li et al., 2018), the uncertainty surrounding radar

penetration has precluded any Antarctic sea ice thickness estimates from satellite

radar altimetry (Paul et al., 2018; Schwegmann et al., 2016). This deficiency in

radar-derived thickness estimates is problematic for validating sea ice and climate

models in the Southern Ocean (Massonnet et al., 2013; Petty et al., 2017). More

discussion on satellite altimetry is provided in subsequent chapters.

1.2.2 Past trends in sea ice thickness

Trends in sea ice thickness have been uncovered utilizing early submarine

and more recent satellite data. Kwok and Rothrock (2009) combined submarine

data with thickness estimates from NASA’s Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite
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Figure 1.6: Timeline of past and proposed satellite altimeters. From NOAA Labo-
ratory for Satellite Altimetry.
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(ICESat) to find a thinning of the Arctic sea ice cover of 1.75 m from 1980 to 2008 -

an “astonishing” rate of over 6 cm per year over that span (Fig. 1.7). Other works

have deduced thickness from ice age data derived from passive sensors, and have

found that the Arctic is, in general, getting younger (Fowler et al., 2004; Maslanik

et al., 2007). This means that more of the older, thicker, MYI is melting while less

of the thinner ice is surviving melt seasons to become MYI. Overall, this leads to

more of the Arctic being covered with thinner ice, which leads to a thinner thickness

distribution on average.

In the Antarctic, the substantial lack in basin-scale sea ice thickness observa-

tions discussed above has prevented long-term trends from being uncovered. Never-

theless, Kurtz and Markus (2012) used all available data from ICESat, along with

an assumption of the snow cover, to find a slight thinning of around 0.02 m between

2003 and 2008, with some regions thinning more and others thickening (Fig. 1.7).

With the launch of ICESat-2 in October 2018, a new altimetry time series has be-

gun from which further change can be detected (Abdalati et al., 2010; Markus et al.,

2017).

Despite the short trends in Antarctic sea ice thickness from altimetry, models

have been successfully used to recreate past thickness distributions and interannual

change. Holland (2014) used a model of the Southern Ocean forced by reanalysis to

assess trends in thickness and volume between 1992 and 2010. They found an overall

thickening of the Antarctic ice pack at the rate of 1.2 mm / year over that 18 year

range, that was caused in part by wind-driven dynamics (Holland, 2014). Similarly,

Massonnet et al. (2013) found a modeled increase in sea ice volume between 1980-
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Figure 1.7: Past trends in (left) Arctic and (right) Antarctic sea ice thickness.
Adapted from Kwok and Rothrock (2009) and Kurtz and Markus (2012).

2008 by using a data assimilation approach and a coupled ocean-sea ice model. Both

of these trends in thickness and volume followed similar, small positive trend in sea

ice extent. While these modelling works proved to be useful, they would sill benefit

from a longer time series of observations from which to better validate the results.

1.2.3 Future projections of sea ice thickness

Based off the observed past trends in sea ice thickness, it is perhaps no surprise

that similar trends are likely to continue in the future. Arctic sea ice is projected to

continue a decline in sea ice age, which would translate to a thinner overall ice pack

(Hunke and Bitz, 2009). While the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) states that there is high confidence for a

decline in Arctic sea ice extent, it does recognize that there is a range in the ability

to simulate observed thickness patterns, reducing confidence in modeled thickness

estimates (IPCC, 2014). Nevertheless, Holland et al. (2006) found a future decline in
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modeled Arctic sea ice thickness of around 1 m by 2100, the likelihood and severity

of which, they argued, could be mitigated through a reduction in greenhouse gas

emissions.

In the Antarctic, projections are even more so complicated by the lack of

available knowledge on past and current sea ice thickness trends. Holland (2014)

found links between Antarctic sea ice extent and thickness over their study period,

suggesting future trends in extent could give some idea into the changes in thickness.

However, the IPCC AR5 asserts low confidence in Antarctic-wide sea ice extent

projections given offsetting regional trends - that current models are not able to

replicate - and lack of available validation data (IPCC, 2014). Sadai et al. (2020)

studied climate effects of a melting Antarctic ice sheet to the year 2250, and found

that a large influx of freshwater into the Southern Ocean could raise the ocean

freezing point, which in turn would stratify the water column, reduce convection,

and result in a substantial thickening of sea ice along the coast. These findings (along

with other modeled studies of Antarctic sea ice thickness), however, use models that

once again lack calibration and validation data in the Southern Ocean and therefore

exhibit lower confidence in the resulting thickness distribution (Petty et al., 2017;

Williams et al., 2015).

For Antarctic sea ice especially, it is clear that the current lack of available

basin-scale sea ice thickness data is limiting not just our understanding of the current

thickness distributions or observed trends, but is also limiting our ability to model

future projections of thickness.
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1.3 Dissertation goals and overview

Given the importance of Antarctic sea ice and the current lack in knowledge

of its basin-wide thickness, it is evident that new estimates of pan-Antarctic sea ice

thickness are needed to better detect and understand recent changes in the Southern

Hemisphere sea ice cover. This dissertation will address the above need through the

development and assessment of new retrievals of Antarctic sea ice physical proper-

ties from satellite radar altimetry. The overarching goal of this work is to provide

estimates of Antarctic sea ice thickness from CryoSat-2 for the decade-long mission,

which do not currently exist. In order to achieve this goal, this work will undertake

the following:

• Develop a new technique to retrieve Antarctic sea ice snow freeboard utilizing

a physical model and waveform fitting technique

• Assess the retrieved snow freeboards using coincident data from satellite laser

altimetry

• Estimate the snow depth on sea ice from the retrieved parameters and use the

snow depths in calculations of sea ice thickness

The subsequent chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides background on satellite altimetry, methods to retrieve sea

ice properties, and covers the current state of radar altimetry (specifically

CryoSat-2) algorithms for retrieving sea ice freeboard and thickness. Also,

further motivation for the dissertation is provided.
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• Chapter 3 focuses on the development of a physical model and retrieval algo-

rithm that incorporates the scattering impacts of the snow layer on retrieving

sea ice properties. Independent airborne data showcasing scattering effects

from the air-snow interface are also shown, as are independent comparisons

of sea ice elevation. This chapter was originally published in The Cryosphere

(Fons and Kurtz, 2019).

• Chapter 4 concerns freeboard retrievals using this method, and discusses im-

provements made to the original algorithm from Chapter 3. A more thorough

validation is shown using along-track and basin-scale comparisons to ICESat-

2. This chapter covers work submitted to Earth and Space Science (Fons et al.,

2021).

• Chapter 5 covers ice freeboard and snow depth retrievals using this algorithm,

and combines information from previous chapters to estimate Antarctic sea ice

thickness and volume. A 10+ year time series of Antarctic sea ice thickness

from CryoSat-2 is shown, along with observed trends in the data.

• Chapter 6 explores the potential to apply this algorithm to Arctic sea ice, and

compares retrieved properties to airborne and ground-based measurements.

Potential applications for Arctic snow depth retrievals are also discussed.

• Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation by providing summaries from each chap-

ter, as well as potential avenues for future research.
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Chapter 2: Background and Motivation

This chapter provides a background into satellite altimetry and its use in sea

ice research. Current methods for retrieving sea ice properties using CryoSat-2 are

discussed, along with their shortcomings. This chapter concludes with motivation

for the work covered in the remainder of the dissertation.

2.1 Satellite altimetry

Satellite altimetry has been used since the 1970’s as a method to measure the

height of the earth surface (Haas, 2016; Mcgoogan et al., 1974). The concept of

space-borne altimetry is simple: an instrument in low-earth orbit emits a pulse of

radiation towards the earth and measures the time it takes for that pulse to re-

turn to a detector on the instrument. Combining that time with the speed of the

wave through the atmosphere, one can calculate the range from the surface to the

spacecraft, and, combining that range with a precise knowledge of the spacecraft’s

altitude above some reference surface, a useful quantity of surface elevation can be

deduced (Carton, 1989). In reality, the process of determining surface elevation to

a high degree of accuracy and fidelity from hundreds of kilometers away can be

more nuanced and difficult. This process varies depending on the type of altime-
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ter, the wavelength utilized, and many internal (instrument impacts) and external

(atmosphere and geophysical impacts) factors.

Earth-observing satellite altimeters are typically designed to operate in two

different wavelength groups: radar (radio detection and ranging), which includes

microwave radiation ranging from about 3 to 35 GHz, and lidar (light detection and

ranging, hereafter referred to as ‘laser’), which includes visible and near-infrared

wavelengths ranging from about 400 to over 1000 nm (Rosmorduc et al., 2016).

These subsets differ in scattering and absorption properties, and therefore have dif-

ferent information encapsulated in their returns. The longer-wavelength radar pulses

tend not to be affected by atmospheric conditions while the shorter-wavelength laser

pulses tend to be scattered away by the presence of thick clouds (Brenner et al.,

2007). Wavelength differences are important over sea ice, where Ku-band radar

pulses tend to penetrate into snow layers while laser pulses tend to scatter predom-

inantly from the snow surface (Fig. 2.1, Giles et al. 2007). The focus of this work is

on radar altimetry and specifically the CryoSat-2 radar altimeter, which operates in

the Ku-band frequency at 13.6 GHz (Wingham et al., 2006). ICESat-2 data are also

used throughout, which is a laser operating in the visible part of the spectrum with

a 532 nm wavelength (Markus et al., 2017; Neumann et al., 2019). Unless otherwise

noted, mentions in this work of ‘radar altimetry’ will refer to Ku-band altimetry,

while ‘laser altimetry’ will typically reference visible wavelengths.
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Figure 2.1: Penetration depths and subsequent sea ice freeboards retrieved from
laser altimetry (left) and radar altimetry (under different snow layer condi-
tions/assumptions, middle left and right). Retrieval of the sea surface anomaly
(SSA) from the mean sea surface (MSS) is given on the right. Adapted from Ricker
et al. (2014).

2.2 Radar altimetry and CryoSat-2

Radar altimeters typically operate by sending a pulse or burst of pulses of

microwave radiation down to the surface and detecting the return power spectrum

(Rosmorduc et al., 2016). These return pulses are also called echoes, returns, and

waveforms, and represent spectra of return power over time that differ in shape

depending on the type of the altimeter. Radar altimeters typically come in one

of two types: beam-limited or pulse-limited. Both of these designations refer to

the limiting factor of the radar return. For beam-limited altimeters, the shape of

the return pulse is determined by the width of the beam, while for pulse-limited

altimeters the shape of the return pulse is determined by the length of the emitted
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Figure 2.2: Differences in radar footprints between beam-limited (left), pulse-limited
(middle) and SAR (Doppler-limited, right) altimeters. Adapted from Sørensen
(2016).

pulse (Fig. 2.2, Martin et al. 1983; Rosmorduc et al. 2016). To have a reasonably-

sized footprint from a radar instrument, a beam-limited altimeter would need to

have a very large antenna that is impractical for spacecraft. Therefore, most radar

altimeters use a pulse-limited platform (Cipollini and Snaith, 2013).

Outside of the traditional beam- and pulse-limited altimeters, there exists

another class of altimetry referred to as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) altimetry,

or delay-Doppler altimetry. SAR altimetry utilizes the along-track motion of the

spacecraft to create a synthetically-large antenna and coherently processes groups

of return echoes based on their polarization (Drinkwater et al., 2004; Raney, 1998;

Wingham et al., 2006). This processing effectively creates strips of footprints within

the area illuminated by the radar pulse on the surface (Fig. 2.2). SAR processing

is used by the satellite altimeter CryoSat-2.
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As mentioned, CryoSat-2 is a Ku-band radar altimeter launched by the Euro-

pean Space Agency (ESA) in April of 2010. It is the successor of CryoSat, which

attempted launch in 2006 but failed to reach orbit (Wingham et al., 2006). Since

launch, CryoSat-2 has provided consistent sampling of Earth’s surface with a focus

on land and sea ice in the polar regions, recording 10 years on orbit in April of

2020 and continuing to record data at the time of this writing. CryoSat-2 operates

in three distinct modes: Low resolution mode (LRM), Synthetic Aperture (SAR)

mode, and Synthetic Aperture - Interferometric (SARIn) mode (Drinkwater et al.,

2004; Wingham et al., 2006). LRM is a traditional pulse-limited mode that is used

over ice sheets where large changes in topography are not expected. The pulse-

limited footprint has an area of around 2.15 km2 (Scagliola, 2013). SAR mode is

used primarily over sea ice zones in both hemispheres. SAR processing results in

an along-track footprint that is pulse-Doppler-limited, while maintaining a footprint

that is pulse-limited in the across-track direction. The resulting footprint is approxi-

mately 1.65 km across-track and 360 m along-track, though strong-scattering returns

can come from the much larger beam-limited footprint (Scagliola, 2013). The same

pulse-Doppler-limited footprint is present in the SARIn mode, which additionally

utilizes the interferometric capabilities of the instrument to record the phase and

arrival angle of the return pulse. SARIn data are typically collected along the coast-

lines and in mountainous regions (Wingham et al., 2006). More information on the

CryoSat-2 data is given in Chapter 3.

In each mode, CryoSat-2 can only detect elevations from within a given “win-

dow” of where the surface is expected to be. This window is 60 m in LRM and
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SAR modes and 240 m in SARIn mode to handle the larger changes in surface slope

(European Space Agency, 2019a). The received echo falls somewhere within the

window depending on the surface height. In order to retrieve surface elevation from

the CryoSat-2 echoes, one must find the location of the surface (as a function of

the return time) along the waveform. This surface finding is done through a process

called ‘retracking’. Retracking is the method of picking out the surface along a radar

altimeter waveform, and many different retracking methods exist depending on the

surface or parameter being studied (Garcia et al., 2014; Ricker et al., 2014; Rosmor-

duc et al., 2016). CryoSat-2 retracking is done to retrieve sea surface heights (Jain

et al., 2015), wind and significant wave heights (Abdalla et al., 2018), and elevations

of inland water, ice sheets, and sea ice (Helm et al., 2014; Laxon et al., 2013; Nielsen

et al., 2015). The retracking process provides the retracking correction, discussed

in the next section.

2.3 Sea ice freeboard and thickness from CryoSat-2

CryoSat-2 data have been used over sea ice primarily to enable estimation of its

thickness. As noted in Chapter 1, sea ice thickness is defined as the height of the sea

ice both below and above the water level. This quantity cannot be directly measured

from space (Kwok, 2011) but instead must be deduced from other quantities and

mathematical relationships. Typically, radar altimetry-derived sea ice thickness is

given by:

hi =

(
ρw

ρw − ρi

)
hfi +

(
ρs

ρw − ρi

)
hs, (2.1)
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where hi is the sea ice thickness, hf i is the ice freeboard, hs is the snow depth, ρw

is the density of seawater, ρi is the density of sea ice, and ρs is the density of snow.

This equation is derived from the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium (given in

Appendix A).

In Equation 2.1, freeboard is the quantity that is able to be retrieved from

altimetry, and therefore is the necessary first step in estimating thickness. Freeboard

is defined as the height of the ice above the water level. There are two distinct types

of freeboard: the “snow” (or “total”) freeboard, which is the height of the snow

and ice above the local sea surface, and the “ice” freeboard, which is defined as

the height of just the ice above the local sea surface. Snow freeboard is typically

retrieved from a laser altimeter, while the ice freeboard is commonly retrieved from

a radar altimeter such as CryoSat-2. Studies that do not account for radar wave

speed slowdown within the snowpack retrieve what is known as “radar freeboard”,

which is so named to acknowledge the non-physical “interface” that is retrieved. The

retrieved height from radar freeboards is typically located within the snow layer at

a level higher than the snow-ice interface. Figure 2.1 shows examples of the sea ice

freeboard measured from different satellite altimeters. The following sections step

through the process of retrieving sea ice freeboard and estimating thickness from

CryoSat-2.
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2.3.1 Elevation retrieval

The first step in retrieving sea ice freeboard and thus the sea ice thickness is

to retrieve the elevation of the sea ice and local sea surface. Elevation (he) of the

surface is given by:

he = A−R0 (2.2)

where A is the altitude of the satellite center of gravity above the World Geodetic

System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid andRn is the range from the satellite to the surface,

given by:

R0 = Rn + cr + cg (2.3)

where Rn is the raw range computed from the time delay to a reference point of the

range window, cr is the retracking correction, and cg is the geophysical correction.

Both A and Rn are given in the CryoSat-2 data products (European Space Agency,

2019a). Through Equations 2.2 and 2.3, the raw range is converted to a more use-

ful unit of measure, which is elevation of the surface above the WGS84 ellipsoid

(European Space Agency, 2019a). This is done by accounting for geophysical im-

pacts to the radar pulse (geophysical correction) the location of the surface along

the waveform (retracking correction). A summary of these terms is provided in Fig.

2.3.
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2.3.2 Geophysical corrections

Geophysical corrections are values added to the ranges to account for the

effects of physical phenomena on the radar pulse as well as on the surface of interest

(Rosmorduc et al., 2016). For sea ice, they include effects from the ocean surface,

the atmosphere, and tides. The individual corrections applied to SAR / SARIn data

over sea ice typically are derived from models and are discussed in this section.

The ocean surface correction includes the Inverse Barometric correction (IBC).

The IBC accounts for variations in the sea surface height due to atmospheric pressure

variations (European Space Agency, 2019a). Values come from the Meteo-France

Multi-mission ground segment of Altimetry, Orbitography and precise localization

(SSALTO) (Carrère and Lyard, 2003) and range from -15 cm to +15 cm.

The atmospheric propagation corrections include the Dry Tropospheric correc-

tion (DTC), the Wet Tropospheric correction (WTC), and the Ionosphere correction

(IC). The DTC and WTC are corrections for refraction and path delay of the radar

beam due to the dry gas (DTC) and water vapor (WTC) respectively. The DTC is

computed by the CryoSat-2 processors using dynamic mean surface pressure values

from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model,

and ranges in value from 1.7 to 2.5 m (European Space Agency, 2019a). The WTC

is sourced from Meteo-France SSALTO and is based on the ECMWF model, with

a range between 0 to 50 cm. The IC accounts for the path delay brought on by the

free electron content of the ionosphere and also ranges between 0 and 50 cm. The IC

is calculated from both the Global Ionosphere Map (GIM) and the Bent model; the
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Figure 2.3: Geophysical corrections and reference surfaces applied to CryoSat-2 data
(Eqns. 2.2 and 2.3) to retrieve elevation. From European Space Agency (2019a).
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Bent model is only applied when the GIM data are not available (European Space

Agency, 2019a).

The tidal corrections are used to adjust the range to appear as if it origi-

nated from a mean-tide or tide-free sea surface (CryoSat-2 data are provided in the

mean-tide system; European Space Agency 2019a). They include the Ocean Tide

(OT), Long Period Equilibrium Tide (LPET), Ocean Loading Tide (OLT), Solid

Earth Tide (SET), and Geocentric Polar Tide (GPT). The OT removes the effect

of local tides on the elevations, and ranges from -50 cm to +50 cm (European Space

Agency, 2019a). It is derived from the Finite Element Solution 2004 (FES2004) tide

model (Lyard et al., 2006). The LPET takes into account the low-frequency tidal ef-

fects brought on by gravitational attraction, and is typical small (<1 cm, European

Space Agency 2019a). The OLT ranges from -2 cm to +2 cm and accounts for the

deformation of the Earth’s crust due to the weight of the ocean (European Space

Agency, 2019a). The OLT is also computed using the FES2004 model. The SET

removes deformation of the earth due to tidal forces from the sun and moon, and is

derived from the Cartwright tide model (Cartwright and Edden, 1973) ranging from

-30 cm to +30 cm (European Space Agency, 2019a). Finally, the GPT accounts for

the low-frequency distortion of the Earth due to variations in the centrifugal force,

which induces perturbations in the Earth’s rotational axis. This correction is small,

ranging from -2 cm to +2 cm and is derived using polar location files sourced from

SSALTO (European Space Agency, 2019a).
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2.3.3 Retracking correction

The last step in computing absolute elevation is determining the retracking

correction. As mentioned above, retracking is the process of finding the location

of the surface along the waveform. The retracking point over sea ice is most often

found on the leading edge of the waveform, and is given as a function of time. The

retracking correction, then, is given as an offset value – also in units of time – from

the reference point of the range window (Fig. 2.4). While geophysical corrections

remain mostly constant across all different methods of retrieving sea ice elevation

and freeboard using CryoSat-2, the retracking correction is where the retrievals

differ. Each method uses a slightly different retracking technique and therefore

end up with slightly different elevation and freeboard distributions. The two most

common retracking methods include empirical retrackers, which find the retracking

point using power threshold values verified by field and airborne measurements, and

physical retrackers, which find the retracking point using a physically-based model

of the waveform and fitting the model to the CryoSat-2 waveform. These techniques

and associated publications are reviewed in Section 2.4.

2.3.4 Surface type discrimination

Once all the components of Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are found and the elevation

is computed, the next step in calculating the freeboard is to classify the CryoSat-

2 waveforms into their respective surface types, so that the elevations of the sea

surface and ice surface can be differentiated. It has been found that radar returns
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Retracking 
Correction

Figure 2.4: An idealized CryoSat-2 waveform with characteristics labeled that are
used to determine the retracking correction. From European Space Agency (2019a).

from sea ice are typically diffuse, with a relatively low return power value (10-30

dBf, Kwok and Cunningham 2015). This shape is brought on by the roughness of

the surface as well as the volume scattering from the snow and ice layers. On the

other hand, returns from sea ice leads typically have much greater return power

values (>40 dBf) and are much more specular in shape (Fig. 2.5). These scattering

characteristics can be used to classify each waveform into groups relating to their

surface type.

Like with retracking, the surface type discrimination procedure is often done

in different ways. However, almost all methods use some combination of wave-

form characteristics to distinguish between surface types. Possible surface types

include sea ice/floe-type waveforms, lead-type waveforms, ocean-type waveforms,
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Lead-type Floe-type

Figure 2.5: CryoSat-2 waveforms classified as lead-type (left) and floe-type (right)
using the process from Kurtz et al. (2014). Black points represent actual CryoSat-2
data, while red lines show a best-fit modeled waveform (discussed in Chapter 3).

and mixed/ambiguous waveforms. Laxon et al. (2013) used the parameters of pulse

peakiness (PP) and stack standard deviation (SSD) to distinguish between lead

and floe waveforms. Most methods used these parameters as well (Guerreiro et al.,

2017; Kurtz et al., 2014; Landy et al., 2020; Tilling et al., 2018), with others also

incorporating parameters of kurtosis and offset center of gravity (OCOG) width

(Ricker et al., 2014) as well as machine learning methods (Lee et al., 2016). While

the thresholds vary between methods, in general, the specular lead-type waveforms

have a larger PP and a smaller SSD, while floe-type waveforms have a smaller PP

and larger SSD. Figure 2.5 shows examples of lead and floe-type waveforms distin-

guished by the classification scheme in Kurtz et al. (2014).

2.3.5 Freeboard calculation

Following the surface type discrimination and elevation retrieval, the classi-

fied waveforms and their respective elevations are combined to compute the sea ice
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freeboard. Very simply, the freeboard is defined as:

hf = he − ssh, (2.4)

where hf is the freeboard, he is the elevation of the ice surface and ssh is the elevation

of the local sea surface (sea surface height, hereafter SSH). From altimetry, SSH is

generally found by averaging the elevations of lead-type points within a segment

ranging from 10-25 km (Kwok and Cunningham, 2015) or by interpolating between

lead points on either side of floe-type returns (Tilling et al., 2018). Each SSH

segment or interpolated value is subtracted from the individual sea ice elevation

measurements, resulting in an individual freeboard measurement for each floe-type

waveform.

Since Ku-band radar pulses typically penetrate the snow layer, it is impor-

tant to account for the speed of the radar wave in the snowpack when calculating

freeboard, which slows down due to the different dielectric constants of air and

snow (Mallett et al., 2020). As mentioned above, studies that neglect corrections

for wave speeds tend to retrieve surfaces higher than what is assumed, resulting in

radar freeboards, while those who correct for this effect are said to retrieve their

respective assumed surface (usually assumed as the snow-ice interface) which leads

to ice freeboard. This corrections requires a knowledge of the snow depth, discussed

in the next section.
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2.3.6 Sea ice thickness estimation

Once ice freeboard is retrieved from the CryoSat-2 data, it can be combined

with other datasets and assumptions to estimate the sea ice thickness. As shown in

Equation 2.1, the densities of the sea ice, snow cover, and seawater are needed to

find thickness under the hydrostatic assumption. Studies of Arctic sea ice thickness

typically utilize a single value for seawater density - usually 1024 kg/m3 (Wadhams

et al., 1992) - and ice density based on ice type - around 916 kg/m3 for FYI and

882 kg/m3 for MYI (Alexandrov et al., 2010). Snow density values in the Arctic

typically come from a climatology of density values that vary between ∼200 to ∼350

kg/m3 (Warren et al., 1999). Even less is known about the distribution of sea ice

and snow density in the Antarctic, but similar values are currently used (Table 2.1).

All of these values can vary over small length scales, and therefore some uncertainty

exists in using these single parameterizations (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Landy et al.,

2020; Mallett et al., 2020). Figure 2.6 shows sea ice density profiles for sea ice cores

collected during the MOSAiC expedition between March and May 2020 in the Arctic

Ocean. While the bulk density value is near the expected value of 916 kg/m3, one

can see the small-scale variability in the vertical density profile - especially in the

SYI cores - brought on partially by the presence of snow-ice (near the top of the

core profiles) and porous skeletal layers at the very bottom of the ice cores.

A primary difficulty of estimating sea ice thickness from satellite comes from

the snow depth parameter (hs) and the lack of widely available basin-scale snow

depth measurements. Currently, the most commonly-used methods to incorporate
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Study Seawater density Ice density Snow density
[kg / m3] [kg / m3] [kg / m3]

900 ± 20 (Spring) 320 ± 50 (Spring)
Kurtz and Markus (2012) 1024 875 ± 20 (Summer) 350 ± 50 (Summer)

900 ± 20 (Fall) 340 ± 50 (Fall)

Kern et al. (2016) 1023.9 915 ± 20 300

Li et al. (2018) 1023.9 915 300

Kacimi and Kwok (2020) 1024 917 320 ± 70

This study 1024 917± 20 320± 50

Table 2.1: Density values of snow, ice, and seawater used in previous studies of
satellite laser altimeter-derived Antarctic sea ice thickness. Values used in Chapter
5 are also given.

snow depth in CryoSat-2 thickness estimates include utilizing snow depth climatolo-

gies (such as from Warren et al. (1999)) or models (such as from Petty et al. (2018);

Liston et al. (2018), and others), while other methods have attempted to use snow

depth data derived from satellite sensors alone (such as from Kacimi and Kwok

(2020); Kwok et al. (2020c); Lawrence et al. (2018); Markus and Cavalieri (1998)).

In addition to being a necessary component in the thickness equation, the snow

layer and its scattering properties can also impact the freeboard retrievals them-

selves, and is therefore an important component of this dissertation and is discussed

thoroughly in subsequent sections and chapters.

2.4 Current state of CryoSat-2 sea ice freeboard retrievals

The previous section outlined the basic formula for retrieving sea ice free-

board from satellite altimetry and using these retrievals to estimate thickness. Most

studies using CryoSat-2 for this purpose follow that general outline, with slight

differences in the elevation retrievals as well as the freeboard and thickness cal-
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Figure 2.6: Ice core density profiles from FYI (left) and SYI (right) sites collected
from Arctic sea ice in 2020 during the MOSAiC Expedition. Each color line repre-
sents a different ice core, where 3 XX refers to the week of the MOSAiC expedition
in which the core was collected. Data are recorded in 5 cm sections.
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culations. Geophysical corrections are generally consistent between retrievals and

therefore differences in elevation stem largely from the choice of retracking method.

As mentioned above, there are typically two main retracking techniques used in

CryoSat-2 retrievals: empirical and physical.

2.4.1 Empirical retracking

Empirical retrackers are the most prevalent type of retracking method due to

their simplicity and computational efficiency. Laxon et al. (2013) was the first to

show Arctic sea ice thickness retrievals from CryoSat-2, and, in the process, set the

standard for empirical retracking. In this work, they modified a retracker designed

for the European Remote Sensing satellite (ERS-1) (Giles et al., 2008; Laxon et al.,

2003) for use with the CryoSat-2 SAR waveforms. They deduced empirically that

the return time at which the waveform leading edge reached 70% of the maximum

power level provided a good estimate of surface location. From there, the retracking

correction could be found and elevation computed (Fig. 2.4). For lead elevations,

they found that the specular return was easier to model and could be fit with a

combined Gaussian-exponential function to enable the surface retracking. Tilling

et al. (2018) used this retracker to estimate Arctic sea ice thickness and volume,

creating an operational product put out by the Centre for Polar Observation and

Modelling (CPOM).

Ricker et al. (2014) experimented with different power threshold values in

their threshold first-maximum retracker algorithm (TFMRA) and showed that the
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retrieved mean Arctic freeboard values can vary as much as 10 cm (17 cm) for

FYI (MYI) between 40% and 80% thresholds. Their comparison to laser altime-

ter measurements showed that the radar was penetrating the snow surface with all

thresholds used, but that they varied in terms of elevation. No direct in-situ mea-

surements of snow-ice interface elevations were available, and thus they could not

definitively say which threshold was most accurate. Since Ricker et al. (2014), others

(e.g. Hendricks et al. 2016) have used a variation of the TFMRA to retrieve sea ice

freeboard and thickness, including Lee et al. (2016), who used a 40% threshold for

their retrievals and combined it with a machine learning approach for surface-type

classification.

Kwok and Cunningham (2015) used a slightly different empirical approach to

retrieve sea ice elevation from CryoSat-2, electing to utilize the variables Pc and Wc,

the peak power and the width of the centroid relative to the peak, respectively, to

find the retracking point. This method, known as an OCOG-style retracker (Ros-

morduc et al., 2016), has been used in other studies to investigate temporal changes

in thickness and volume and compare to other satellite and in situ measurements

of thickness (Kwok and Cunningham, 2015; Kwok and Kacimi, 2018; Kwok and

Markus, 2018).

The empirical retracking algorithms discussed above all are focused on Arctic

sea ice. While no dedicated empirical retracking algorithms have been designed

exclusively for Antarctic sea ice, some studies have applied the techniques above to

sea ice in the Southern Ocean. The TFMRA algorithm was used as part of the ESA

Climate Change Initiative (CCI) sea ice project to retrieve global sea ice freeboard
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and thickness. Schwegmann et al. (2016) and Paul et al. (2018) used the TFMRA to

retrieve Antarctic sea ice elevation and freeboard to be able to reconcile with Envisat.

Schwegmann et al. (2016) did not correct for wave speed propagation through snow,

and therefore retrieved the radar freeboard, while Paul et al. (2018) attempted to

use passive microwave-derived snow depths to correct for this effect and estimate

the ice freeboard. Other studies using this retracker compared CryoSat-2 retrievals

with EM measurements of sea ice thickness in certain areas such as the Ross sea

(Price et al., 2015). The OCOG-style retracker put forth in Kwok and Cunningham

(2015) was also used to estimate thickness in certain locations, focusing mainly on

the Weddell sea (Kwok and Kacimi, 2018). The potential for basin-scale estimates

of Antarctic sea ice freeboard was also explored with this method, both stand-alone

with CryoSat-2 and in combination with ICESat-2 for snow depth retrievals (Kacimi

and Kwok, 2020; Kwok and Kacimi, 2018).

2.4.2 Physical retracking

While empirical retracking typically relies on a fixed waveform power threshold

to pick out the surface, physical retrackers use a different technique altogether.

Instead, physical retrackers estimate the range by constructing a modeled waveform

based on the physics of the EM interaction between the transmitted pulse and the

scattering surface (Quartly et al., 2019) and fitting the modeled waveform to the

CryoSat-2 data. In minimizing the difference between the modeled waveform and

the data, one can estimate certain physical quantities that comprise the model. One
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such quantity is usually the surface location as a function of radar return time, from

which the retracking correction can be found (Kurtz et al., 2014).

Though equations to model received radar waveforms have existed in literature

prior (Brown, 1977; Galin et al., 2013; Raney, 1998; Wingham et al., 2004), Kurtz

et al. (2014) were the first to fully utilize them for CryoSat-2 retracking and retrieval

purposes. They built on past works by including a backscatter coefficient that varies

with incidence angle, which they showed to be necessary when using a physical model

with CryoSat-2 data. Kurtz et al. (2014) compared freeboard retrievals using both

their physical approach and a threshold approach to independent data from OIB,

and found improvements over the empirical method when using consistent physical

assumptions inherent in the model.

Since Kurtz et al. (2014), other physical retracking methods have been em-

ployed to retrieve sea ice properties. The SAR Altimetry MOde Studies and Appli-

cations (SAMOSA) method (Ray et al., 2015) was originally used for ocean height

retrievals, but has since been explored for sea ice freeboard retrievals (SAMOSA+,

Laforge et al. 2020). Landy et al. (2019) used a physical facet-based model to con-

struct CryoSat-2 echoes based on topography from OIB, and has later used this

model to retrieve sea ice freeboard and assess the uncertainty that sea ice roughness

can have on freeboard retrievals (Landy et al., 2020). As available computational

power continues to grow, the potential for more - and more complex - physical

retracking methods grows with it.

So far, most studies using physical retrackers have been focused on Arctic sea

ice. However, their physical nature could prove to be useful over Antarctic sea ice
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where uncertainties brought on by the snow layer typically are large (Paul et al.,

2018; Willatt et al., 2010). The rest of this dissertation focuses on utilizing a physical

retracking algorithm to retrieve Antarctic sea ice freeboard and thickness, which was

first proposed in Fons and Kurtz (2019).

2.5 Shortcomings of current CryoSat-2 retrievals

The most commonly-used CryoSat-2 retrieval methods discussed above have

provided a substantial framework for estimating sea ice freeboard. However, certain

assumptions made in the retrieval processes limit the confidence that can be placed

in their estimates. Particularly, some shortcomings exist that stem primarily from

the assumptions involving the snow layer on top of sea ice and the location of the

dominant scattering return within the sea ice-snow system. Many of the current

retrievals (Kurtz et al., 2014; Kwok and Cunningham, 2015; Laxon et al., 2013; Lee

et al., 2016; Tilling et al., 2018) assume that the radar pulse penetrates the snow

layer and that the dominant scattering surface at Ku-band frequencies is located

at the snow-ice interface. This assumption was first made for CryoSat-2 data in

Laxon et al. (2013) who acknowledged that scattering from the snow layer may

introduce errors and bias thickness measurements. This assumption primarily comes

from laboratory measurements that showed that for a cold, dry snow cover on sea

ice, a Ku-band pulse at nadir will result in a return originating from the snow-

ice interface (Beaven et al., 1995). Others followed in this assumption for Arctic

freeboard retrievals, noting that it may be more valid over Arctic sea ice where there
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are fewer morphological features in the snow layer than in the Antarctic (Willatt

et al., 2011).

As CryoSat-2 continued to collect data, much work went into trying to better

understand the scattering effects of the snow on Ku-band radar pulses. It was found

that the inside of the snow layer can exhibit a complex stratigraphy brought on by a

variety of external processes. Nandan et al. (2017) found that brine wicked from the

ice up into the snowpack can influence the salinity of the snow layer and strongly

attenuate radar returns. In fact, this process can create a saline snow/non-saline

snow interface (Fig. 2.7) that is higher than the snow-ice interface, which can ap-

pear as the dominant scattering horizon in CryoSat-2 waveforms and bias freeboard

retrievals (Nandan et al., 2017). Additionally, studies of passive microwave data

have shown that the microwave properties of snow can change with snow temper-

atures (Howell et al., 2008; Markus et al., 2009), meaning that CryoSat-2 returns

could be complicated by the presence of liquid water within the snow layer during

time periods of sea ice melt.

The potential for complex snow stratigraphies is enhanced over Antarctic sea

ice. The wealth of available moisture from the surrounding ocean leads to enhanced

precipitation and generally thicker snow depths than in the Arctic (Giovinetto et al.,

1992; Maksym et al., 2012). These thicker snow depths can depress the ice surface

down to - or below - the sea surface, leading to negative ice freeboard values (Maksym

and Jeffries, 2000). At the edges of ice floes and through cracks in the ice, seawater

can then infiltrate the snow layer and create a high-salinity slushy layer near the

snow-ice interface (Massom et al., 1997). Like the conclusions found in Nandan et al.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of potential scattering locations present from various strati-
graphic features of Antarctic sea ice. Green arrows represent movement of water or
salt, while red arrows represent potential scattering horizons from each feature.

(2017), this slush layer can act as the dominant scattering horizon from CryoSat-2

returns and bias the freeboard retrievals. Additionally, melted snow and slush can

re-freeze, leading to the formation of superimposed ice and snow-ice, respectively,

produce more potential imitation snow-ice interfaces for Ku-band pulses (Fig. 2.7,

Maksym and Jeffries 2000).

In addition to the effects of snow stratigraphy on CryoSat-2 returns, the snow

depth also can impact sea ice freeboard and ice thickness estimates from empirical

retrackers especially when the depth is not known. For one (as mentioned above),

the lack of knowledge of the snow depth can preclude the correction for radar wave

speed through the snow layer, resulting in the retrieval of radar freeboard instead

of ice freeboard (Ricker et al., 2014; Schwegmann et al., 2016). Secondly, thicker

snow layers can contribute more volume scattering of the radar pulse, which can

impact the waveform shape and make threshold retracking more uncertain (when

snow layer scattering is assumed to be negligible, Fons and Kurtz 2019; Kurtz et al.

2014). Finally, unknown snow depths prevent the calculation of sea ice thickness
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through the hydrostatic assumption (Eqn. 2.1).

While physical retrackers attempt to improve upon empirical retrackers by

accounting for variable CryoSat-2 surface returns, they still include assumptions

of the snowpack that contribute to observed uncertainties. Kurtz et al. (2014)

assumes that the snow layer is transparent to Ku-band radar pulses, following the

experiments of Beaven et al. (1995), and do not include the scattering impacts of the

snow layer within their physical model. They compute a radar penetration error

that increases with snow depth, ranging from 0 to 15 cm for snow depths under

50 cm (Kurtz et al., 2014). Landy et al. (2020) also assume that the dominant

scattering comes from the snow-ice interface, and compute a bias brought on by the

occurrence of partial (as opposed to full) penetration into the snowpack. They find

that the partial penetration impact can contribute the largest bias to their overall

thickness retrievals, accounting for 24% of the potential bias over MYI (Landy et al.,

2020). Clearly, there is a need for better representation of the snow layer in physical

retracking models to improve sea ice freeboard estimates.

In summary, two primary aspects of the snow layer on sea ice substantially

impact currently-used CryoSat-2 retrieval methods and cause shortcomings in esti-

mates of freeboard and thickness:

1. Snow depth: Uncertain snow depths can (a) prevent the correction of radar

wave speeds through snow and (b) complicate (or prevent) calculations of sea

ice thickness using Equation 2.1.

2. Snow stratigraphy: Complex and highly-variable snow stratigraphies can cause
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the dominant scattering horizon to be located at a level above the often-

assumed snow-ice interface, especially for Antarctic sea ice.

Not knowing (or not accounting for) the above effects of the snow layer can introduce

errors in retrieved elevations that can propagate to the estimation of freeboard and

thickness.

2.6 Motivation for dissertation

The above shortcomings in current CryoSat-2 retrievals of sea ice freeboard

clearly motivate the need for an improved method of addressing the snow layer-

induced uncertainty in the retrievals. But without current basin-scale measurements

of snow depth/morphology or knowledge of the dominant scattering surface within

the snowpack, how can this be done?

One method to improve retrievals is to question the assumptions of radar

propagation through snow. While many of the studies above acknowledged that

dominant scattering horizon can change based on the stratigraphy present, they

also assumed that the snow cover was mostly transparent to Ku-band radar pulses.

Instead of focusing on the snow layer’s potential to transmit radar pulses, one could

focus on the opposite, or the snow layer’s potential to reflect radar pulses.

Willatt et al. (2010) used a sled-mounted altimeter to characterize the returns

of Ku-band frequencies from Antarctic sea ice. These measurements were recorded

during the Sea Ice Physics and Ecosystem eXperiment (SIPEX) cruise on board

the Australian icebreaker Aurora Australis in 2007. By recording radar returns
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over snow-covered sea ice with a known stratigraphy, they found that only 30%

originated from the snow-ice interface, while 23% originated from within the snow

layer and 43% from the air-snow interface. With these results (Fig. 2.8) they

concluded that the assumption of a Ku-band radar pulse scattering predominantly

from the snow-ice interface is not always valid for Antarctic sea ice (Willatt et al.,

2010). Perhaps more importantly, they showed actual examples of Ku-band pulses

scattering from the air-snow interface and snow volume, proving that the snow layer

is not completely transparent at this frequency.

Figure 2.8: Example air-snow-ice-water profiles found from Antarctic sea ice and
corresponding 10-16 GHz radar returns. Black lines represent returns with snow
cover, while red lines represent returns after the snow is removed. Vertical lines
show locations of peaks. Adapted from Willatt et al. (2010).

This work was corroborated from airborne data over Arctic sea ice. Simi-
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lar variable penetration depths to those shown in Willatt et al. (2010) were found

in airborne data collected during CryoSat validation Experiments, (CryoVex, Hen-

dricks et al. 2010; Willatt et al. 2011). Kwok (2014) used multiple radars aboard

OIB flights in the Arctic ocean to estimate the effects that the snow layer has on

CryoSat-2 sea ice freeboard retrievals. He found that the air-snow interface of Arctic

sea ice clearly contributes to the return at Ku-band frequencies, even if the impact

is comparatively small (Kwok, 2014).

While a snow layer still may transmit a majority of the incoming Ku-band

pulse under cold and dry conditions, these studies have shown that some of the

received power can originate from the air-snow interface and snow volume atop sea

ice.

This dissertation is motivated primarily by the above finding. This work ex-

ploits the fact that scattering at Ku-band frequencies can originate from the air-snow

interface, and aims to retrieve the elevation of this interface from CryoSat-2 returns.

In doing so, the goal is to limit the reliance on uncertain returns from the snow-ice

interface using threshold retracking methods. By accounting for scattering that oc-

curs from the snow surface and snow layer through the use of a physical waveform

model, this work will show the ability to retrieve the air-snow interface elevation

(resulting in snow freeboard estimates) as well as an improved tracking of the snow-

ice interface (resulting in estimates of snow depth and ice freeboard). This work

will focus on Antarctic sea ice retrievals for two reasons: 1) the impacts of the snow

layer on Ku-band scattering is enhanced over Antarctic sea ice compared to Arctic

sea ice and 2) no basin-scale estimates of Antarctic sea ice thickness from CryoSat-2
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currently exist.

The following chapters use this motivation in the development and assessment

of a CryoSat-2 retrieval algorithm that enables the estimation of snow freeboard,

ice freeboard, snow depth on sea ice, and sea ice thickness.
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Chapter 3: Retrieval of Snow Freeboard of Antarctic Sea Ice using

Waveform Fitting of CryoSat-2 Returns

In this chapter, a CryoSat-2 algorithm to retrieve the surface elevation of the

air-snow interface over Antarctic sea ice is presented. This algorithm utilizes a

two-layer physical model that accounts for scattering from a snow layer atop sea

ice as well as scattering from below the snow surface. The model produces wave-

forms that are fit to CryoSat-2 level 1B data through a bounded trust region least

squares fitting process. These fit waveforms are then used to track the air-snow in-

terface and retrieve the surface elevation at each point along the CryoSat-2 ground

track, from which the snow freeboard is computed. To validate this algorithm,

retrieved surface elevation measurements and snow surface radar return power lev-

els are compared with those from Operation IceBridge (OIB), which flew along a

contemporaneous CryoSat-2 orbit in October 2011 and November 2012. Monthly

average pan-Antarctic maps of snow freeboard show a spatial pattern similar to that

found a decade earlier with ICESat, but highlight the need for comparisons with

temporally coincident snow freeboard data (shown in Chapter 4). The basis of this

chapter can be found in Fons and Kurtz (2019), published in The Cryosphere.
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3.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, radar altimetry has been used in recent

years to estimate Arctic sea ice elevation, freeboard, and thickness. Most radar

altimeters operate in the Ku-band at around 13.6 GHz, a frequency that has been

shown to produce a dominant backscatter from the snow-ice interface (Beaven et al.,

1995). The retrieved freeboard from radar altimetry, therefore, is generally assumed

to be the ice freeboard especially when the snow is relatively dry and thin. Ku-

band retrievals of ice freeboard have been employed in the Arctic (Giles et al.,

2008; Laxon et al., 2003, 2013), where thinner and drier snow conditions tend to

exist (Webster et al., 2018). In the Antarctic, radar freeboard calculations (and

subsequent thickness calculations) are complicated substantially by the depth and

variable vertical structure of the snow on top of the sea ice (Kwok, 2014; Price

et al., 2015; Willatt et al., 2010). Due to the wealth of available moisture from

the surrounding ocean, Antarctic sea ice experiences more frequent precipitation

– and therefore greater snow depths – than that of the Arctic (Giovinetto et al.,

1992; Maksym et al., 2012; Massom et al., 2001). The deep snow can be heavy

enough to depress the sea ice surface down near or even below the sea surface,

leading to flooding and wicking of the seawater within the snowpack (Massom et al.,

2001; Willatt et al., 2010) that can act to obscure returns from radar altimeters.

Additionally, dense, warm and/or moist snow can cause the dominant scattering

surface to be located within the snowpack at a level that is higher than the snow-ice

interface (Giles et al., 2008; Willatt et al., 2011, 2010).
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Freeboard retrievals that neglect range corrections for radar propagation through

a snow layer are referred to as “radar freeboards” . Radar freeboard was calculated

in the Antarctic by Schwegmann et al. (2016), who used data from CryoSat-2 and

Envisat to retrieve freeboard with the eventual aim to create a joined Envisat-

CryoSat-2 sea ice thickness record. To counteract the effects of the snow layer on

electromagnetic wave propagation, Paul et al. (2018) included a snow layer range

correction to radar freeboards computed using CryoSat-2 and Envisat to retrieve

ice freeboard over both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice. While the method put forth

by Paul et al. (2018) demonstrates usefulness in reconciling thickness between En-

visat and CryoSat-2, there still exist uncertainties in the sea ice thickness retrievals

brought on by the validity of the snow depth climatology used in the corrections.

When using Ku-band altimetry for retrievals of freeboard and thickness, the

largest source of uncertainty comes from the snow on sea ice. Uncertainty in the

depth, salinity, and vertical structure can impact ranging and freeboard calculation

(Armitage and Ridout, 2015; Nandan et al., 2017; Ricker et al., 2015). In order to

counteract this uncertainty and improve the knowledge of the scattering effects of a

snow layer on sea ice, this work aims to utilize Ku-band altimetry from CryoSat-2 to

retrieve the elevation of the air-snow interface and subsequently the snow freeboard.

While it is true that Ku-band radar pulses generally penetrate the snow surface on

sea ice and have a dominant scattering layer beneath, what is often not included in

freeboard retrieval algorithms, especially those depending on an empirical waveform

evaluation, is the fact that there are physical and dielectric differences between

air and snow (Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992; Stiles and Ulaby, 1981) that
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results in scattering – albeit comparatively weaker – from the air-snow interface

(discussed in Section. 3.3). Though this scattering is not typically the dominant

return from radar pulses, it has been shown that it can be detected from airborne

as well as ground-based sensors (Kurtz et al., 2013; Kwok, 2014; Willatt et al.,

2010). Satellite radar returns of the air-snow interface elevation would be important

in the Antarctic where snow-ice interface returns are complex and uncertain, and

provide the possibility for snow depth estimations from radar altimetry. Knowledge

of the snow depth in the Antarctic would enable more accurate sea ice thickness

calculations, given that recent studies of Antarctic sea ice thickness rely on passive

microwave snow depth data (Kern et al., 2016), assumptions of snow depth being

equal to snow freeboard (Kurtz and Markus, 2012), parameterizations of snow depth

from both snow freeboard (Li et al., 2018) and multi-year ice fraction (Hendricks

et al., 2018), or even treatment of the snow and ice layers as a single layer with a

modified density (Kern et al., 2016).

Typically, CryoSat-2 pulses are limited by the receive bandwidth (320 MHz,

corresponding to a vertical resolution of 0.234 m) and therefore not able to resolve

the air-snow interface explicitly (Kwok, 2014). In this chapter, it is shown that a

two-layer physical model that accounts for the scattering effects of a snow layer on

top of sea ice can be used to retrack the air-snow interface from CryoSat-2 radar

waveforms, compute the surface elevation, and calculate snow freeboard. This two-

layer model builds on the single-layer method developed in Kurtz et al. (2014).

This study begins by explaining the datasets that are used (Section 3.2), discussing

the physical rationale (Section 3.3) and method (Section 3.4) of retrieving snow
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freeboard from CryoSat-2, and showing initial validation of the approach (Sections

3.5 and 3.6). Then, the freeboard calculation, results, and comparisons are discussed

in Section 3.7. Finally, a discussion on the application to snow depth retrievals and

possibility for future work is provided in Sections 3.8 and 3.9.

3.2 Data

Data for this study primarily come from ESA’s CryoSat-2 satellite, launched

in 2010. The principal payload aboard CryoSat-2 is SIRAL, a Synthetic Aperture

Interferometric Radar Altimeter, which has a frequency in the Ku-band at 13.575

GHz and a receive bandwidth of 320 MHz (Wingham et al., 2006). SIRAL operates

in one of three modes: “low resolution” mode (LRM), “synthetic aperture” (SAR)

mode, and “synthetic aperture interferometric” (SARin) mode. In the Southern

Hemisphere, LRM is used over the Antarctic continent and areas of open ocean

and therefore is not considered in this study (Wingham et al., 2006). SAR and

SARin data, which are taken over the sea ice zone and the Antarctic coastal regions,

respectively, are both utilized in this work. Specifically, level 1B data from both of

these operating modes are used. SAR level 1B data consist of 256 samples per echo

while SARin data contain 512 samples per echo (Wingham et al., 2006). In order to

maintain consistency between the two modes, both SAR and SARin data are here

truncated to 128 samples per echo.

CryoSat-2 level 1B data utilize “multi-looking” to provide an average echo

waveform for each point along the ground track. These multi-looked echoes corre-
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spond to an approximate footprint of 360 m along track and 1.65 km across track

(Scagliola, 2013; Wingham et al., 2006). Within the level 1B data, the one-way

travel time from the center range gate to the satellite center of mass is provided.

This information is used to retrieve elevation above the WGS84 ellipsoid. To do so,

first the one-way travel time is multiplied by the speed of light in a vacuum. Then,

geophysical and retracking corrections are applied following Kurtz et al. (2014).

Geophysical corrections are applied by using the CryoSat-2 data products, which

include the ionospheric delay, dry and wet tropospheric delay, oscillator drift, dy-

namic atmosphere correction (which includes the inverse barometer effect), pole

tide, load tide, solid Earth tide, ocean equilibrium tide, and long period ocean tide.

The retracking corrections are obtained through the waveform fitting method, dis-

cussed in Section 3.4. Adding the corrections to the raw range provides the surface

elevation.

For this study, CryoSat-2 data from October 2011-2017 are utilized. October

was chosen so that a substantial sea ice extent is present in each year of data

and also so there is overlap with the spring ICESat campaigns, which ran roughly

from October to November 2003-2009. Seven years of data allows for a longer-term

average to be computed and facilitates better comparison with the ICESat spring

seasonal average (Section 3.7).

Data from NASA’s OIB airborne campaign are used in multiple capacities

throughout this study. First, OIB 2-8 GHz Snow Radar (Leuschen et al., 2014) and

13-17 GHz Ku-band radar altimeter (Leuschen et al., 2014) data are used to confirm

the presence of scattering of the radar beam from the air-snow interface (Section
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2011 2012

Figure 3.1: Maps of the Operation IceBridge 13 October 2011 (left) and 07 November
2012 (right) Sea Ice Endurance campaign flight paths (in black) along with the
contemporaneous CryoSat-2 ground track (in green). Flight paths are overlaid on
hourly average sea ice surface temperatures from MERRA-2 at the midpoint time
of the OIB flight (Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), 2015).

3.3). These data are taken from flights over the Weddell Sea on 13 October 2011 and

7 November 2012, which correspond to planned underflights of a contemporaneous

CryoSat-2 orbit. This flight line is known as the “Sea Ice–Endurance” mission and

is shown in Fig. 3.1. Second, these coincident observations are used in Section 3.6

for direct comparisons of elevations found between OIB and CryoSat-2, in order

to validate this CryoSat-2 algorithm. Specifically, Airborne Topographic Mapper

(ATM) elevation data (Studinger, 2014) are used and compared against that of

CryoSat-2.

Sea ice freeboard data taken from ICESat between 2003-2007 (Kurtz and

Markus, 2012) are used primarily as a comparative measure in this chapter. This

product is gridded to 25 km and uses a distance weighted Gaussian function to
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fill gaps in the gridded data. Specifically, seasonal average freeboard values from

the various ICESat campaigns are compared with CryoSat-2 monthly average free-

board data obtained using this algorithm. The austral spring ICESat freeboard

dataset consists of measurements made from October and November 2003-2007 (Fig.

3.2). These ICESat freeboard and thickness data are publicly available online at

https://earth.gsfc.nasa.gov/cryo/data/antarctic-sea-ice-thickness.

Lastly, sea ice concentration data are used to filter out grid boxes that are

largely uncovered with ice. The Version 3 Bootstrap monthly average product pro-

vides sea ice concentration on a 25 km polar stereographic grid. Grid boxes with

monthly average concentrations less than 50% are removed. This product is derived

using brightness temperatures from Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave

Radiometer (SMMR) and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Spe-

cial Sensor Microwave Imager / Sounder (SSM/I-SSMIS) passive microwave data

(Comiso, 2017).

3.3 Observed Ku-band scattering of radar from Antarctic sea ice

While more recent studies have shown the effects that a snow layer can have

on Ku-band ranging and freeboard retrievals (Armitage and Ridout, 2015; Nandan

et al., 2017; Ricker et al., 2015), past works that utilize Ku-band altimetry for ice

freeboard retrieval tend to neglect scattering that occurs from the snow surface and

volume, and assume that the dominant return occurs from the snow-ice interface

(Beaven et al., 1995; Kurtz et al., 2014; Laxon et al., 2013). For most cases, especially
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Figure 3.2: ICESat austral spring mean freeboard, consisting of measurements taken
in October and November 2003-2007.

in the Arctic where the snow cover is relatively thin and dry, this assumption is

generally valid (Armitage and Ridout, 2015; Willatt et al., 2011). However, the

physical differences between air and snow indicate that scattering can occur from

the air-snow interface as well (Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992; Willatt et al.,

2010). This air-snow interface scattering is the fundamental basis for measuring

snow freeboard using radar altimetry. Kwok (2014) used OIB data to find that

scattering from the air-snow interface does contribute to the return at Ku-band

frequencies. To further prove this fact, OIB echograms from the Ku-band and snow

radars (Fig. 3.3) are utilized. These echograms provide a vertical profile of the

radar backscatter along the flight path displayed in Fig. 3.1, and come from the

November 2012 campaign. Comparing the lower-frequency snow radar, which is
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Figure 3.3: Example echograms from OIB snow radar (top) and Ku-band radar
(bottom) taken from the November 2012 Sea Ice Endurance campaign. Black points
denote locations of maximum power and red points denote the first location where
the power rises 10 dB above the noise level, both found from the peak-picking
algorithm discussed in text. The length of the transect covered in this echogram is
3.02 km. The mean (standard deviation) noise level for the snow radar is found to
be -29.1 dB (1.39 dB) while the signal level at the air-snow interface is found to be
-16.8 dB (1.47 dB). For the Ku-band altimeter, the noise level is found to be -30.3
dB (1.32 dB) while the air-snow interface signal level is found to be -17.9 dB (2.09
dB), showing the surface return is well above the noise for both instruments.

known to detect the air-snow interface, with the higher frequency Ku-band radar

altimeter, one can see the difference in scattering between the snow-covered floe

points and the leads in both radar profiles.

In this study, a simple “peak picking” algorithm is employed to mark the

vertical locations of both the maximum backscatter and the first point that rises

10 dB above the noise level for each horizontal point along the flight line. While

not explicitly extracting layers from the IceBridge data, these points are used as

initial guesses of the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces into the model (Section 3.4.3).

These initial guesses are not exactly the expected backscatter coefficients from the
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two layers, but instead a rough approximation from their peak powers. The peak-

picked air-snow interface power is compared to that of the maximum (assumed

snow-ice interface) power, as displayed in Fig. 3.4. This frequency distribution

shows that for the 2012 IceBridge campaign over Antarctic sea ice, the difference

of the air-snow interface power from the maximum power is smaller for the snow

radar, with a mean of 12.94 dB, than for the Ku-band altimeter, which has a mean

difference of 14.00 dB. This result is expected, as it means that the scattering power

from the air-snow interface is closer in magnitude to that of the snow-ice interface

in snow radar returns. However, the curves have a similar distribution and mean,

indicating that the Ku-band radar return likely consists of scattering from the air-

snow interface as well. Overall, a comparison of the OIB radars provides further

evidence that scattering of Ku-band radar pulses can occur at the air-snow interface.

The following sections utilize this notion to retrieve snow freeboard from CryoSat-2

returns.

3.4 Surface elevation retrieval methodology

This section introduces a new two-layer retrieval method that expands on

the single layer method employed by Kurtz et al. (2014). Following Kurtz et al.

(2014), this study retrieves surface elevation from CryoSat-2 data by first using a

physical model to simulate return waveforms from sea ice. Then, a least-squares

fitting routine is used to fit the simulated waveform to the CryoSat-2 level 1B data.

Sea ice parameters, including the surface elevation, can then be computed from the
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Figure 3.4: Frequency distributions of the difference in air-snow interface power
from snow-ice interface power taken from the November 2012 IceBridge Sea Ice
Endurance campaign. The blue curve represents the snow radar, while the black
curve represents the Ku-band radar. Note that the locations of the air-snow and
snow-ice interfaces are approximations found from the peak-picking algorithm (Fig.
3) and are not exactly the expected backscatter coefficients from the two layers.

fit waveform. The following section describes this process. For a more detailed

derivation of the theoretical basis surrounding the physical model and waveform

fitting routine, see Kurtz et al. (2014).

3.4.1 Physical waveform model

When assuming a uniformly backscattering surface, Kurtz et al. (2014) ex-

pressed the received radar echo, Ψ(τ), as

Ψ(τ) = Pt(τ)⊗ I(τ)⊗ p(τ) (3.1)

where τ is the echo delay time relative to the time of scattering from the mean

scattering surface and ⊗ represents a convolution of the compressed transmit pulse,
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Pt(τ), the rough surface impulse response, I(τ), and the surface height probability

density function, p(τ) (Brown, 1977; Kurtz et al., 2014). The terms are defined as

Pt(τ) = p0sinc
2(Bwτ), (3.2)

where p0 is the peak power of the pulse and Bw is the received bandwidth,

p(τ) =
1√
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where the variables (average values , when applicable, following Kurtz et al. 2014)

for CryoSat-2 are as follows: λ (0.0221 m) is the center wavelength, G0 (42 dB) is

the one-way antenna gain, D0 (30.6 dB) is the one-way gain of the synthetic beam,

c (299792485 m s-1) is the speed of light in vacuo, σ0(00) is the nadir backscatter
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coefficient, h (725 km) is the satellite altitude, η (1.113) is a geometric factor, Nb

(64) is the number of synthetic beams, τ is the echo delay time, ξk is the look angle

of the synthetic beam k from nadir, H is a Heaviside step function, γ1 (6767.6) is

the elliptical antenna pattern term 1, γ2 (664.06) is the elliptical antenna pattern

term 2, α is the angular backscattering efficiency, k0 (284.307 m-1) is the carrier

wave number, υs (7435 m/s) is the satellite velocity, σ is the standard deviation of

surface height, and Bw (320 MHz) is the received bandwidth.

Under the assumption that only surface scattering is present and occurs from

the snow-ice interface alone (i.e. no surface scattering from the air-snow interface

nor volume scattering from within the snow or ice layers), Equation 3.1 is able

to accurately model a received CryoSat-2 echo over the Arctic (Kurtz et al., 2014).

However, due to thicker snow depths on Antarctic sea ice as compared to the Arctic,

scattering effects from the snow layer cannot be neglected when retrieving surface

elevation. Therefore, Equation 3.1 is here modified to become

Ψ(τ) = Pt(τ)⊗ I(τ)⊗ p(τ)⊗ υ(τ) (3.5)

where υ(τ) is the scattering cross section per unit volume as a function of echo delay

time (Kurtz et al., 2014). Following Arthern et al. (2001) and Kurtz et al. (2014),

υ(τ) is defined in terms of physical parameters including the surface backscatter

coefficients of snow and ice, σ0
surf-snowand σ0

surf-ice, respectively, and the integrated

volume backscatter of snow and ice, σ0
vol-snowand σ0

vol-ice, respectively. Together,
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the total backscatter can be written as

σ0 = σ0
surf−snow + σ0

vol−snow + σ0
surf−ice + σ0

vol−ice (3.6)

For snow on sea ice, υ(τ) becomes:

υ(τ) =



0 τ < − 2hs
csnow

σ0
surf−snowδ

(
τ +

2hs
csnow

)
+ σ0

vol−snowke−snow exp[
−csnowke−snow

(
τ +

2hs
csnow

)] 0 < τ ≤ − 2hs
csnow

σ0
surf−icek

2
e−snow exp

[
−ke−snowhs

2

]
δ(τ) + σ0

vol−iceke−ice

exp

[
−ke−snowhs

2
− ciceke−iceτ

] τ ≥ 0

(3.7)

which accounts for signal attenuation in the snow and ice layers and loss of power at

the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces. Equation 3.7 comes from Kurtz et al. (2014)

and uses the form of τ = 0 at the snow-ice interface. In Equation 3.7,

σ0
vol−snow =

σvol−snowk
2
t−snow

ke−snow
(3.8)

and

σ0
vol−ice =

σvol−icek
2
t−snowk

2
t−ice

ke−ice
(3.9)

Static parameters in Equations 3.7 - 3.9 are given values to model a snow layer on

sea ice. The two-way extinction coefficients of snow, ke-snow, and sea ice, ke-ice, are as-

signed to be 0.1 m-1 and 5 m-1, respectively, following Ulaby et al. (1982). The speed
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of light through snow and ice are csnow and cice, respectively, where csnow = c
nsnow

and cice = c
nice

. Here, nsnow = 1.281 and nice = 1.732, where nsnow corresponds to

a snow layer with a density of 320 kg/m3 (Tiuri et al., 1984; Ulaby et al., 1982). A

density of 320 kg/m3 was chosen as an assumption to best represent pan-Antarctic

snow on sea ice following results from several in situ surveys (Lewis et al., 2011;

Massom et al., 2001; Willatt et al., 2010). Finally, kt-snow and kt-ice are the trans-

mission coefficients between the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces, respectively. Both

transmission coefficients are generally close to one (Onstott, 2011); this study uses

values of kt-snow=0.9849 and kt-ice = 0.9775 as calculated from the Fresnel reflection

coefficient using the values of nsnow and nice. The snow depth, hs, is computed from

the echo delay shift of the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces, free parameters tsnow and

t respectively, which are discussed in Section 3.4.3. The remaining free parameters

are given as inputs to the model and are defined in the following section.

The main assumption in this approach is that scattering is expected to come

from two defined layers (i.e. the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces) and uniformly

throughout the volume. Antarctic sea ice can exhibit complex layer structures that

could obscure this simple two-layer method, however, no pan-Antarctic understand-

ing of snow-covered sea ice composition currently exists. Therefore, this two-layer

assumption is utilized as an approximation of the broad-scale sea ice cover.
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3.4.2 Waveform fitting routine

To fit the modeled waveform to CryoSat-2 data, a bounded trust region New-

ton least-squares fitting routine (MATLAB function lsqcurvefit) is employed. This

routine fits the model to the data by iteratively adjusting model input parameters

and calculating the difference between the modeled and CryoSat-2 level 1B waveform

data, until a minimum solution – or the established maximum number of iterations

– is reached. Building off of Kurtz et al. (2014), this process can be shown with the

equations

Pm(τ) = AfL(τ, α, σ)⊗ p(τ, σ)⊗ υ
(
τ, tsnow, σ

0
surf−snow, σ

0
surf−ice, σ

0
vol−snow, σ

0
vol−ice

)
(3.10)

and

min
128∑
i=1

[Pm(τi)− Pr(τi + t)]2 , (3.11)

where L is a lookup table of Pt(τ) ⊗ I(τ) as defined in Kurtz et al. (2014), Pm is

the modeled waveform, Pr is the observed echo waveform, and τi is the observed

echo power at point i on the waveform. These equations result in nine free param-

eters: the amplitude scale factor, Af, the echo delay shift factor at the air-snow and

snow-ice interfaces, respectively tsnow and t, the angular backscattering efficiency,

α, the standard deviation of surface height, σ, and the terms that together make

up the total backscatter, σ0
surf−snow, σ

0
surf−ice, σ

0
vol−snow, σ

0
vol−ice. These parameters

are adjusted with each iteration of the fitting routine and are explained further in

Sections 3.4.3. An initial guess for each of the free parameters – in addition to
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upper and lower bounds – is provided to the fitting routine. Doing so ensures that

the solution reached will closely resemble that of the physical system. Approaches

for determining the initial guesses for both lead and floe characterized echoes are

outlined in the following section.

This algorithm uses the squared norm of the residual (“resnorm”) as a metric

for goodness of fit. Modeled waveforms with a resnorm less than or equal to 0.3 are

considered to be good fits and have the output parameters used in the retracking

correction calculation and surface elevation retrieval. Waveforms with greater fitting

error are run again using a different initial guess for α. If the resnorm is still high,

the CryoSat-2 echo is not used in the retrieval process. Figure 3.5 shows a spatial

distribution of the mean October resnorm values for 2011-2017. The largest residuals

are consistently located around the ice edge and near to the continent, while the

smallest are collocated with areas of high lead-type fraction (Fig. 3.5), such as the

Ross Sea. Since the specular lead waveforms are easily fit with little residual, the

overall average distribution shown here is consistently under 0.3 (total mean of 0.13).

However, many floe-type points have values closer to the 0.3 threshold. Although

a resnorm threshold of 0.3 results in reasonably representative modeled waveforms,

it is understood that the use of a single metric can oversimplify the goodness of fit

and leaves room for errors in the shape of the modelled waveform.
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3.4.3 Lead / floe classification

Prior to constructing a physical model and fitting it to the data, each CryoSat-2

echo is first characterized as either a lead or a floe based on parameters derived from

the individual waveform. Specifically, the pulse peakiness (PP) and stack standard

deviation (SSD) parameters are used to distinguish between the two surface types,

following Laxon et al. (2013). PP is defined as

PP = max(Pr)
128∑
i=1

1

Pr(i)
(3.12)

from Armitage and Ridout (2015). SSD comes from the CryoSat-2 level 1B data

product and is due to the variation in the backscatter as a function of incidence

angle Wingham et al. (2006). Figure 3.5 shows average detection rates for lead and

floe points using this method, discussed in the following sections.

3.4.3.1 Leads

CryoSat-2 echoes are categorized as leads if the return waveform has a PP

> 0.18 and a SSD < 4 (Laxon et al., 2013). Since by definition leads have no

snow cover, it is assumed that all scattering of the radar pulse originates from one

surface. In this case, that surface is either refrozen new ice or open water. It is

also assumed that no volume scattering occurs from leads. Therefore, the volume

scattering term in Equation 3.10 goes to a delta function at τ = 0, resulting in four

free parameters: the amplitude scale factor, Af, the echo delay shift factor, t, the
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angular backscattering efficiency, α, and the standard deviation of surface height, σ.

The initial guess for Af is set equal to the waveform peak power, with the bounds set

to +/- 50% of the peak power. The echo delay shift, t, is given an initial guess equal

to the point of maximum power, denoted with ti. σ is first estimated to be 0.01 for

lead points, with bounds taken to be 0 ≤ σ ≤ 0.05. The initial guess for α, denoted

as α0, is calculated as the ratio of tail to peak power and uses a mean of the 10 ns

following the location of peak power. The bounds of α0 are α0

100
≤ α0 ≤ 100α0. Using

the above initial guesses in the fitting routine leads to a modelled waveform that

well represents the CryoSat-2 data over leads (Kurtz et al., 2014). The echo delay

factor, t, provides the location of the surface as a function of radar return time,

which is used in the surface elevation retrieval of each lead-classified echo. The

largest fraction of lead-classified points occurs in the Ross Sea, consistent with the

location of the Ross Sea Polynya (Fig. 3.5). However, it is also a region known for

new-ice formation that could return specular lead-type waveforms, and potentially

lead to an overestimation of the sea surface height (discussed in Section 3.7).

3.4.3.2 Floes

Radar echoes with a PP < 0.09 and a SSD > 4 are classified as sea ice floes

(Laxon et al., 2013). Due to the presence of a snow layer on top of the sea ice, all nine

free parameters (introduced in Section 3.4.1) are employed. These include the four

mentioned in the previous section, as well as tsnow, the echo delay shift factor of the

air-snow interface, σ0
surf−snow , σ

0
vol−snow, σ

0
surf−ice, andσ0

vol−ice. The initial guess and
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Figure 3.5: October 2011-2017 average maps of lead-type waveform fraction (top-
left), floe-type waveform fraction (bottom-left), valid waveform fraction (top-right),
and resnorm value (bottom-right).

bounds for Af is taken to be the same as used for lead points, while the remaining 8

differ from leads. For tsnow, the initial guess (ti-snow) comes from the ICESat datasets

of the seasonal average total freeboard. The “zero ice freeboard” assumption is

employed (Kurtz and Markus, 2012), which assumes that the snow-ice interface is

depressed to the sea surface, meaning the ICESat freeboard would be approximately

equal to the snow depth. Though this assumption is generally thought to be valid

in the Antarctic, it may not hold true in all regions of the Antarctic (Adolphs, 1998;

Kwok and Maksym, 2014; Weissling and Ackley, 2011; Xie et al., 2011). Therefore,
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this fitting routine attempts to adapt and move away from the zero ice freeboard

assumption, with the results being explored in later sections. The ICESat freeboard

height at the location of each CryoSat-2 radar pulse is taken and converted in terms

of radar return time, which provides a suitable initial guess of the air-snow interface.

Bounds of ti-snow are taken to be +/- 5 ns. The initial guess for t (ti) is taken to be

the first point where the waveform power reaches 70% of the power of the first peak,

following Laxon et al. (2013). This is a commonly used threshold retracking method

to detect the snow-ice interface from CryoSat-2. Bounds are taken to be +/- 6 ns.

σ is first estimated to be 0.15 for floe points, with bounds set to 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1 . The

initial guess for α is similar to that in the lead characterization, with the exception

that the mean power of points between 90 ns and 120 ns is used in the ratio of tail

to peak power. Bounds for α0 are set as α0

100
≤ α0 ≤ 100α0 .

The remaining surface backscatter coefficients and integrated volume backscat-

ter of snow and ice are initially estimated using values taken from OIB Ku-band

radar echograms from the Weddell Sea flights. Estimation of the surface backscat-

ter comes from an average of all valid peaks chosen from the echogram peak-picker

for the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces of both flights. The snow and ice volume

backscatter values are parameterized using average layer backscatter values between

the two interfaces and 10 range bins beyond the snow-ice interface, respectively. The

initial guesses (bounds) are set to be as follows: σ0
surf−snow = -15 dB (+/- 5 dB),

σ0
vol−snow = -11 dB (+/- 5 dB), σ0

surf−ice = -1 dB (+/- 10 dB), and σ0
vol−ice = -8

dB (+/- 10 dB). The largest fraction of floe-type points are found in the Weddell

Sea and along the ice edge, where older and rougher ice is generally found (Fig.
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3.5). These distributions compare qualitatively to that found in Paul et al. (2018),

with the exception that this method finds a larger region of lead-type dominant

waveforms in the Ross Sea than Paul et al. (2018).

3.5 Waveform model and fitting assessment

This section showcases tests of the sensitivity of different model parameters

with respect to the initial guesses provided and to the retrieved freeboard distri-

butions. Additionally, this section assesses the ability of the model and fitting

procedure to retrieve known quantities from synthetically-generated data.

3.5.1 Model parameter sensitivity

Figure 3.6 shows a floe waveform sensitivity study looking at a variety of

modeled waveforms that differ only in the initial guess for the standard deviation of

surface height (σ, top) and the total backscatter coefficient (σ0, bottom). The range

of σ was taken to be between 0.01 (very smooth surface) to 0.4 (rough surface), while

σ0 was varied between three different parameterizations: values from Kurtz et al.

(2014), values taken from the OIB Snow Radar data, and from the Ku-band data

(above). The resulting freeboard distributions found using an initial guess of σ =

0.35 and σ0 taken from Kurtz et al. (2014) are shown as a difference from the values

chosen in this study (σ = 0.15, σ0 taken from Ku-band radar data) in Fig. 3.6 (C

and F). In this case, the effect of altering the backscatter parameterization had a

larger effect on freeboard than altering σ. It is evident that physically inconsistent
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Figure 3.6: A sensitivity study of two initial guess parameters: the standard de-
viation of surface height, σ, and the total backscatter, σ0. (a) modeled waveform
(before fitting) varying the initial guess value of σ between 0.01 (very smooth sur-
face) and 0.4 (rough surface). (b) waveforms fit to CryoSat-2 data varying the initial
guess value of σ between 0.01 and 0.4. (c) October 2016 average freeboard differ-
ence: σ = 0.35 as the initial guess – σ = 0.15 as the initial guess. (d) as in (a)
using three different backscatter parameterizations taken from the OIB Ku-Band
radar profile, Snow Radar profile, and Kurtz et al. (2014). (e) as in (b) with the
three different backscatter parameterizations. (f) as in (c) showing Kurtz et al.
(2014) backscatter as the initial guess – Ku-Band backscatter as the initial guess.
Inlaid plots are zoomed in on the waveform peaks. The methodology for freeboard
calculations is explained in later sections of the paper.

initial guesses can result in altered freeboard distributions, with the magnitude of

the impact potentially being large (broad-scale difference of ∼25 cm in Fig. 3.6(F)).

While this uncertainty surely adds to that of the overall results, the use of physically-

consistent first guesses acts to reduce the uncertainty as much as possible.

Figure 3.6 shows that the modeled waveform can be sensitive to the initial

guess provided, and therefore care is taken to ensure the initial guesses come from

physically realistic values.
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3.5.2 Assessing the waveform fitting process using synthetic data

While physically-consistent initial guesses are an important part of the waveform-

fitting procedure (as discussed in the previous section), it is also important to de-

termine if the model and fitting procedure can retrieve the “correct” result when

provided with a good initialization. However, without detailed ground-truth data

over the scale of a CryoSat-2 footprint, one cannot know the exact surface pa-

rameters from a real waveform. Instead, synthetic waveforms with known physical

parameters can be used. This study uses the developed physical model to generate

synthetic data and test the ability of this fitting procedure to retrieve the known

quantities. This method allows for a quantitative assessment to describe the re-

trieval’s ability, in the form of a coefficient of determination between the retrieved

quantity and the prescribed synthetic parameters.

First, 1000 synthetic waveforms are generated using random values of each

input parameter. The snow-ice interface tracking point, t, was varied between -100

and -50 ns. The tsnow parameter was varied according to a snow depth range from 0 -

60 cm. Roughness (σ) was varied between 0 - 1 m, while α was varied between 0 - 1e6

based on the roughness values (since the two parameters are negatively linked). The

amplitude scale factor, Af , as well as the backscatter coefficients, were held constant

since they are not the parameters of interest in this retrieval. After constructing a

waveform with the random input values, noise was added to the waveforms. This

was done to better simulate real-life waveforms and to ensure the retrieval can still

perform in the presence of noise. Both random, multiplicative noise as well as specu-
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Figure 3.7: Progression of generating and fitting synthetic waveforms. (A) Synthetic
waveform generated from model, (B) Waveform from A with random, multiplicative
noise added, (C) Waveform from B with off-nadir scattering added, (D) Waveform
from C with initial guess waveform (dashed), and (E) Waveform from D with best-fit
waveform (dashed).

lar reflections from off-nadir leads were added to the waveforms. Multiplicative noise

was added to all waveforms, while off-nadir lead reflections were added randomly

to 50% of the generated waveforms. Figure 3.7 shows a progression of generating a

realistic synthetic waveform. This process was done for 1000 synthetic waveforms,

generating 1000 different tests cases. An example of some synthetic waveforms used

in this study are shown in Fig. 3.8.

For each of the 1000 synthetic waveforms, the waveform fitting process de-

scribed in earlier sections is applied. This process consists of first finding initial

guess parameters based on the synthetic waveform characteristics. Since the air-

snow interface location initial guess is typically taken from independent data, ran-

dom values falling in the expected range of tsnow were used as this initial guess. All
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Figure 3.8: Sample synthetic waveforms generated for this assessment.

other parameters’ initializations were found using the methods described above. For

the air-snow interface case, each waveform was fit three times (in order to counter-

act the use of a random initial guess), with the output parameters that led to the

smallest residual kept as the best fit waveform. All others were fit one time.

Figure 3.9 shows resulting linear regressions for each of the parameters of

interest, where the x-axis is the “true value” of a given parameter used in the

creation of the synthetic data and the y-axis is the resultant value of that parameter

after the waveform fitting processes. As a first-order assessment, one can see the

high coefficients of determination (R2), ranging from 0.80 to 0.99, that signify good

ability of this model and fitting procedure to retrieve known quantities. However,

some interesting results emerge upon closer assessment. For one, the snow and ice

locations tend to have the best results (closest to the 1:1 line) compared to the other

two parameters. This is likely due to the fact that these parameters are based off

of the leading edge of the waveform, which is less impacted by noise and off-nadir
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leads (Fig. 3.8). The tsnow parameter seems to have more spread at higher values,

which typically corresponds to thicker snow depths. The roughness and angular

backscatter terms (Fig. 3.9, bottom) show more spread in these linear regressions.

For α, this is expected given the large dynamic range of the parameter and accepted

since the R2 is still high (0.94). The roughness, on the other hand, shows in general

good agreement that gets worse at higher values of σ. This could be brought on by

the initial guess for σ, which is kept at a constant 0.15 m.

Despite the worse agreement from the roughness term, it is still encouraging

to see the percentage of fits that are considered “good” and to see the values that

would be rejected by the fitting process. Red points in Fig. 3.9 signify fits that

have a resnorm less than 0.3 and therefore would either be re-fit in the retrieval - in

hopes that adjusting the initial guess parameters would lead to a better overall fit

- or would be discarded all together. Over 90% of the points in all cases would be

kept as “good fits”. Points that are further from the 1:1 line, especially in the σ and

α plots, are generally filtered out. These are likely due to the synthetic off-nadir

leads that can complicate the waveforms and the fitting process.

Overall, Fig. 3.9 showcases a general good ability of this model and fitting

process to retrieve known parameters in synthetically-generated data. It is acknowl-

edged that actual CryoSat-2 waveforms can be more complex than the synthetic

waveforms generated here, however, this analysis provides some confidence in the

fitting procedure to improve upon the initial guesses provided. The subsequent sec-

tions will look into comparing retrieved elevations and freeboards to actual data

collected by independent instruments.
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Figure 3.9: Relationships between the synthetic waveform parameters (x-axis) and
fit waveform parameters (y-axis) for the four parameters of interest (tsnow,t,σ,α).
Red points indicate poor fits that would be re-processed or filtered out in the retrieval
process.

3.6 Initial validation

To evaluate the performance of this algorithm, the returned surface elevation

is compared to independent measurements of surface elevation from OIB. Specifi-

cally, ATM data taken from the IceBridge underflight of the CryoSat-2 orbit (Fig.

3.1) are compared with retracked CryoSat-2 elevation data derived using this algo-

rithm. The comparison is done between surface elevation measurements before any

freeboard calculations are made, ensuring that differences observed are a factor of
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Figure 3.10: Surface (air-snow interface) elevation profiles of OIB ATM (blue) and
CryoSat-2 (orange) from the October 2011 (a) and November 2012 (b) campaigns.
Frequency distributions of the elevation difference (ATM – CryoSat-2) along the
2011 (c) and 2012 (d) profiles are also shown. The mode of the differences is 0.03
m in 2011 and -0.24 m in 2012. The 2011 profile contains measurements from
−63.99◦ N, −45.11◦ W to −75.04◦ N, −49.33◦ W while the 2012 profile contains
measurements from −66.14◦ N, −43.31◦ W to −74.25◦ N, −46.46◦ W.

the retrieval alone. In order to facilitate a direct comparison, ATM level 2 Icessn

elevation data are averaged to the same ground footprint size as a CryoSat-2 echo.

Additionally, equivalent geophysical corrections are computed and applied (follow-

ing Yi et al. 2019) to both the CryoSat-2 and ATM datasets, ensuring that both

measurements are in the same frame of reference. These geophysical corrections

include effects from tides, which are computed using the TPXO8-Atlas model (Eg-

bert and Erofeeva, 2002), the mean sea-surface height, which are computed using

the Technical University of Denmark DTU15MSS dataset (Anderson et al., 2016),

and the dynamic atmosphere, which are computed using correction data from the

Mog2G model (Carrère and Lyard, 2003).

Surface temperatures from MERRA-2 (Global Modeling and Assimilation Of-
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fice (GMAO), 2015) at the midpoint time of both IceBridge flights are found in Fig.

3.1. The 2011 flight had a large (about 20◦ C) north-south temperature gradient

that could result in different snow and ice properties along the flight line, and thus

could explain differences observed along the line. In 2012, there was almost no tem-

perature gradient along the flight line. Additionally, surface temperatures remained

below freezing for the two weeks prior to both flights, with light snowfall of around

5 mm/day occurring three (four) days prior to the flight in 2011 (2012) but stopping

two (three) days before the flight. The time difference between the OIB flight and

CryoSat-2 overpass was between 0 and 3.1 hours in 2011 and between 0 and 2.2

hours in 2012.

Figure 3.10 (A and B) shows ATM and CryoSat-2 surface elevation profiles

from both the 2011 and 2012 OIB underflights. In these cases, the initial guess for the

air-snow interface location in the CryoSat-2 fitting routine comes from the ICESat

seasonal average dataset. Overall, the CryoSat-2 retracked elevation profiles capture

the general trends found in the ATM profiles. The mean difference in elevation of

CryoSat-2 from ATM for the entire flight line is 0.02 cm in 2011 and 2.58 cm in

2012. A frequency distribution of this difference is shown in Fig. 3.10 (C and D).

Both years display a Gaussian-like distribution centered near zero (i.e. no difference)

with standard deviations of 0.29 m in 2011 and 0.27 m in 2012. It is likely that

some of the differences are due to initial temporal and spatial discrepancies between

the IceBridge and CryoSat-2 data collections. Correlation coefficients are 0.44 in

2011 and 0.40 in 2012, which, although in the low-to-mid range, is likely brought

on by the inherent noise in the data at the shot-to-shot level and non-overlapping
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footprints of the two sensors (Yi et al., 2019). Although mean resnorm values from

the CryoSat-2 flight lines are 0.11 in 2011 and 0.10 in 2012, signifying good fits, it is

still possible that errors in air-snow interface elevation could have arisen from errors

in fits that were below the single-metric resnorm threshold but not representative

of the actual CryoSat-2 waveform. This resnorm threshold is likely the cause of

the “jumps” seen in the CryoSat-2 data, as testing a higher resnorm threshold led

to more jumps, while a testing a lower resnorm threshold led to fewer jumps, but

worse agreement to ATM. There also appears to be a slight underestimation of ATM

by CryoSat-2 in both profiles, which could be brought on by the original footprint

sizes, as the smaller ATM footprint is more sensitive to small-scale peaks/ridges

than CryoSat-2.

Overall, this initial validation shows the potential of this CryoSat-2 algorithm

to retrieve reasonable surface elevation measurements over Antarctic sea ice. This

promising result warrants further exploration into freeboard retrieval using this

method, discussed in the next section.

3.7 Snow freeboard retrieval

3.7.1 Freeboard calculation

The retrieved elevation of the air-snow interface from this method is used to

calculate the snow freeboard of Antarctic sea ice. First, one month of CryoSat-2

data is processed at a time and the outlying data points are filtered out to reduce

the inherent noise of the data. The filtering is done by removing any point that
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has an output parameter more than three standard deviations away from the mean

of the respective parameter. These output parameters include quantities such as

the surface elevation, retracking correction, PP, SSD, and τ . Additionally, points

with a τ value less than -100 ns were found to produce anomalous surface elevations

and therefore are filtered out. Then, surface elevation data consisting only of echo

points characterized as leads are gridded to a 25 km polar stereographic grid and

averaged over the month. Grid boxes with fewer than five points and/or monthly

concentrations less than 50% are ignored. This grid is effectively the mean sea

surface elevation. Snow freeboard is calculated by taking each surface elevation

point along the CryoSat-2 orbit and subtracting the corresponding mean sea surface

elevation value. Any snow freeboard points less than -0.1 m and greater than 2.1 m

are filtered out. Between the initial filtering and this freeboard filtering, 41.7% of the

total waveforms are filtered out, leaving 58.3% as valid waveforms. This process is

done from the entire month of data, and the remaining freeboard values are gridded

to 25 km to produce a map of the monthly mean snow freeboard. To study multi-

year means for a given month, each monthly snow freeboard grid is averaged over

a range of years. In this case, grid boxes with data from fewer than two years are

ignored. Both the monthly and multi-year mean snow freeboard grids are smoothed

by taking the average of all grid boxes within 2 grid boxes in all directions, which

reduces the spatial resolution to 125 km. Smoothing is applied to reduce noise in

the CryoSat-2 data and also to fill gaps in the data.

Figure 3.11 shows maps of October monthly averaged snow freeboard values

from 2011-2017 as well as the mean of all seven years. The freeboard distribution
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Figure 3.11: October monthly average snow freeboard from 2011-2017, as well as
the mean of all years, found using this retrieval method.

corresponds well to what is expected in the Antarctic: the largest values occur in

the Weddell and Amundsen seas – where ice production and heavy snow falls are

typically prevalent – as well as along the coast of East Antarctica – where snowfall

accumulation is also typically large. The smallest values tend to be found off the

coast of East Antarctica between 0◦ and 90◦ E. Additionally, the region of low

freeboard shown in the Ross Sea each year is consistent with the presence of young

ice from the Ross Sea Polynya, but could be biased lower due to the large region

of lead-type waveforms classified in the area, leading to a higher sea surface height

and lower freeboard. While the overall pattern remains similar in each map, there

is clear inter-annual variability. For example, the Amundsen Sea region along the

Antarctic coastline exhibits a widespread area of very large (over 50 cm) freeboard

in 2011, while the same coastal region between 100◦ W and 150◦ W shows values

between 20 and 35 cm in 2016. Thicker snow freeboard can be found adjacent to the
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ice extent edge in each of the years, with the average map clearly showing greater

freeboard values along the ice edge in the Western Pacific Ocean (about 90◦ E to

180◦ E). This thick freeboard at the ice edge is consistent with the older and thicker

ice that has been previously found in the Antarctic frontal ice zone (Nghiem et al.,

2016), but could also be due to surface waves penetrating the ice cover, resulting in

an altered floe size distribution (Fox and Haskell, 2001) and also a high freeboard

bias. Additionally, the high freeboard found here could be a product of the lower

CryoSat-2 data density further from the pole as well as the variety of different ice

types found in the frontal ice zone.
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Figure 3.12: October monthly average Antarctic snow freeboard (black) and total
sea ice area (blue) for reference. Sea ice area data are gathered from NSIDC (Fetterer
et al., 2017).

A time series of mean October snow freeboard from 2011 to 2017 found using

this method is shown in Fig. 3.12, with total sea ice area plotted for reference

(Fetterer et al., 2017). Apart from slight increases in freeboard from 2012 to 2013

and 2016 to 2017, there is an overall decrease found between 2011 and 2017 of

0.5 cm/yr. The smallest measured freeboard occurred in 2016 (25.8 cm) which is
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collocated with a minimum in sea ice area that occurred in the same year. The total

average snow freeboard in October from 2011 to 2017 is found to be 27.6 cm with

a standard deviation of 13.0 cm. Interestingly, the sea ice area and snow freeboard

time series appear highly correlated between 2011 and 2017 (r=0.77) alluding to a

potential relationship between freeboard/thickness and area in the Antarctic. This

relationship, however, is beyond the scope of this study and should be explored in

future work.

3.7.2 Pan-Antarctic freeboard comparisons

To assess the performance of this algorithm on a pan-Antarctic scale, monthly

averaged freeboard values from CryoSat-2 are compared with seasonal average free-

board from ICESat. Figure 3.13 shows a difference map between CryoSat-2 and

ICESat total freeboard, where positive (negative) values indicate regions where

CryoSat-2 measures greater (smaller) freeboard as compared to ICESat. The most

notable difference occurs in the Weddell Sea off of the Antarctic Peninsula, where

CryoSat-2 records a freeboard value much lower (around 30 cm) than ICESat. A

similar region can be found in the Amundsen Sea, where CryoSat-2 measurements

are again less than ICESat. CryoSat-2 measures a larger freeboard along most of the

sea ice edge, as well as along the Antarctic coast from about 20◦ W to 60◦ E. Apart

from these areas of noticeable differences between the two datasets, the remainder

of the sea ice zone is fairly comparable among both. The total mean difference is

only 2.9 cm with a standard deviation of just under 10 cm and a mode difference of
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0.8 cm (Fig. 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Snow freeboard differences showing (left) CryoSat-2 October 2011-2017
average minus ICESat spring 2003-2007 average and (right) ICESat spring 2006
average minus ICESat spring 2003-2007 average. The 2006 data are included as an
example year to highlight the interannual variability in the freeboard distribution.

Though this compatibility is encouraging, it is important to note that compar-

ison is indirect in nature. The CryoSat-2 dataset covers October 2011-2017, seven

years of data, while this ICESat dataset covers October-November 2003-2007, five

years of data. These non-overlapping time periods have different lengths, and the

ICESat dataset contains data from October and November in some of the cam-

paigns. Therefore, this comparison shows that this algorithm can produce results

similar to the average values found with ICESat, but requires temporally coincident

data, such as that forthcoming from ICESat-2, to best assess the accuracy of the

retrieval approach (to be discussed in Chapter 4).

Qualitatively, the snow freeboard distribution found in Fig. 3.11 is comparable

to that shown in Schwegmann et al. (2016) and Paul et al. (2018). In all studies, the

largest freeboard is found along the coast in the Amundsen Sea, East Antarctica,
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and in the Weddell Sea, while the smallest freeboard is found in the Ross Sea and off

East Antarctic between 0◦ and 90◦ E. Similar to what was found in the comparison

with ICESat, both Schwegmann et al. (2016) and Paul et al. (2018) find a higher

freeboard immediately off the Antarctic Peninsula near the Larson Ice Shelf than

is found with this method, which could signal a regional difficulty to retrieve snow

freeboard using this algorithm or a complication with the thicker and/or rougher

ice that tends to be found in this region. However, these comparisons are still

rather indirect, given that the prior works retrieve radar freeboard (Schwegmann

et al., 2016) and ice freeboard (Paul et al., 2018) while this method retrieves snow

freeboard. Once again, coincident measurements of snow freeboard from ICESat-2

will be invaluable as a comparative tool.

3.8 Application to snow depth retrievals

Given that this algorithm outputs the location of both the air-snow and snow-

ice interfaces as a function of radar return time, it seems logical that snow depth

could be extracted from these data. Likely, however, the complexities of Antarctic

sea ice inhibit this method in tracking the correct snow-ice interface, resulting in a

lower-than-expected (judging from passive microwave measurements (Markus and

Cavalieri, 1998)) and in-situ surveys (Massom et al., 2001)) snow depth distribution.

Figure 3.14 shows a map of the average October 2011-2017 snow depth on sea ice,

calculated by subtracting the snow-ice interface elevation from the air-snow interface

elevation. It can be seen that for a majority of the Antarctic, a snow depth of around
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0.1 m is present. This algorithm appears to be tracking the dominant sub-surface

return as a layer within the snowpack as opposed to the ice interface itself, as has

been seen in previous studies (e.g. Giles et al. (2008); Willatt et al. (2010)). A

potential explanation is that the complex snow stratigraphy found during in situ

surveys of the Antarctic sea ice pack (Lewis et al., 2011; Massom et al., 2001;

Willatt et al., 2010) and attenuation due to seawater flooding and wicking could

be prevalent throughout the Antarctic, and that layers of ice and/or brine could be

responsible for an interface return that is higher than the actual snow-ice interface.

Figure 3.14: October 2011-2017 average difference between the retrieved air-snow
and snow-ice interfaces as an exploration into the potential retrieval of snow depth.

A similar result is found when comparing retrieved CryoSat-2 snow depths in

the Weddell Sea to that from OIB. Using the peak-picking algorithm on IceBridge

data from the 13 October 2011 flight line and converting the distance between peaks

to snow depth results in an approximate mean snow depth of 0.26 m. This value is

close to the snow depth that was calculated by Kwok and Maksym (2014) for the

same flight line (approximately 0.29 m). From CryoSat-2, the mean snow depth
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along the flight line is found to be 0.15 m, which is lower than the measured values

potentially due to the much larger footprint size and more limited bandwidth from

the satellite data.

Despite the widespread small snow depth values, the region off the coast of

East Antarctica in Fig. 3.14 (between 90◦ E and 60◦ E) exhibits values closer to

what is expected. Here, there is a greater snow depth of around 0.3 m. This

region is known to have positive ice freeboard values (Maksym and Markus, 2008;

Markus et al., 2011; Worby and Wu, 1998), meaning that flooding and saltwater

intrusion would play less of a role than in other areas. The near-realistic snow

depth measurements here provide evidence that this algorithm could be effective

in retrieving snow depth under certain snow conditions, seasons, or locations, but

speaks to the inherent complexity and uncertainty associated with Antarctic sea

ice. Furthermore, the fact that these snow depth measurements are not higher over

other areas of known positive ice freeboard, such as the western Weddell Sea, could

signal issues regional issues of the algorithm to retrieve the snow-ice interface. Later

chapters of this dissertation explore the improvement of this retrieval algorithm and

the resulting snow depths that arise from those improvements.

3.9 Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, a method for retrieving snow freeboard from CryoSat-2 data

is developed. It is based off the fundamental idea that scattering of Ku-band radar

pulses can originate from the air-snow interface of snow on sea ice. This scattering
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is incorporated into a physical waveform model and a least squares fitting routine is

used to fit the model to CryoSat-2 level 1B waveforms. The returned fit waveform

and associated parameters includes, among others, the location of the air-snow inter-

face as a function of radar return time. That location is then used to retrack the snow

surface elevation, and from this, calculate snow freeboard. The performance of this

retrieval is evaluated through comparisons with independent measurements. Specif-

ically, surface elevation measurements from OIB ATM, taken in October 2011 and

November 2012 along a coincident flight line, help to provide an initial confirmation

that the retrieval results were comparable to other data sources. Mean (standard

deviation) elevation differences between ATM and CryoSat-2 were found to be just

0.02 cm (29.24 cm) in 2011 and 2.6 cm (26.65 cm) in 2012. Seasonal averaged free-

board data from ICESat allowed for the comparison of the pan-Antarctic freeboard.

Though the CryoSat-2 and ICESat freeboard data come from non-overlapping time

periods of different lengths and months, there was still general agreement with the

freeboard distribution. The mean (standard deviation) difference between CryoSat-

2 and ICESat freeboard is 2.9 cm (9.23 cm). The fact that the largest differences

between CryoSat-2 and ICESat occur in regions of known thick snow depths could

signal a difficulty of the algorithm over the thickest snow, suggesting an area for fu-

ture improvements to the model. In general, this retrieval algorithm shows promise

that snow freeboard can be measured from CryoSat-2 alone.

Though the retrieved air-snow interface elevation and snow freeboard closely

resemble that from independent measurements, the retrieved snow-ice interface el-

evation appears to be larger than expected. Calculated snow depth, therefore, is
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lower than typically expected throughout most of the Antarctic sea ice cover as com-

pared to in situ and passive microwave data. Due to strong attenuation of radar

returns from brine layers within the snowpack (Nandan et al., 2017), it may not

be possible to retrieve the actual snow-ice interface from a Ku-band altimeter in

some regions of the Antarctic. However, the region near the Antarctic coast in the

western Pacific Ocean (Fig. 3.14) displays snow depths that are much closer to ex-

pected, signaling the possibility of snow depth retrieval under certain ice types and

conditions. More work is needed to understand why this region shows near-realistic

snow depths while other regions with similar ice characteristics (e.g. positive ice

freeboard in the western Weddell Sea) do not.

Overall, this study has expanded the functionality of CryoSat-2 as a tool for

observing the snow freeboard of Antarctic sea ice, adding to the existing studies

retrieving radar freeboard (Schwegmann et al., 2016) and ice freeboard (Paul et al.,

2018). In September 2018, CryoSat-2 was joined in space by ICESat-2, NASA’s

second-generation satellite laser altimeter system (Markus et al., 2017). These co-

incident altimeters will provide the ability to observe the polar regions like never

before. In subsequent chapters, ICESat-2 data will be used as both a comparative

measure – for direct monthly comparisons of snow freeboard – as well as an initial

guess for the waveform fitting model. These new measurements of air-snow interface

elevation and snow freeboard from ICESat-2 help to further validate and improve

this retrieval algorithm.

Future work will look into combing these CryoSat-2 snow freeboard measure-

ments with those from laser altimetry to produce an ICESat-CryoSat-2-ICESat-2
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time series of snow freeboard in the Antarctic. This reconciled laser-radar altimetric

record of snow freeboard would span 15+ years from 2003 throughout the lifetime

of ICESat-2, providing a long and robust dataset that could be used in other stud-

ies of sea ice. Together with ESA’s CCI dataset combing CryoSat-2 and Envisat

(Paul et al., 2018; Schwegmann et al., 2016), these long term datasets could lead to

improved retrievals of sea ice thickness and an enhanced understanding of sea ice in

the Antarctic.
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Chapter 4: Assessing CryoSat-2 Antarctic Snow Freeboard Retrievals

Using Data from ICESat-2

This chapter utilizes and improves upon the CryoSat-2 retrieval algorithm

developed in Chapter 3. Additionally, assessments are made by comparing these

CryoSat-2 snow freeboard data to coincident data from ICESat-2. This work was

submitted to Earth and Space Science and can be found as a preprint on the Earth

and Space Science Open Archive (Fons et al., 2021).

4.1 Introduction

ESA’s CryoSat-2 radar altimeter has provided a more than 10-year time se-

ries of surface elevation data since its launch in 2010 that has been invaluable for

cryospheric studies. For sea ice research in particular, CryoSat-2 has enabled basin-

scale estimates of Arctic sea ice freeboard and thickness from space, building on

the satellite altimeter-based freeboard/thickness time series that began with ERS-1

and -2 (Laxon et al., 2003) and continued with ICESat (Zwally et al., 2008) and

Envisat (Connor et al., 2009). Freeboard data from CryoSat-2 have been used to

quantify Arctic sea ice thickness and volume over time (Kwok and Cunningham,

2015; Laxon et al., 2013; Tilling et al., 2018), to develop new retrieval algorithms
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for sea ice properties (Kurtz et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016), and to better understand

potential bias and uncertainty from radar altimetric studies of sea ice (Kwok, 2014;

Landy et al., 2020; Nandan et al., 2017; Ricker et al., 2014).

Despite its widespread use in the Arctic, CryoSat-2 data remain underuti-

lized for sea ice research in the Southern Ocean (Meredith et al., 2019). This is

due in part to the lack of available pan-Antarctic snow depth on sea ice informa-

tion, which contributes to the uncertainty in the dominant scattering horizon from

radar returns and limits accurate sea ice freeboard and thickness retrievals (Massom

et al., 2001; Paul et al., 2018). Nevertheless, some studies have attempted to pro-

vide estimates of freeboard and thickness using different methods and with various

caveats. Kwok and Kacimi (2018) calculated ice freeboard and thickness profiles in

the Weddell Sea using CryoSat-2 and data from NASA’s OIB. Snow depth values

were estimated by subtracting the CryoSat-2 freeboards from the ATM laser (total)

freeboards. Price et al. (2015) similarly computed thickness from CryoSat-2 in a

single region – McMurdo Sound – using snow depth from models, reanalysis, and

passive microwave sensors. Work done through ESA’s sea ice CCI (Paul et al., 2018;

Schwegmann et al., 2016) showcased freeboard retrievals in the Southern Ocean and

comparisons between CryoSat-2 and Envisat, but the lack of snow depth data has

prevented them from computing sea ice thickness. Fons and Kurtz (2019) put forth

a waveform-fitting method that attempted to circumvent the complexities of the ef-

fect of the snow layer on radar returns by retrieving the air-snow interface elevation

from CryoSat-2. This work - discussed in the previous chapter - exploited the fact

that scattering at Ku-band frequencies – though potentially smaller in magnitude
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than scattering from the snow-ice interface – does occur from the air-snow interface

(Kwok, 2014; Willatt et al., 2010), and incorporated this scattering in a forward

waveform model. While the results showed promise, they lacked independent, pan-

Antarctic snow freeboard data to validate the retrievals.

While challenges to CryoSat-2-derived Antarctic sea ice freeboard and thick-

ness remain, studies using satellite laser altimetry have proven more successful.

Laser altimeters range to the surface of the snow on sea ice and therefore are not

impacted by the uncertain scattering horizon within the snow layer. The freeboard

retrieved from laser altimeters is therefore the snow freeboard, which can be com-

bined with snow depth information to estimate thickness. NASA’s ICESat was the

main platform used for laser altimetric studies of sea ice prior to 2019, and studies

combined the retrieved snow freeboard with snow depth information from various

sources, including passive microwave-derived snow depth (Zwally et al., 2008), a

zero ice freeboard assumption (Kurtz and Markus, 2012), and a one-layer modified

density model (Kern et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018) to compute thickness. The launch

of ICESat-2 in late 2018 has provided an opportunity to advance sea ice research in

the Southern Ocean, both in stand-alone studies of Antarctic sea ice and as a unique

compliment to CryoSat-2 for combination studies and validation. One such study

(Kacimi and Kwok, 2020) combined CryoSat-2 radar freeboards with ICESat-2 snow

freeboards to make estimates of snow depth on Antarctic sea ice. They used the re-

sulting snow depth and freeboards to estimate pan-Antarctic thickness and volume

for the Austral winter 2019. These results showcase a new thickness dataset but

are limited to the years in which both satellites are operating. More combination
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studies are possible if the recent CRYO2ICE campaign (European Space Agency,

2018), which better aligned the CryoSat-2 orbit with that of ICESat-2 to improve

spatial/temporal coincidence in the Arctic, is altered to optimize the orbital overlaps

in the Southern Hemisphere.

Here, this study utilizes ICESat-2 Southern Ocean snow freeboard data to

validate the CryoSat-2 snow freeboard retrieval method originally published in Fons

and Kurtz (2019). Fons and Kurtz (2019) was a feasibility study that lacked co-

incident validation data for proper evaluation. Now, with ICESat-2, one is able to

better assess and draw conclusions on the CryoSat-2 freeboard retrievals. This work

will first discuss improvements made to the CryoSat-2 retrieval algorithm since pub-

lication in 2019, which include updates to the model parameters, sea surface height

(SSH) determination, the sea ice surface height PDF, and other components of the

algorithm (Section 4.3). An estimate of uncertainty in the freeboard retrievals is

provided (Section 4.4) prior to showcasing validation of the improved algorithm us-

ing data from ICESat-2 both along-track and pan-Antarctic (Section 4.5). This

study concludes with a discussion of potential error sources, sampling biases, and

difficulties of laser-radar comparisons (Sections 4.6 and 4.7).

4.2 Data

The primary dataset used in this work is the CryoSat-2 baseline-D Level 1-

B waveform data (European Space Agency, 2019b,c). These data are acquired

by the SIRAL instrument aboard CryoSat-2, which has a frequency in the Ku-
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band centered at 13.575 GHz (Wingham et al., 2006). SIRAL operates in three

different modes: low resolution mode (LRM), synthetic aperture mode (SAR), and

synthetic aperture-interferometric mode (SARIn). Both the SAR and SARIn modes

are utilized in this study and provide complete coverage of the Antarctic sea ice pack.

The CryoSat-2 echoes in SAR and SARIn modes represent a pulse-doppler-limited

footprint of approximately 360 m along track and 1.65 km across track (European

Space Agency, 2019a; Scagliola, 2013), however, these echoes can be influenced by

off-nadir, specular returns from approximately 15 km across-track (Tilling et al.,

2018). For consistency, both SAR and SARIn waveforms are reduced to 128 range

bins, with SAR data being truncated and SARIn data being clipped to 128 range bins

about the maximum power location. Elevation is computed from these waveforms

following the procedure outlined in Fons and Kurtz (2019), which involves retracking

the waveforms and applying the geophysical and retracking corrections to the raw

ranges.

To assess the retrieved CryoSat-2 snow freeboards, this study utilizes snow

freeboard data from ICESat-2, specifically, the release 3 Level 3A sea ice freeboard

product ATL10 (Kwok et al., 2020b). ATL10 provides estimates of snow freeboard

in both hemispheres for each of the six ICESat-2 beams. The freeboard estimates

are computed using the sea ice and sea surface elevations from the ATL07 sea ice

height product, which includes variable length segments (ranging from ∼20-200

m) encompassing 150 returned signal photons (Kwok et al., 2020a, 2019). Here,

the highest resolution, segment-scale “beam freeboards” are used, which provides a

freeboard estimate for each beam and ATL07 segment using only the leads estimated
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along the given beam (Kwok et al., 2020a). Unless otherwise noted, mentions of

“freeboard” in this chapter refer to the snow freeboard (i.e. the height of the sea

ice and snow above the sea surface).

For this study, the CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 data are analyzed for the coin-

cident ICESat-2 overlap period, ranging from October 2018 until October 2020.

Pan-Antarctic maps of freeboard are computed using monthly means and gridded

to the NSIDC 25 km x 25 km polar stereographic grid. CryoSat-2 snow freeboards

below -0.1 m and above 3.0 m are filtered out prior to gridding, to account for in-

strument noise and to remove anomalously high freeboard values. Gridded values

are only computed if the grid cell contains at least five samples and an ice con-

centration of at least 50%. Version 3 Bootstrap monthly average ice concentration

data (Comiso, 2017) are used for 2018 and 2019 while the NOAA/NSIDC Climate

Data Record Near-Real-Time (NRT CDR) monthly sea ice concentration product

is used for 2020, when the Bootstrap data are not yet available (Meier et al., 2017).

The NRT CDR product essentially takes the higher value from the Bootstrap and

NASA Team algorithms (Cavalieri et al., 1996). ICESat freeboard data are used in a

limited capacity in this work (described in Section 4.3.1) as part of an initialization

of the waveform-fitting model. These data range from 2003-2008, with a description

found in Kurtz and Markus (2012).
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4.3 Algorithm design and improvements

This section provides a brief overview of the procedure put forth in Fons and

Kurtz (2019), which herein will be referred to as Version 1 (V1), but focuses mainly

on the improvements that have been made to the algorithm to create Version 2

(V2). The changes were motivated in part by the launch of ICESat-2 in 2018, which

provides coincident assessment data that were not yet available for the V1 algorithm.

Additionally, lessons learned during the V1 development helped to inform the V2

algorithm. For a more detailed look at the model and waveform-fitting process, see

the previous chapter and Fons and Kurtz (2019).

To retrieve sea ice elevation and calculate freeboard from CryoSat-2, this study

employs a physical – as opposed to the more commonly used empirical – retracking

technique. This technique uses a forward model and waveform-fitting algorithm

that constructs a modeled CryoSat-2 waveform from given initial parameters, fits

the model to the CryoSat-2 data using an optimization approach, and calculates the

retrieved elevation using the best-fit waveform and parameters. The output (free)

parameters are given in Table 4.1, where the snow depth and snow-ice interface

time delay allow for the calculation of the elevations of both the air-snow and snow-

ice interfaces, and from there, an estimation of both the snow freeboard and the

ice freeboard. The initial guess parameters in Table 1 are derived from the actual

CryoSat-2 waveform and independent measurements. This method was originally

put forth in Kurtz et al. (2014), and then was modified to include scattering effects

from the snow layer in Fons and Kurtz (2019). In the V1 retrieval, the modeled
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waveform was given by:

Ψ(τ) = Pt(τ)⊗ I(τ, α)⊗ p(τ, σ)⊗ υ(τ, hs) (4.1)

where Ψ is the constructed waveform, Pt is the transmit pulse, I is the rough surface

impulse response, p is the surface height probability density function, and υ is the

scattering cross section per unit volume – all of which are a function of τ , the echo

delay time on the waveform, and other parameters given in Table 4.1 (Fons and

Kurtz, 2019; Kurtz et al., 2014). Since Fons and Kurtz (2019), a few aspects of the

original method have been improved, in order to better model sea ice waveforms and

reduce the potential for convergence on local minima, resulting in the V2 algorithm.

The main improvements consist of: reducing the number of free parameters in the

model, using a new surface height probability density function (PDF), altering the

SSH calculation, and a few smaller modifications. These changes are explained in

this section.

4.3.1 Free parameters

The V1 algorithm used a model with nine free parameters – a relatively large

number that increases the potential for the waveform-fitting optimization proce-

dure to converge on a local, as opposed to global, minimum. In V2, this number

is reduced to five parameters and the radar backscatter terms of snow and ice are

designated as static. Given the uncertainty associated with these backscatter pa-

rameters, this study now relies on values published previously (given in Table 4.1).
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The assumption is made that these static terms represent average values across the

Antarctic, and it is acknowledged that further study into these quantities could pro-

vide useful information on their seasonal and regional variations. V1 retrievals used

ICESat data as an initial guess for the air-snow interface location parameter. In

V2, this free parameter is updated to be physically quantifiable (snow depth) and is

instead estimated using a combined ICESat and ICESat-2 monthly “climatology”

as the initial guess. Like in V1, the ‘zero ice freeboard’ assumption is invoked for

this initial guess that assumes the snow depth is equal to the snow freeboard (the

implications for this assumption are discussed in Section 4.3.5). Each monthly cli-

matology initialization map (12 in total, one for each month) consists of multiple

years of ICESat and ICESat-2 snow freeboard data from the given month averaged

together. The ICESat data for a given month comes from the years 2003-2008, while

the ICESat-2 data for that month comes from the years 2018-2019. This study adds

ICESat-2 data to the initialization to incorporate more – and more recent – data into

the initial guess. Additionally, ICESat only collected data during a few months each

year while ICESat-2 collects data year round. The added ICESat-2 data therefore

provide month-to-month variability in the initial guess. By creating this monthly

climatology, the same, independent, consistent initialization is used from year to

year. The free parameters used here are given in Table 4.1.
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Free Parameters Initial Value Bounds Reference

hs Snow depth
ICESat/ICESat-

2 monthly
“climatology”

± 30 cm

Kurtz and
Markus (2012);

Kwok et al.
(2020b)

t
Snow-ice

interface time
delay

70% power
threshold

± 3 ns
Laxon et al.

(2013)

σ
Roughness (std

of surface
height)

0.15 0-1 m
Fons and Kurtz

(2019)

α
Angular

backscatter

Lookup table
based on
waveform

characteristics

1.5e1-9e8
Kurtz et al.

(2014)

Af
Amplitude scale

factor
1 ± 0.5

Kurtz et al.
(2014)

Static Parameters

σ0
sfc−snow

Snow surface
backscatter

0 dB -
Arthern et al.

(2001)

σ0
sfc−ice

Ice surface
backscatter

8 dB - Kwok (2014)

σ0
vol−snow

Snow volume
backscatter

-7 dB -
Beaven et al.

(1995)

σ0
vol−ice

Ice volume
backscatter

-17 dB -
Beaven et al.

(1995)

Ke−snow
Snow extinction

coefficient
0.1 m−1 -

Ulaby et al.
(1982)

Ke−ice
Ice extinction

coefficient
5 m−1 -

Ulaby et al.
(1982)

Table 4.1: Free parameters used in the V2 retrieval algorithm and static parame-
ters used in the volume scattering term of the waveform model. Additional static
parameters used can be found in Fons and Kurtz (2019) and Kurtz et al. (2014).
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4.3.2 Surface height PDF

In the V1 algorithm, a zero-mean Gaussian distribution was used to represent

the surface height PDF in the waveform model. Here in V2, the surface height

PDF is updated to be a lognormal distribution, which has been shown (over Arctic

sea ice) to better represent the sea ice surface PDF over CryoSat-2 footprint scales

(Landy et al., 2020). This distribution is given as:

p(τ) =
1

τσl
√

2π
exp

(
−(ln τ − µ)2

2σ2
l

)
(4.2)

where µ and σl represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the

natural logarithm of the surface height. This study assumes a zero-mean distribu-

tion and initializes the roughness term (σ) as 0.15, which gets converted to σl and

adjusted during fitting as a free parameter (Table 4.1). The impact of the lognor-

mal surface height PDF is shown in Fig. 4.1. Modeled waveforms were created

with varying roughness values and run using both a lognormal (solid) and normal

(dashed) surface height PDF. For small roughness values, the difference in the mod-

eled waveform shape (measured by the squared norm of the residuals) when using

the lognormal versus normal distribution is negligible. Conversely, as the roughness

increases, these differences increase exponentially. Judging by the example rough-

ness distribution output by this algorithm from September 2020 (Fig. 4.1), most fit

waveforms have σ values between 0.1 and 0.45 m and therefore are less sensitive to

the modified surface height PDF used. However, there are still waveforms fit with
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σ values over 0.5 m which would be more sensitive to the modified surface height

PDF and benefit from the more representative lognormal distribution.
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity of modelled waveform shape to roughness and surface height
PDF used. Left: Solid lines show modelled waveforms with varying values of σ
created using a lognormal surface height PDF, while dashed lines show the same but
using a normal surface height PDF. Right: The difference in shape is quantified using
the squared norm of the residual (resnorm, black line) plotted at 1 cm increments
from 0 to 1 m roughness. An example normalized histogram of gridded σ values
from September 2020 is shown to give its expected range.

4.3.3 Sea surface height

The SSH determined by lead elevations in V1 was, in essence, a 25 km gridded

SSH. Though freeboard was computed along-track, the sea surface was averaged

for all tracks within the grid cell, and then subtracted from the along-track sea

ice elevations. This method overlooked the smaller scale variability in SSH, and

therefore potentially biased the retrievals. In V2, SSH is instead calculated along-

track. Following Kwok and Cunningham (2015), all the lead-type elevations are

averaged together in along-track segments, and any segments where fewer than three
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SSH measurements exist are discarded. Given that the lead distribution within the

Antarctic sea ice pack is more widespread than that of Arctic sea ice (Reiser et al.,

2020), this study uses a segment length of 10 km as opposed to 25 km in Kwok and

Cunningham (2015). The 10 km SSH segment length is the same as that used in

the ICESat-2 along-track sea ice data products (Kwok et al., 2020a).

4.3.4 Additional modifications

In addition to the improvements mentioned above, a few smaller changes were

made to improve on the V1 retrievals and streamline the processing. For one,

an “ocean” surface type classification is implemented in V2 using the waveform

characteristics of stack standard deviation (SSD, which is the standard deviation of

backscatter variation for all waveforms that make up the stack) and skewness (which

is a measure of the asymmetry of the waveform). Waveforms with an SSD greater

than 50, a skewness less than 0.3, and an along-track rolling average of skewness

less than 0.3 are considered ocean points and filtered out before fitting. The rolling

average is used to invoke a more conservative filtering scheme, so that single returns

with an anomalously low skewness would not be mis-classified as ocean-type and so

that the sea ice edge would be preserved for fitting and later potential filtering due

to ice concentration (Fig. 4.2).

Another update to V1 was made to the radar propagation correction that

accounts for scattering within the snowpack. The V1 algorithm used a typical
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Figure 4.2: Ocean-type waveform filtering for a CryoSat-2 SAR data file. Points are
individual waveforms plotted by their skewness (left y-axis) and colored by SSD. The
purple line represents the 30 km rolling average of skewness. Dashed red line is the
skewness threshold used to filter ocean waveforms, and green points are those above
the SSD threshold. Points with red centers are waveforms filtered out along this
profile. Solid black line shows the along-track sea ice concentration (right y-axis).

representation of this correction, given by:

δh = Zr(1− cs/c) (4.3)

where δh is the radar range correction, c is the radar wave speed, cs is the wave

speed through snow, and Zr is the snow depth corrected for wave speed (Mallett

et al., 2020). However, the V1 algorithm treated Zr as the actual snow depth (as it is

conventionally interpreted, Mallett et al. 2020) when it should have been corrected

for wave speed through snow. Mallett et al. (2020) showed that this interpretation

can lead to a bias in the freeboard retrievals through the erroneous reduction by a

factor of cs/c. The V2 algorithm corrects this interpretation and instead uses the

wave speed-corrected snow depth in Equation 4.3, given by:

Zr = Z(c/cs) (4.4)
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where Z is the real snow depth.

The last update made involved converting the processing from MATLAB to

Python programming language. While care was taken to ensure that results were

consistent between the two languages, inherent differences in the standard curve

fitting toolboxes led to small discrepancies from V1 to V2. For best consistency

with the previous processing, this study utilizes the scipy curve fit package (Virtanen

et al., 2020) over other fitting packages.

4.3.5 Retrieval assumptions and limitations

Despite the improvements made to create the V2 algorithm, certain assump-

tions are still inherent within the freeboard retrievals that could impact results.

One such assumption is the zero ice freeboard assumption used to initialize the

snow depth parameter. V2 invokes this assumption when inputting the snow free-

board climatology as a first guess for snow depth. It is understood that while the

zero ice freeboard can be a good assumption is some regions and seasons (Kurtz and

Markus, 2012), it is likely not valid for the whole Antarctic sea ice pack (Kwok and

Kacimi, 2018) and may lead to biases in the retrievals (discussion in Section 4.6).

It is used as a starting point until better snow depth information is available.

Another limitation of the model is its handling of surface roughness. Rough-

ness at different length scales has been shown to significantly impact Ku-band radar

returns and bias freeboard retrievals (Landy et al., 2020). V2 attempts to handle

this fact by setting σ as a free parameter in the model, with bounds that cover the
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expected range of roughness (0-1 m). However, the tracking point on a radar wave-

form can be influenced by roughness (Fig. 4.1, Landy et al. 2020), and therefore the

single-value initialization for snow-ice interface tracking point (t) may introduce a

bias. Further work is needed to determine the impacts of a roughness-induced dy-

namic tracking point initialization on elevation and freeboard retrievals using this

method.

4.4 Estimation of uncertainties

The uncertainty in satellite-derived freeboard retrievals comes from a combi-

nation of random and systematic uncertainties. The random freeboard uncertainty

(σ2
fb) of an individual measurement within a 10 km sea surface segment can be

estimated by:

σ2
fb = σ2

fh +
σ2
lead

N
(4.5)

where the random uncertainty in the floe height estimates (σ2
fh) is added to that in

the SSH estimates (
σ2
lead

N
) (Kwok et al., 2020a). Here, the SSH uncertainty is found

by calculating the variance in the lead elevations for each 10 km along-track SSH

segment and dividing by N, the number of lead points in the segment. Therefore,

the uncertainty decreases as the number of leads in a given segment increases. The

monthly, basin-scale average of the SSH variance typically ranges from 1 to 1.7

cm, resulting in a small uncertainty contribution of less than 0.2 cm. The floe

height uncertainty is calculated over the same 10 km along-track segment, which is

estimated as the variance in the floe heights. The standard deviation of floe heights
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in a segment tends to be between 12.5 and 14.0 cm, which results in a 1.6 to 2 cm

uncertainty for an individual measurement. Combining these two sources results in

a random freeboard uncertainty of an individual measurement between ∼1.7 and 2.1

cm. Given the small uncertainty in the SSH measurements, this random freeboard

uncertainty is dominated by that in the floe height. It is assumed that this random

uncertainty becomes negligible as the number of samples increases through gridding.

The systematic uncertainty in the data is more difficult to estimate given the

waveform-fitting procedure applied. There is uncertainty in the input parameters

provided to the model, however, it is not initially clear how these uncertainties prop-

agate through the fitting process. In order to provide an estimate of the systematic

freeboard uncertainty, a synthetic waveform approach utilizing Monte-Carlo simu-

lation is used. This process is based off of Costa et al. (2011) and is explained in

the following paragraphs. A flowchart is provided in Fig. 4.3.

In this retrieval process, it is assumed that a CryoSat-2 waveform can be

accurately represented by the waveform model developed, which includes the afore-

mentioned five free parameters. This assumption means that each actual CryoSat-2

waveform (step B in the flowchart, Fig. 4.3) would be therefore be made up of

five ”true parameters” (A) that represent the actual sea ice surface. These true

parameters are obviously not known, which is why the fitting process (C) is used

to retrieve the best-guess fit parameters (D) for each CryoSat-2 waveform. This

begs the question: how can one tell how well the fit parameters match the true

parameters, if the true parameters are not known?

A method to answer this question lies in utilizing synthetic waveforms gener-
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the uncertainty estimation process using synthetic wave-
forms and Monte Carlo realization. Letters refer to the steps in the process and are
referenced in text. Adapted from Costa et al. (2011).

ated through Monte-Carlo simulations that draw from the uncertainty in the initial

guess parameters. If one assumes a probability distribution for each initial guess

parameter governed by the parameter itself (as a mean value) and an estimated

uncertainty (as the standard deviation), then a random value can be drawn from

each parameter’s distribution (E) and used to generate synthetic parameters that

cover the range of possible parameters within the uncertainty bounds. This process

can be repeated many (n) times to provide many possible parameter combinations

within the estimated initial uncertainty (F). These synthetic parameters can be

used to generate synthetic waveforms, WF s
n, which are then treated like CryoSat-2

waveforms: initial guesses are drawn from the waveform, a model is generated from

the initial guesses and fit to WF s
n (step G), and output parameters are retrieved
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Parameter Initial Uncertainty Reference(s) Fit Uncertainty

hs 4.5 cm Kurtz and Markus (2012), 3.0 cm
Kacimi and Kwok (2020) (0.25 * hs)

t 0.41 ns Ricker et al. (2014) 0.36 ns

σ 4.0 cm Landy et al. (2020) 2.3 cm

α 1 ∗ 101.5 Kurtz et al. (2014) 1 ∗ 101.2

Table 4.2: Parameters and uncertainty estimates from the Monte Carlo uncertainty
estimate. Initial uncertainty values come from references provided, while fit un-
certainty values come from the output of the Monte Carlo simulation approach
described in text.

(step H) which are here referred to as Monte Carlo parameters, or amcn . Under the

assumptions provided above, the parameters in H would have the same relationship

to the waveforms in F (by way of fitting) as the fit parameters in D have to the

true parameters in A. This allows for an error estimate to be computed for each

parameter and synthetic waveform, and an estimate of uncertainty to be realized

when considering all synthetic waveforms and parameters.

Here, an initial test of n=10000 simulations is run on a CryoSat-2 waveform to

provide an estimate of the uncertainty in each fit parameter as well as the resulting

freeboard. The initialization parameters and uncertainty ranges (and references)

are provided in Table 4.2. It is acknowledged that this is an initial attempt at

quantifying uncertainties from this method, and further work is needed to better

constrain initial uncertainties.

The two important parameters for computing snow freeboard are the snow

depth and the snow-ice interface tracking point. The initial estimated snow depth

for this WFtrue is 12 cm, following the initialization procedure used in the retrievals.
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The initial snow depth uncertainty of 4.5 cm comes from an estimated ∼2 cm for

the freeboard uncertainty (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Markus et al., 2011) and 4 cm

uncertainty to account for the zero ice freeboard assumption (Kacimi and Kwok,

2020) taken as the average difference between snow depth and snow freeboard over

Antarctic sea ice. Through root-sum-square combination (Ku, 1966), this results in

4.5 cm uncertainty in the initial snow depth. The uncertainty in snow-ice interface

tracking point is taken to be 6 cm from Ricker et al. (2014), which corresponds to

approximately 0.4 ns.

Using the initial uncertainties in Table 4.2, random values were chosen from

distributions of each fit parameter in a0, and synthetic waveforms were created for

each combination. The fitting process was applied to all waveforms, and differences

in each parameter amcn from a0 were calculated. The mean difference in each pa-

rameter from all synthetic waveforms was found, and is used here as the estimate

of uncertainty in the respective parameter following the fitting procedure. These

values are given in Table 4.2. The fit snow depth uncertainty of 3 cm matches what

is found in Spreen et al. (2009) of 0.25 ∗ hs (since hs in this case is 12 cm). Since

only one WFtrue is utilized in this exploratory analysis, the fit snow depth uncer-

tainty is hereafter taken as 0.25 ∗ hs as a conservative approach to account for both

spatial snow depth variation as well as the larger spread in the difference between

snow depth and freeboard at thicker snow depths in Kacimi and Kwok (2020) that

informed the initial snow depth uncertainty.
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The snow freeboard (hfs) found using this retrieval method is given as:

hfs = (hs + hs−i)− hssh (4.6)

where hssh is the SSH elevation and hs−i is the elevation of the snow-ice interface

computed from the parameter t (Table 4.1). With Equation 4.6, the uncertainty in

snow freeboard is therefore given by:

σhfs =
√
σ2
sd + σ2

s−i + σ2
ssh (4.7)

through root-sum-squares error combination. Running the same Monte Carlo proce-

dure as described on a lead-type waveform results in a lead tracking point (i.e. SSH)

uncertainty of 0.7 cm. Combining the snow depth (3 cm), ice tracking point (0.36

ns ≈ 5 cm) , and SSH (0.7 cm) uncertainties results in a total estimated freeboard

uncertainty of 5.9 cm for this assumed snow depth. For varying snow depths, using

the equation in Table 4.2, Equation 4.7 can be written as:

σhfs =
√

(0.25 ∗ hs)2 + σ2
s−i + σ2

ssh, (4.8)

which results in σhfs ranging from 5 cm to 16 cm over the range of snow depths

observed. These values are reasonable compared to those found in other works (Kern

et al., 2016; Tilling et al., 2018). Since this uncertainty is systematic, it typically

cannot be reduced by averaging (Ricker et al., 2014), however, it can be influenced

by residual bias in the input parameters. The freeboard uncertainty found through
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Equation 4.8 is used in Chapter 5 to quantify thickness uncertainty.

Once again, this is provided as a preliminary attempt to estimate uncertainties

in the fitting procedure applied. Future work is needed to better constrain the

initialization parameter uncertainties that go into this Monte Carlo approach.

4.5 Results

All CryoSat-2 data from October 2018 to October 2020 were processed using

the V2 algorithm processing. This section compares the retrieved CryoSat-2 snow

freeboards to those from ICESat-2 by examining along-track retrievals using near-

contemporaneous overlaps of the two satellites (Section 4.5.1) and comparing pan-

Antarctic, monthly gridded freeboard data (Section 4.5.2). Variability in the snow

freeboard retrievals is shown in Section 4.5.3.

4.5.1 Along-track comparisons

To compare the freeboard retrieval performance along-track, this study first

found near-contemporaneous overlaps in the two satellites’ ground tracks that oc-

curred in the sea ice zone with the least possible time difference. An orbital overlap

is defined as a CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 ground track being within 4 km of each

other for at least 10 seconds of flight time, which is approximately 70 km along-

track. Given the 1.65 km across-track footprint of CryoSat-2 and the 3.3 km spread

of the three beam pairs of ICESat-2, 4 km is the maximum separation that could

still theoretically result in overlapping footprints. This study finds that the overlap
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Figure 4.4: CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 orbit overlaps (defined in text) from October
2018 to December 2020, colored by year. Sea ice concentrations for each month are
averages of the years in which there are overlaps present.

definition above results in reasonably overlapping orbital tracks for freeboard com-

parisons. When the maximum allowable time difference was restricted to 5 hours,

179 such overlaps occurred in various lengths and locations around the Southern

Ocean between October 2018 and October 2020 (Fig. 4.4). It is important to note

that, with the definition above, no such overlaps have occurred in the Southern

Hemisphere sea ice zone since the CRYO2ICE orbit re-configuration – which was

optimized for Arctic overlaps – took place in late July 2020.
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Due to the orbital alignments and distance of the sea ice pack from the pole

(where orbit density is greater), none of the 179 overlaps have occurred with less

than three hours of time difference, which is expected for overlaps lasting longer than

five seconds (European Space Agency, 2018). All overlaps occurred with between 3.0

and 4.2 hours difference and lasted between ∼70 km and ∼1800 km. These overlaps

come from the satellite orbits alone and do not take into account available freeboard

data. Therefore, despite the large number of overlaps (Fig. 4.4), many are not ideal

for comparisons due to their short length (for those occurring in regions of smaller

ice extent) or missing freeboard data (mostly from ICESat-2 missing data due to

clouds). Here, two Austral winter overlaps are chosen with many available ICESat-2

data: 27 October 2018, when the satellite ground tracks were approximately 4 hours

and 10 minutes apart, and 02 September 2019, when they were about 3 hours and

36 minutes apart (Fig. 4.5). Both overlaps were close to 1015 km long over the sea

ice zone, but were trimmed to 1000 km (2018) and 800 km (2019) to remove end

sections of the overlaps where significant amounts of ICESat-2 data were missing.

Implications of the time differences are discussed in Section 4.6.

Figure 4.5 shows the two along-track comparisons of snow freeboard between

CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2. Both the shot-to-shot and 25 km binned average free-

boards are shown. In the 2018 (2019) profile, the mean difference is 0.3 cm (7.6

cm) and the standard deviation of differences is 9.3 cm (9.6 cm). Though the 25

km binned correlation is higher in 2019 (0.89) than in 2018 (0.77), the distribu-

tion captured by CryoSat-2 in 2018 tends to match ICESat-2 better than in 2019.

There is a clear discrepancy in the number of data points from each sensor, with
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Figure 4.5: Along-track comparisons from two near-coincident overlaps of ICESat-2
(green) and CryoSat-2 (purple). Both profiles showcase data from the CryoSat-2 V2
algorithm. Points show individual measurements while lines give a binned 25 km
average. ICESat-2 data come from a single strong beam, given in the right plots.
Binned averages are only computed if at least 5% of the possible datapoints for
that bin exist. Mean differences (md), standard deviations of differences (std) and
correlation coefficients (r) are given in the right plots. Maps show the overlaps used
in the profile, with the blue point representing the start and red point representing
the end of the profile.

ICESat-2 recording 120-140 times more valid measurements than CryoSat-2. This

discrepancy is largely due to the footprint size difference: the smaller footprint of

ICESat-2 allows for many more measurements over a given distance than CryoSat-2.

Additionally, some CryoSat-2 data are filtered out due to leads (to which CryoSat-2

is more sensitive), mixed surface returns, or poor fitting, which further reduces the

number of valid measurements.
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4.5.2 Monthly gridded comparisons

The V2 retrieval algorithm was applied to all CryoSat-2 data within the

ICESat-2 era, and monthly gridded maps of snow freeboard were created. Fig-

ure 4.6 shows an example monthly map (September 2020) of CryoSat-2 V2 data in

comparison with that from ICESat-2 and CryoSat-2 V1. As mentioned in Section

4.3.1, only ICESat-2 data from 2018 and 2019 were used in the initialization clima-

tology. Therefore, none of the 2020 ICESat-2 data were included in the initialization

of the CryoSat-2 model, allowing for independent monthly comparisons. Snow free-

board values ranged from nearly 0 to over 1.8 m, with a mean (mode) value of 28

cm (21 cm) from CryoSat-2 and 29 cm (23 cm) from ICESat-2. The pan-Antarctic

map of freeboard matches well between the two sensors, as the widespread patterns

found with ICESat-2 are captured by the CryoSat-2 retrievals with a correlation

coefficient of 0.77. A majority of the differences between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2

are within +/- 10 cm, with larger magnitude differences found along the Amundsen-

Bellingshausen coastline and off the peninsula in the western Weddell sea. The mean

difference between the two (CryoSat-2 – ICESat-2) is 0.5 cm. While Fig. 4.6 is given

to show an example month, this pattern of differences is similar in all months when

comparing to ICESat-2.

The original (V1) processing from Fons and Kurtz (2019) was run for this

month as well, shown in the top right plot of Fig. 4.6. While a similar spatial

pattern of snow freeboard exists, there tend to be thicker freeboards in more of the

Weddell Sea and in the Eastern Ross Sea. Additionally, there is more “speckle”
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Figure 4.6: An example monthly comparison between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 for
September 2020. CryoSat-2 V1 is this month computed by the original method put
forth in Fons and Kurtz (2019). The distribution from the V1 map is shown in the
black line (lower middle). In the lower right, the dashed line is the 1:1 line, while
the red line is the linear best fit.

in the freeboard pattern from V1 as compared to V2, as the snow freeboard varies

more in V1 over a given area. The V1 distribution is broader with a higher spread

than the narrower V2 and ICESat-2 distributions, though the modes of all three are

similar. It is clear that the improvements made to create the V2 algorithm have a

large impact on the freeboard retrievals, leading to better agreement with ICESat-2.

The freeboard distributions from ICESat-2 (green) and CryoSat-2 V2 (purple)

for all months of overlapping operation are given in Fig. 4.7. One can see the

seasonal evolution in the freeboard distribution, from the broader distributions of

Austral summer, to the narrower distributions skewed to lower freeboards of the
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Austral winter. There are consistently more grid cells in the CryoSat-2 data than

in the ICESat-2, brought on by data loss due to clouds that attenuate the laser

beam but do not impact radar pulses. In general, the distributions given by the two

sensors are quite similar, with some systematic differences shown in each month,

discussed below. The monthly mean freeboard values given by the vertical lines are

overall very similar between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2, with the exception of larger

differences of means in Austral fall months, up to 9 cm in March 2020. The monthly

mean differences range from -2.9 to 6.6 cm between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2, with

the standard deviation of differences ranging from 10.8 to 16.8 cm. Correlation

coefficients range from 0.57 in January 2020 to 0.80 in September 2019.

In most months shown in Fig. 4.7, ICESat-2 records a greater frequency of

thinner (10-15 cm and below) and thicker (50 cm and greater) freeboards. Inversely,

CryoSat-2 records a greater probability of “average” (20 to 30 cm) freeboard com-

pared to ICESat-2. In the Austral fall, mainly in March and April 2019 and 2020,

the shape of the distributions are most dissimilar, with ICESat-2 skewed to thinner

freeboards compared to CryoSat-2. These differences in the freeboard distributions

are discussed in Section 4.6.

4.5.3 Snow freeboard variability

Here, this study investigates differences in the monthly mean snow freeboards

between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 and variability in the measurements. Averaging all

years of data for each calendar month yields a mean annual cycle (for the two years
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Figure 4.7: Snow freeboard density histograms and PDFs from CryoSat-2 V2 (pur-
ple) and ICESat-2 (green) for October 2018 to October 2020. Mean values are
shown by the vertical lines. Plots from 2020, where no coincident ICESat-2 data
are included in the initialization, are bordered in red.
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October 2018-October 2020), given in Fig. 4.8a. Both CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2

exhibit similar shapes in the cycle, with the most notable difference being the more

gradual monthly changes in CryoSat-2 freeboards during the Austral fall months

compared to ICESat-2. To get a sense of the grid cell variability in the freeboard

measurements from both instruments, the standard deviation of all snow freeboard

measurements (σfb) are computed in each 25 km grid cell for a given month. For

ICESat-2, σfb is around 5 cm basin-wide, but ranges monthly from ∼3.4 (June) to

∼7.5 cm (February). For CryoSat-2, σfb is smaller – around 3 cm basin-wide – and

ranges between 2.5 (July) and 3.7 cm (February). These values are given as the

shading in Fig. 4.8a.

The monthly mean freeboard differences (CryoSat-2 – ICESat-2) are shown in

Fig. 4.8b, where the dashed lines indicate the mean freeboard differences from each

year, and the solid black line indicates the 2018-2020 mean freeboard difference

for each calendar month. As was also shown in Fig. 4.7, the largest differences

occur in Austral fall, with CryoSat-2 recording as much as ∼6 cm thicker snow

freeboards compared to ICESat-2. In other months, differences fall between +/-

1 cm, which is mostly in part to offsetting, larger differences in the SSH and floe

elevation components. The variability in differences between individual years is

largest in January through March (around 5 cm) but is around 2 cm in all other

months.

The mean freeboard differences in Fig. 4.8b are broken down into the contribu-

tions from the SSH difference and floe height elevation difference. These components

are given as bars where each two-colored bar represents a different year (earlier year
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Figure 4.8: (a) Monthly basin-wide mean snow freeboard from ICESat-2 (green)
and CryoSat-2 V2 (purple) averaged from October 2018 to October 2020. Shaded
region gives the basin-average standard deviation of freeboard measurements in
each grid cell, σfb. (b) Snow freeboard difference (CryoSat-2 V2 minus ICESat-2)
for each year 2018 – 2020 and the total average. Freeboard differences are broken
into the SSH (blue) and elevation (grey) components (bars) where the left-most bar
in each month represents the earlier year of data for that month (2019 in January -
September, 2018 in October – December).
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of data for a given month is on the left). Since the mean freeboard difference is

the sum of the elevation plus the SSH components, the elevation difference can be

greater than the freeboard difference when the SSH difference is negative (and vice

versa). The SSH difference between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 is typically within +/-

2 cm, reaching as much as -4 cm in February 2019. The floe elevation difference is

typically largest in Austral fall, where it reaches over 8 cm, and is smaller in later

months of the year. The elevation difference dominates the large freeboard differ-

ences found in Austral fall. A discussion on potential sources of these differences is

given in the following section.

4.6 Discussion

Results from the V2 algorithm show substantial improvement over the V1

algorithm and better agreement with ICESat-2 snow freeboards, especially in the

monthly comparisons. This agreement is particularly encouraging for the monthly

comparisons in 2020 when no ICESat-2 data were included in the model fitting

initialization. The along-track comparisons are promising but stronger conclusions

are hard to draw due to the time difference between satellite overlaps. Despite

the similarity, there still exist differences in the retrieved freeboards brought on by

inherent sampling discrepancies between the satellites, discussed herein.

Comparing the along-track freeboards in Fig. 4.5, it is likely that differences

between CryoSat-2 V2 and ICESat-2 arise from two major sources: the time delay

between satellite overlaps and the sampling (both geometry and frequency) dif-
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ferences between the instruments. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, the time delay

between the satellite overpasses in the Southern Ocean is at minimum three hours.

In the locations of the two overlaps in Fig. 4.5, the monthly mean sea ice drift can

reach upwards of 10 km per day (Kwok et al., 2017), meaning that the two satellites

could be sampling entirely different sea ice. The location of the 2018 overlap in the

Amundsen Sea typically experiences faster sea ice drift than the location of the 2019

overlap in the near-coastal Weddell Sea (Kwok et al., 2017), which could explain

the higher correlations observed in 2019.

In addition to the time offsets, the large sampling differences – both geomet-

ric and frequency-related – likely also contribute to the differences in freeboards

observed here. Sea ice surface features can vary greatly over small areas, and the

CryoSat-2 SAR/SARIn footprint – with an area over 6,000 times larger than an

ICESat-2 footprint – will sample much more of the surface per shot and therefore

sample different features with varying elevations and freeboards (Giles et al., 2007).

Due to this footprint size difference, the small difference in mean freeboards and

similar distributions (especially in 2018) is encouraging, despite the variability in

the along-track shot-to-shot freeboard profiles. Additionally, the SAR-processed

sampling frequency combined with footprint size limit CryoSat-2 SAR data to ap-

proximately 2.6 measurements per along-track kilometer, while ICESat-2 is able to

record upwards of ∼50 measurements per kilometer, depending on the photon rate

and resultant segment length. Additionally, the across-track width of the CryoSat-2

footprint is significantly larger than that from ICESat-2. This higher number of

samples and smaller footprint provides an enhanced resolution along the surface
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and could allow ICESat-2 to better capture the thickest and thinnest freeboards

observed in the profiles.

The mean snow freeboard differences (Fig. 4.8) display an overestimation of

the snow freeboard by CryoSat-2 in Austral fall when compared to ICESat-2. Since

this discrepancy is dominated more by the elevation retrieval and less from the SSH,

this study estimates that this difference is a product of the initial guesses used in

the waveform-fitting model. As no reliable, pan-Antarctic measurements of snow

depth exist, the snow depth parameter is initialized using snow freeboard data and

applying the zero ice freeboard assumption (Kurtz and Markus (2012), Section.

4.3.1). This assumption is likely an overestimate of the snow depth on Antarctic sea

ice (Kwok and Kacimi, 2018), and a possible contributor to the positive differences

observed here. The fact that the largest differences exist in Austral fall, when snow

depth is typically thinnest (i.e. that the zero ice freeboard assumption is least

valid), further corroborates this hypothesis. More exploration into the variability

in freeboard measurements is needed that could help explain some of the negative

differences observed.

The geometric sampling discrepancy discussed above could also contribute to

the seasonal freeboard differences observed (Fig. 4.8). Tilling et al. (2019) found

that Arctic freeboard data from the larger-footprint Envisat displayed a thick bias

compared to the smaller-footprint CryoSat-2, that was attributed to enhanced off-

nadir ranging to leads in less-consolidated ice regions. This effect would theoretically

be present when comparing CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2, where the difference in foot-

print size is greater than that of CryoSat-2 and Envisat. Paul et al. (2018) also
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compared CryoSat-2 and Envisat freeboards but in the Antarctic, and showed sim-

ilar differences in freeboard distributions to the ones shown in Fig. 4.7. In both

cases, the smaller footprint satellite (CryoSat-2 in Paul et al. (2018) and ICESat-

2 here) tended to have broader freeboard distributions while the larger-footprint

satellite (Envisat in Paul et al. (2018) and CryoSat-2 here) showed taller, narrower

distributions. Even the seasonality of the distribution differences closely aligns be-

tween Fig. 4.7 and Paul et al. (2018), where discrepancies are found to be largest in

Austral fall. This finding leads us to hypothesize that the differing footprint sizes

may contribute to the differences in freeboard distributions shown. More work is

needed, however, to quantify the geometric sampling discrepancies and determine

the amount that they contribute to the differences in the freeboard distributions.

It is important to note that the comparisons shown in Tilling et al. (2019)

and Paul et al. (2018) compare sensors of the same wavelength, while CryoSat-

2 and ICESat-2 operate at very different frequencies. It is likely that scattering

differences between radar and laser also contribute to the differences observed here.

Each radar pulse responds to the sea ice surface differently than that from a laser,

which is especially true over mixed sea ice and open water surfaces. In footprints

containing both sea ice and leads, a radar pulse can get overwhelmed by the strong

specular return from the water while the laser altimeter can either record a drop or

a rise in the surface photon rate depending on the roughness of the water surface

(Kwok et al., 2020a; Ricker et al., 2014; Tilling et al., 2018). Additionally, the

Ku-band backscatter coefficient varies non-linearly across heterogeneous surfaces

(Landy et al., 2019), which means that a radar return does not represent an average
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of the surfaces in the footprint, but is instead weighted based on the roughness

of the surface and features present. More ground-based studies of laser and radar

scattering over sea ice, similar to Stroeve et al. (2020), would be useful to better

quantify the potential uncertainty brought on by the footprint-scale scattering of

these sensors, which could enable better comparisons.

4.7 Conclusions and future work

This chapter has outlined improvements made to the CryoSat-2 waveform-

fitting retrieval algorithm put forth in Fons and Kurtz (2019) and showcased first

comparisons of the snow freeboard retrievals to ICESat-2 data in the Southern

Ocean. Some significant changes were implemented that improved the physical

representativeness of the model, reduced the potential for anomalous convergence

on local minima, and increased processing efficiency. These V2 improvements were

motivated by recent publications (such as Landy et al. (2020) and Mallett et al.

(2020)). The improved V2 algorithm was run on all CryoSat-2 data from October

2018 to October 2020 in order to compare with new snow freeboard data obtained

from NASA’s ICESat-2.

Our results showed 2018-2020 monthly mean differences between these CryoSat-

2 snow freeboard retrievals and ICESat-2 ATL10 data ranging seasonally from -0.6

to 5.6 cm; the larger of which hypothesized to be linked to the zero ice freeboard as-

sumption used in our model initialization. When comparing coincident along-track

profiles and individual monthly grids, differences ranged from 0.3 to 7.6 cm and -2.9
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to 6.6 cm, respectively. This study finds that snow freeboard distributions between

the two instruments are comparable in shape, but hypothesize that differences could

arise from geometric sampling and sensor frequency discrepancies. These differences

are enhanced in Austral fall, matching what was found by Paul et al. (2018) com-

paring Envisat and CryoSat-2. More work is needed to discern the exact role that

the new ice and thin snow depths found during these months play in the differences

observed, and how the wavelength discrepancies between these two sensors may also

contribute.

In order to more accurately assess the retrievals and compare snow freeboard

measurements from these two sensors, more - and longer - orbital overlaps with a

time delay closer to zero would be beneficial. These overlaps could also help in

estimating systematic uncertainty in the CryoSat-2 retrievals, which is challenging

due to a considerable lack in ground truth data from Antarctic sea ice. This idea

of generating more overlaps between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 is the premise behind

the CRYO2ICE campaign, which is currently providing near-coincident overlaps in

the Arctic. However, since the orbital realignment in late July 2020, no CryoSat-2

and ICESat-2 overlaps (as defined above) have occurred over sea ice in the Southern

Hemisphere as of December 2020. To better facilitate sea ice research in the Southern

Ocean, it would be useful to adjust the orbital configuration to optimize for the

Southern Hemisphere, as proposed by the CRYO2ICE project (European Space

Agency, 2018).

Moving forward, this work will be useful for deriving new estimates of sea ice

snow freeboard and thickness in the Southern Ocean for the length of the CryoSat-2
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mission, which do not current exist. A CryoSat-2 snow freeboard time series could

be reconciled with that from ICESat and ICESat-2 to create a more than 17-year

record of Antarctic snow freeboard. Further exploration and validation into the

snow depth parameter produced in this forward model output is necessary, but,

combined with these or other estimates of freeboard, could enable Antarctic sea ice

thickness calculations from CryoSat-2. Snow depth and sea ice thickness retrievals

using this algorithm are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Ten Years of Antarctic Sea Ice Physical Properties from

CryoSat-2

5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, sea ice thickness is an important parameter in

Earth’s climate system as it controls fluxes of heat, moisture, and salinity between

the ocean and atmosphere (Persson and Vihma, 2016). It also acts as an indicator

of climate change and variability (EPA, 2016) due to its intimate relationship with

other components of the cryosphere. Knowledge of sea ice thickness has long been

important for maritime navigation and continues to be a focus today both for climate

studies as well as navigation in icy waters (Bourke and Garrett, 1987; De Silva et al.,

2015; Holland et al., 2006). While measuring thickness in situ is a straightforward

process - requiring only a hole and a measuring device - the sheer size of the sea

ice pack in both hemispheres and the impracticality of routine work in the polar

regions limits the ability to manually measure the thickness of the sea ice cover on

the basin-scale. Instead, satellite altimeters are typically used.

By measuring the height of the sea ice above the local sea surface (i.e. the

freeboard) from altimetry, one can apply assumptions of hydrostatic balance to es-
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timate the thickness of the sea ice. As previous chapters have discussed, wavelength

differences between the two primary types of altimeters - radar and laser - corre-

spond to varying dominant scattering horizons over sea ice and therefore different

retrieved freeboards - ice freeboard and snow freeboard, respectively. These two

different freeboard values require different equations for calculating thickness. If the

ice freeboard is known, one can use the equation provided in Chapter 2:

hi−radar =

(
ρw

ρw − ρi

)
hfi +

(
ρs

ρw − ρi

)
hs (5.1)

to estimate thickness, where hi−radar is the ice thickness computed from the ice

freeboard, hfi is the ice freeboard, hs is the snow depth, and ρ is the density of

seawater (ρw), ice (ρi), and snow (ρs). If the snow freeboard is known, then the

equation instead becomes:

hi−total =

(
ρw

ρw − ρi

)
hfs +

(
ρs − ρw
ρw − ρi

)
hs, (5.2)

where hi−total is the ice thickness computed from the snow freeboard, hfs is the

snow freeboard, and the snow depth and density are as in Equation 5.1 (Kurtz and

Markus, 2012; Kwok, 2011). It is clear from Equations 5.1 and 5.2 that estimates of

freeboard and snow depth are the two necessary measurements for deriving thickness

from satellite altimetry.

Over Arctic sea ice, altimeter freeboard has been estimated since around 2003

using the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites (Laxon et al., 2003). The launch of NASA’s
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Figure 5.1: Sea ice thickness diagram showing the parameters in Equations 5.1
and 5.2, including snow depth (hs), ice freeboard (hfi), snow freeboard (hfs), ice
thickness (hi), and the density terms of snow (ρs), ice (ρi), and seawater (ρw).

ICESat in 2003 facilitated sea ice freeboard measurements between 2003-2008 (Far-

rell et al., 2009; Kurtz et al., 2008; Kwok et al., 2007; Zwally et al., 2002), while ESA’s

Cryosat-2 satellite has been used extensively to estimate Arctic sea ice freeboard

since its launch in 2010 (Kurtz et al., 2014; Kwok and Cunningham, 2015; Landy

et al., 2020; Laxon et al., 2013; Ricker et al., 2014; Tilling et al., 2018). In most

of these cases, a regional snow depth climatology built from ground-based measure-

ments collected between 1954-1991 are used to convert the freeboard measurements

to thickness estimates (Warren et al., 1999). Other studies have employed lower-

resolution snow depth data from passive microwave sensors (Kurtz et al., 2009).

More recently, NASA’s ICESat-2 satellite has been operating, and studies have

combined these freeboards with snow depths from models (e.g. Petty et al. 2018)

to estimate sea ice thickness (Petty et al., 2020b).

While these studies have found success in estimating sea ice freeboard over

Arctic sea ice, few works have done so for Antarctic sea ice. This hemispheric
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discrepancy is primarily due to two reasons. First, ice freeboard from radar altimetry

is difficult to estimate for Antarctic sea ice. The thicker snow layer on Antarctic sea

ice can depress the ice nearer to the ocean surface, leading to flooding, enhanced

brine wicking, and other processes that drive complex stratigraphy and complicate

returns from Ku-band altimeters (Giovinetto et al., 1992; Maksym and Jeffries,

2000; Willatt et al., 2010). Ground-based studies have shown that assuming a

Ku-band radar pulse penetrates to the snow-ice interface is likely incorrect, with

dominant returns more likely to originate from within the snow layer or the air-snow

interface (Willatt et al., 2010). Second, the snow depth distribution over Antarctic

sea ice is not as well known (Giles et al., 2008). Unlike the Arctic, no such ground-

based snow depth climatology exists from which thickness can be estimated. Some

studies have used passive microwave instruments to derive snow depth, however,

these measurements contain large pixel-level uncertainties associated with ice type,

sensor footprint size, and a lack of validation data (Kern and Ozsoy-Çiçek, 2016;

Maksym and Markus, 2008; Markus and Cavalieri, 1998).

These barriers mean that using radar altimetry, mainly CryoSat-2, over Antarc-

tic sea ice will increase complexity of and uncertainty in the freeboard retrievals.

Also, it means that calculating sea ice thickness will require either assumptions

about the snow layer or new basin-wide datasets of snow depth on sea ice.

Some works have attempted to retrieve Antarctic sea ice freeboard from CryoSat-

2, despite the challenges faced (Fons and Kurtz, 2019; Paul et al., 2018; Schwegmann

et al., 2016). Schwegmann et al. (2016) estimated radar freeboard, but the lack of

snow depth information prevented the correction for wave speed in snow (in order to
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estimate ice freeboard) and the estimation of thickness. Paul et al. (2018) did correct

for wave speed using passive microwave snow depths, but did not estimate thickness

from the measurements, citing the need for external snow depth data. Fons and

Kurtz (2019) estimated snow freeboard from CryoSat-2 using snow scattering infor-

mation contained in a physical waveform model, but also did not estimate thickness

citing a lack of confidence in the snow depth retrievals. As of this writing, no studies

of basin-wide Antarctic sea ice thickness derived entirely from CryoSat-2 data exist.

Other studies have been able to estimate Antarctic sea ice thickness from laser

altimetry - namely ICESat - through the use of key snow depth assumptions. Kurtz

and Markus (2012) applied a “zero ice freeboard” assumption, which assumes that

the snow depth depresses the ice down to the water level everywhere, resulting in a

snow depth equal to the snow freeboard and an ice freeboard equal to zero. Under

this assumption, Equation 5.2 becomes:

hi−0ifb =

(
ρs

ρw − ρi

)
hfs. (5.3)

Zero ice freeboards have been observed during ground-based measurement cam-

paigns (Willatt et al., 2010) however, this assumption applied basin-wide likely un-

derestimates the actual ice thickness (Kacimi and Kwok, 2020; Kwok and Kacimi,

2018). Other studies have applied a static ratio between freeboard and snow depth

derived from passive microwave measurements and assumed a single ice/snow layer

in their retrievals (Kern et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). In each of these studies,

the lack of reliable basin-scale snow depth information limited confidence in the
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thickness retrievals.

Since the launch of ICESat-2 in 2018, two cryosphere-focused satellite altime-

ters have been observing sea ice in simultaneous operation (ICESat-2 and CryoSat-

2). The contrasting instrument wavelengths provide new potential to estimate snow

depth on sea ice by differencing the freeboards retrieved by each sensor, hfs − hfs.

Kwok et al. (2020c) first showcased this on Arctic sea ice, showing good agreement

with snowfall patterns from reanalysis. In the Antarctic, Kacimi and Kwok (2020)

used the same technique to derive six months of snow depth on Antarctic sea ice,

and used the resulting snow depths along with the retrieved freeboards to provide

estimates of sea ice thickness and volume. Their result showed physically-realistic

values that provides useful insight into the Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution,

however, it relies on the assumption that the Ku-band pulse originates from the

snow-ice interface. Additionally, their work is restricted to only time in which both

satellites are operating and uses only near-coincident data (time difference <10 days)

to estimate snow depth.

While the ICESat and ICESat-2-based studies of Antarctic sea ice provide a

good baseline into Antarctic sea ice thickness, they only cover the years 2003-2008

and 2019 onwards. Clearly, there is a large need to utilize CryoSat-2 to fill in the gap

between these two measurement periods (Meredith et al., 2019). Additionally, the

need to estimate snow depth utilizing large assumptions or external coincident data

constrains the current retrievals in terms of confidence as well as temporal coverage.

To address the above needs, this study will utilize a CryoSat-2 waveform-

fitting method described in previous chapters to estimate the physical properties
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of Antarctic sea ice and generate a 10+ year record of Antarctic sea ice thickness

and volume from CryoSat-2. This method relies on a forward waveform model and

optimization procedure to assist in retrieving the elevation of both the air-snow and

snow-ice interfaces over Antarctic sea ice. While previous chapters have described

the algorithm (Chapter 3) and assessed snow freeboard retrievals with independent

data (Chapter 4), this chapter will showcase retrievals of snow freeboard, ice free-

board, and snow depth over the entire CryoSat-2 mission, and use the retrieved

quantities to estimate the sea ice thickness and volume from 2010-2020.

This chapter is outlined as follows: first, the datasets (Section 5.2) and meth-

ods used (5.3) are described. An estimate of uncertainty in the retrievals is also given

in Section 5.3. Then, results from the retrieval process are given in Section 5.4 and

are broken down by parameter (snow freeboard in 5.4.1, ice freeboard in 5.4.2, snow

depth in 5.4.3, and thickness and volume in 5.4.4). Each results subsection contains

comparisons to other measurements and showcases monthly and seasonal spatial

patterns and distributions. In Section 5.4.5, trends in sea ice thickness and volume

are shown. This chapter concludes with a discussion on future work involving the

reconciliation of laser-radar altimetry measurements (Section 5.5) and concluding

remarks (5.6).
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5.2 Data

5.2.1 CryoSat-2

The primary data used in this work come from CryoSat-2, which have been

described in previous chapters of this dissertation (Sections 2.2, 3.2, 4.2). This

chapter utilizes the same Baseline-D Level 1-B waveform data from both SAR and

SARIn modes around the Antarctic continent (European Space Agency, 2019b,c).

These data come from footprints that are 1.65 km across-track and 360 m along

track, though impacts from off-nadir leads can originate from over 10 km away

(European Space Agency, 2019b; Tilling et al., 2018).

In this study, each CryoSat-2 file is processed following the methods outlined

in Section 5.3. Focus is given to pan-Antarctic retrievals, so all data are gridded to

the NSIDC 25 km polar stereographic grid (EPSG: 3976) to generate monthly and

seasonal means.

5.2.2 Ancillary data

Though CryoSat-2 produces the main dataset used in this work, some others

are employed in various capacities throughout the study.

Monthly snow freeboard climatology maps from ICESat and ICESat-2 are

used as an initialization for this retrieval process. These are monthly mean maps of

sea ice snow freeboard (12 in total) consisting of an average of ICESat data from

2003-2008 and ICESat-2 data from 2018-2019 (Chapter 4). These data are collected
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using ICESat freeboards from Kurtz and Markus (2012) and using ICESat-2 ATL10

freeboards (Kwok et al., 2020a). Each monthly map is used for initializing the

corresponding month of CryoSat-2 data, regardless of the year.

All monthly maps are restricted to grid cells that contain at least 50% ice

concentration. To distinguish between lower concentrations, the Bootstrap Version

3 sea ice concentration algorithm is used (Comiso, 2017). This algorithm is based

off of brightness temperatures from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I and SSMIS

instruments, and is provided as daily and monthly averages. The monthly averages

are utilized in this study. These data are also used to compute the areal coverage

of the sea ice for a given month, where grid cells with concentrations greater than

or equal to 50% are used in the area calculation. Area is calculated simply by

multiplying the sea ice concentration present in each grid cell by the area of the grid

cell, and summing the entire grid or region of interest.

Finally, other datasets are used as comparisons to the retrievals shown. Kacimi

and Kwok (2020) collected freeboard data over Antarctic sea ice and estimated snow

depth and thickness by combining CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 freeboard measurements.

They showed results from the year 2019 as monthly regional means and standard

deviations of each parameter. Results from Kacimi and Kwok (2020) are given here

to help validate these CryoSat-2 retrievals. Paul et al. (2018) published CryoSat-2

ice and radar freeboard values over Antarctic sea ice from 2011 - 2017. Again, these

data are used as a comparison to the ice freeboard retrievals shown herein.

Two independent data sources are included as an attempt to validate CryoSat-

2 snow depth measurements: AWI Snow Buoys and NASA’s OIB Snow Radar. The
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AWI snow buoys are ground-based instruments that measure the height of the sensor

from the air-snow interface of sea ice (Nicolaus et al., 2017). To estimate snow depth,

they rely on precise measurements of the initial snow depth and keep track of the

accumulation. These provide a first-order estimate of snow depth, however, they

do not take into account other processes that can reduce the snow depth but not

change the sensor-air-snow interface distance (such as flooding, snow ice formation,

refreezing, etc.). The OIB ultra-wide-band Snow Radar is a 2-18 GHz radar that

produces along-track echograms of the surface and various layers based on their

backscatter characteristics (Leuschen, 2010). No official product of snow depth

on Antarctic sea ice from OIB exists, and therefore one must rely on individual

algorithms to pick the interfaces and derive snow depth. Here, the pysnowradar

software package is employed (King et al., 2020), which utilizes a wavelet-transform

layer picker (developed in Newman et al. 2014) to derive snow depth. This method

has not been extensively validated, and never officially been used over Antarctic

sea ice. Both of these datasets exhibit low confidence in their estimates of snow

depth, however, they are used here until more validation data from Antarctic sea

ice becomes available.

5.3 Methods

This section describes the procedure for retrieving sea ice thickness from

CryoSat-2. The procedure is broken down into the elevation retrieval (Section

5.3.1), the freeboard and snow depth estimation (Section 5.3.2), and the calculation
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of thickness and volume (Section 5.3.3). Additionally, the method for estimating

uncertainty in the retrievals is given (Section 5.3.4). A detailed description of the

retrieval methodology can be found in Chapters 3 and 4.

5.3.1 Waveform-fitting and elevation retrieval

The primary methodology for retrieving sea ice properties used in this work

is the CryoSat-2 waveform-fitting retrieval algorithm put forth in Fons and Kurtz

(2019) and improved in Fons et al. (2021). This process is a physical retracking

method that employs a forward waveform model to track the sea ice surfaces on the

waveform, which allows for the retrieval of sea ice elevation. The retrieval algorithm

is described in previous chapters, however, a broad overview is given in this section.

First, CryoSat-2 level 1B data are ingested. In this method, each individual

waveform is classified into its respective surface-type: floe-type (originating from

sea ice), lead-type (originating from open water cracks in the ice), ocean-type (orig-

inating from the open ocean around the ice pack), and mixed-type (an ambiguous

return from mixed-surfaces). This is done by analyzing the PP, SSD, and skewness

of each waveform (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4).

After classifying the returns, a physically-modeled waveform is constructed for

each individual CryoSat-2 echo. The model is given, generally, by the equation:

Ψ(τ) = Pt(τ)⊗ I(τ, α)⊗ p(τ, σ)⊗ υ(τ, hsd) (5.4)

where τ is the echo delay time relative to the time of scattering from the mean
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scattering surface and ⊗ represents a convolution of the compressed transmit pulse,

Pt(τ), the rough surface impulse response, I(τ), the surface height probability den-

sity function, p(τ), and the scattering cross section per unit volume, υ(τ) (Brown,

1977; Fons and Kurtz, 2019; Kurtz et al., 2014). For floe-type waveforms, this model

is fed with five different initial parameters: snow depth, snow-ice interface track-

ing point, roughness, angular backscattering efficiency, and amplitude scale factor

(further defined in Table 4.1). Ocean-type and mixed-type waveforms are discarded

prior to model creation. Lead-type waveforms have no snow cover (by definition),

and therefore the υ(τ) term goes to a delta function at τ = 0, resulting in four free

parameters: snow-ice interface tracking point, roughness, angular backscattering ef-

ficiency, and amplitude scale factor. These parameters are derived from waveform

characteristics, when applicable, or otherwise from independent datasets (Table 4.1).

The next step involves fitting the modeled waveform to the actual CryoSat-2

waveform through a bounded trust-region Newton least-squares optimization ap-

proach. Bounds are provided for each input parameter about the initial guess to

constrain the optimization to best-guess physically-realistic values for a given lo-

cation or waveform shape (Table 4.1). Each function evaluation adjusts the input

parameters within the provided bounds, until a minimum residual between the mod-

eled and actual waveforms is found, or until a maximum number of function evalua-

tions (100) is reached. The output “fit parameters” provide estimates of the actual

values of each parameter in the waveform model. The large assumptions are that

(a) this waveform model accurately can represent a CryoSat-2 return from the sea

ice surface and (b) the fitting procedure, when initialized with physically-realistic
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inputs and bounds, can find the global minimum optimization result as opposed to

getting caught in a local minimum. Fit parameters are discarded if the result is a

“poor fit”, which is described as having a resnorm (squared norm of the residual)

less than 0.3.

The output parameters of snow-ice interface tracking point and snow depth

provide the locations of the physical air-snow and snow-ice interfaces on the wave-

form as a function of radar return time. Retracking corrections are then calculated

that relate these locations to the nominal tracking bin provided in the CryoSat-2

data product. Following Equations 2.2 and 2.3, adding the retracking correction

and the provided geophysical corrections to the nominal elevations (and accounting

for wave speed through the snowpack) results in the elevation of the surface above

the WGS84 ellipsoid. These elevations can then be used to estimate freeboard and

snow depth.

It must be reiterated that the estimation of ice freeboard and snow depth re-

quires an estimate of the snow-ice interface elevation. As has been previously stated,

empirical threshold retrackers typically assume the dominant scattering horizon is

always located at the snow-ice interface (and that the snow layer is mostly trans-

parent at Ku-band frequencies), which can lead to an overestimation of the ice

freeboard and is a primary reason behind the low confidence in their retrievals of ice

freeboard over Antarctic sea ice (Paul et al., 2018; Schwegmann et al., 2016). This

physical retracking method does not contain the same assumption and instead uses

the physical model and fitting method to estimate the actual snow-ice interface by

accounting for attenuation of the signal in snow and ice layers. Therefore, it is hy-
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pothesized that this physical method better tracks that snow-ice interface compared

to empirical approaches, which motivates the calculation of ice freeboard and snow

depth. This is explored further in Section 5.4.2.

5.3.2 Estimating freeboard and snow depth

Once the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces are retrieved using the retracking

procedure described above, the freeboard and snow depth can simply be estimated.

The first step is determining the sea surface height. The elevation of all lead-type

waveforms are averaged in 10 km along-track segments and linearly interpolated,

following Kwok et al. (2020a) and Chapter 4. Lead segments are only calculated if

at least three lead-type points exist within. This along-track SSH is then subtracted

from every floe-type elevation, yielding a freeboard estimate for each floe-type point.

Subtracting the SSH from the air-snow interface elevation results in a snow freeboard

estimate, while that from the snow-ice interface results in an ice freeboard estimate.

Since the effects of the snow layer on radar wave speed propagation is accounted

for in the ice freeboard calculation (following Mallett et al. (2020) and Chapter 4),

the freeboards can simply be subtracted, snow freeboard - ice freeboard, to get an

estimate of snow depth.

Each floe-type waveform with a good fit, therefore, has a snow freeboard, ice

freeboard, and snow depth estimate, provided that a co-located 10 km sea surface

height segment also exists. Estimates of freeboard and snow depth shown here are

gridded onto the NSIDC 25 km polar stereographic grid. To account for instrument
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noise and remove potential effects from icebergs, snow freeboards between -0.1 and

3.0 m are kept and gridded. Ice freeboards between -0.25 and 2.25 m and snow

depths between 0 and 2 m are included in the gridding.

5.3.3 Calculating sea ice thickness and volume

After obtaining estimates of sea ice freeboard and snow depth on sea ice, the

thickness of the sea ice can be calculated by applying the hydrostatic assumption.

This assumption follows that an object (in this case, snow-covered sea ice) immersed

in a fluid will be buoyed with a force equal to that due to gravity. Combining

the thicknesses of the freeboard and snow depth with estimates for the density of

seawater, snow, and sea ice (as in Equations 5.1 and 5.2), one can calculate the

thickness.

Table 2.1 gives the typical density values used in the above equations by dif-

ferent studies over Antarctic sea ice. This study utilizes the same values given in

Kacimi and Kwok (2020) to better enable comparison (Section 5.4.4). They are:

ρw = 1024 kg/m3, ρi = 917 kg/m3, and ρs = 320 kg/m3. It is acknowledged that

the use of a single, basin-averaged value for density will likely introduce uncertainty

in the measurement (Section 5.3.4), as the sea ice density can vary both spatially

and temporally (Fig. 2.6, Kurtz and Markus 2012). Future work will aim to better

incorporate seasonally-varying density terms. Any interannual variability in the sea

ice and snow density terms could also have an impact on observed trends in thick-

ness and volume. To address the spatial variability in density terms, uncertainty
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Figure 5.2: Map showing the longitudinally-demarcated regions used in this study.
Longitude values are provided in text.

values of 50 and 20 kg/m3 are assigned to the snow and ice terms, respectively, while

the uncertainty in seawater density is taken as negligible (Kurtz and Markus, 2012).

The impact of interannual variability in these terms on observed thickness trends is

investigated in Section 5.4.5.

Like freeboard and snow depth, thickness is also gridded using the NSIDC

polar stereographic projection. Volume is computed simply by multiplying basin-

average sea ice thickness by the areal coverage of sea ice. The sea ice area is com-

puted using the Bootstrap sea ice concentration data, where each 25 km grid cell

concentration above 50% is multiplied by the area of the grid cell. Then, this total

area value can be multiplied by the basin- or region-averaged thickness to compute

the volume.

For the freeboard, snow depth, and thickness results given herein, both monthly-
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and seasonally-averaged data are shown both for the entire Antarctic basin as well

as individual regions. The seasons are broken up as follows: (1) Summer, D-J-F (2)

Fall, M-A-M (3) Winter, J-J-A (4) Spring, S-O-N. The regions are longitudinally

demarcated as follows: (1) Ross Sea, 160◦−230◦ (2) Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas

(Am-Bel), 230◦ − 300◦ (3) Western Weddell Sea, 300◦ − 315◦ (4) Eastern Weddell

Sea, 315◦ − 20◦ (5) Indian Ocean, 20◦ − 90◦ (6) Pacific Ocean, 90◦ − 160◦. These

regions are shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.3.4 Uncertainty in sea ice thickness retrievals

In this section, an estimate of the uncertainty in the thickness measurements is

provided through a Gaussian error propagation method (following Kern and Spreen

2015; Petty et al. 2020b; Spreen et al. 2009). As discussed in the previous chap-

ter, the total uncertainty in a thickness measurement comes from a combination of

random and systematic uncertainties. Random uncertainties in thickness measure-

ments can be calculated (Petty et al., 2020b) however, because they are random, we

assume they decrease substantially when many individual thickness measurements

are averaged together. Since thickness results in this study are shown only at the

basin-scale and averaged monthly to a 25 km grid, we assume the random uncer-

tainty becomes negligible basin-wide and do not explicitly calculate it here. Future

work involving along-track thickness estimates and validation would necessitate a

calculation of random uncertainty.

Instead, an estimate of the systematic uncertainty at the grid cell-scale is
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given here. We assume these uncertainties are correlated and represent bias in the

measurement, and therefore cannot be reduced through averaging (Ricker et al.,

2014). Here, the systematic uncertainty is estimated following Petty et al. (2020b)

where:

σ2
hi,s = σ2

hs

(
ρs

(ρw − ρi)
− ρw

(ρw − ρi)

)2

+ σ2
ρs

(
hs

(ρw − ρi)

)2

+

σ2
ρi

(
hfρw

(ρw − ρi)2
+

hsρs
(ρw − ρi)2

− hsρw
(ρw − ρi)2

)2

. (5.5)

In Equation 5.5, σhi,s is the uncertainty in sea ice thickness estimated using snow

freeboard (Eqn. 5.1), hs is the snow depth, hf is the snow freeboard, and s, w, i rep-

resent the density (ρ) and uncertainty (σ) of snow, seawater, and sea ice, respectively.

The snow depth uncertainty σhs is taken from Chapter 4 and is (conservatively) set

to 0.25 * hs (Spreen et al., 2009). Densities of snow (ρs), ice (ρi), and water (ρw)

are set to the values given in Section 5.3.3, with the uncertainty in the snow den-

sity (σρs) taken as 50 kg/m3 and the uncertainty in the ice density (σρi) taken as 20

kg/m3, following Kurtz and Markus (2012). The uncertainty in the seawater density

is assumed to be negligible and is not included in this calculation (Kern et al., 2016;

Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Li et al., 2018). Monthly average 25 km grids of snow

depth (hs) and snow freeboard (hf ) are used in the uncertainty calculation, and

therefore uncertainty estimates are provided for each grid cell basin-wide. Monthly

average thickness uncertainty values range from around 20 to 40 cm, and are given

(basin-wide) in Table 5.1.

An estimate of the volume uncertainty is also provided, but done so in a sim-
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Month σhi[m] δhi/hi[%] σV [km3] δV/V [%]

Jan. 0.26 23 394 12
Feb. 0.33 26 340 14
Mar. 0.29 22 435 13
Apr. 0.26 21 788 12
May. 0.18 15 1097 11
Jun. 0.19 16 1345 10
Jul. 0.19 16 1818 11
Aug. 0.18 16 2044 11
Sep. 0.21 18 2520 13
Oct. 0.20 18 2054 12
Nov. 0.21 21 1617 13
Dec. 0.22 21 900 13

Table 5.1: Monthly pan-Antarctic sea ice thickness (hi) and volume (V ) uncertainty
found in this study (Section 5.4.4), shown both as absolute (σ) and fractional (δ)
values. All values come from 2010 - 2020.

plistic way compared to some other methods over Arctic sea ice (Tilling et al., 2018).

Here, a Gaussian error propagation approach is used to combine the uncertainty due

to sea ice thickness and sea ice area, the two components that make up the volume

calculation. This is provided as an initial volume uncertainty estimate until more

information on the uncertainty relating to snow depth and snow/ice density from

Antarctic sea ice is known.

This estimated volume uncertainty is given by:

δV

|V |
=

√(
δhi
hi

)2

+

(
δA

A

)2

, (5.6)

where δV/|V | is the monthly average sea ice volume fractional uncertainty, δhi/hi is

the sea ice thickness fractional uncertainty, and δA/A is the fractional uncertainty in

sea ice area. In this study, a conservative fractional uncertainty value for sea ice area

of 5% is used (Spreen et al., 2009). The fractional uncertainty in thickness (δhi/hi )
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is found by dividing the thickness uncertainty grid by the mean thickness grid and

computing the basin-wide average. The right-hand side of Equation 5.6 provides

a fractional combined uncertainty in sea ice volume. Multiplying this fractional

uncertainty with the mean volume estimate (Section 5.4.4) yields a quantitative sea

ice volume uncertainty. This uncertainty ranges generally between 10-14% of the

total sea ice volume (Table 5.1). Once again, these values are simply first estimates

used to constrain the volume estimates in the context of the observed interannual

variability (Section 5.4.5). They are provided (basin-wide) in Table 5.1.

5.4 Results and discussion

The methodology described in Section 5.3 was applied to all CryoSat-2 data

collected over the Southern Ocean from the beginning of the mission in July 2010

until October 2020, resulting in over 10 years of data. This time period is hereafter

referred to as the “CryoSat-2 period”, and results using this methodology are re-

ferred to as “CryoSat-2 results” (as comparison datasets that use CryoSat-2 data

are named corresponding to their author). In this section, results from the pro-

cessed data are shown as well as a discussion on comparisons with other datasets

and observed trends in the data. Each of the following sections cover a retrieved

variable: snow freeboard, ice freeboard, snow depth, and thickness and volume. A

summary table with monthly mean values and standard deviations of each variable,

from 2010-2020, is provided as Table 5.2.
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5.4.1 Snow freeboard

The previous chapter showcased results and validation of these CryoSat-2 snow

freeboard retrievals using data from ICESat-2. Details on comparisons and algo-

rithm performance can be found therein. Here, monthly mean freeboard maps and

seasonal distributions from the entire CryoSat-2 period are given.

Figure 5.3: Monthly average (July 2010 - October 2020) maps and distributions of
snow freeboard from CryoSat-2. Histogram bin sizes are 2 cm. The total number of
grid cells included in the distribution (n), the mean (m), and the standard deviation
(std) are also given.

Figure 5.3 shows the snow freeboard distributions and spatial patterns for
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each calendar month averaged over the CryoSat-2 period. On average, the basin-

mean snow freeboard of Antarctic sea ice ranges between 26 (November) and 35

cm (February). The distributions are as expected: broad and shorter in Austral

summer and fall - corresponding to the high percentage of thicker freeboards -

and narrow and slightly skewed thin in Austral winter and spring - owing to the

large areal coverage of thin freeboards primarily in the Indian Ocean and Ross Sea

sectors. These shapes echo what was found in Chapter 4 (with ∼one year of data)

and compare to that shown with ICESat-2. The spatial maps show thickest snow

freeboards in the Western Weddell Sea off the Antarctic Peninsula, as well as along

the coastline in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas, while the thinnest freeboards

are found in the Ross Sea and Indian Ocean sectors. Some sectors show more

seasonality than others, such as the coastal Pacific sector, in which thick freeboards

are found in Austral winter that thin on average by the winter and spring.

Though the variability between successive months appears low (i.e. the shapes

of the distribution change slowly), one can see more pronounced changes in indi-

vidual regions and seasons. Figure 5.4 shows histograms of snow freeboard for each

region (individual plot) and season (each line) taken from all grid cells between 2010

and 2020. Bin sizes of the histograms are 2 cm. The Pacific, Indian Ocean, and

Western Weddell sectors demonstrate the largest seasonality, with mean freeboard

seasonal ranges of around 17.5, 10, and 9 cm, respectively. The other sectors show

smaller mean snow freeboard seasonal ranges of 4 cm (Am-Bel), 3 cm (Ross), and

2 cm (Eastern Weddell). The Indian, Pacific, and Ross sectors, in which sea ice

extent is heavily influenced by the season, show the thickest freeboards in Austral
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Figure 5.4: Snow freeboard distributions broken down by region (from Fig. 5.2) and
season (colors) using CryoSat-2 data from July 2010 to October 2020. The number
of grid cells, means, and standard deviations are given. Bin sizes are 2 cm.

summer and fall. This result makes sense as the thin ice typically melts during

these seasons, leaving only the thickest freeboards behind. The Western Weddell

sector, on the other hand, which varies less in extent throughout the year, shows

thickest freeboard in Austral winter. One hypothesis is that the accumulation of

snow and basal growth affect the mean snow freeboard in this region more that than

the impact of seasonal ice area. Additionally, the ice drift in this region tends to

generally flow along and away from the Antarctic Peninsula (Kwok et al., 2017; Paul
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et al., 2018), which would oppose any potential dynamic thickening brought on by

sea ice drift moving towards the coast. However, more studies on sea ice drift in the

Austral summer are needed to further investigate this potential impact on the snow

freeboard distribution.

5.4.2 Ice freeboard

While the CryoSat-2 snow freeboard retrievals could be compared with ICESat-

2 (in Chapter 4), the ice freeboard retrievals from CryoSat-2 are more difficult to

validate given the lack of in situ data and complexity surrounding radar penetra-

tion into the snow cover on Antarctic sea ice. Here, other CryoSat-2 retrievals of

Antarctic ice freeboard are used as points of comparison, before showcasing results

from the CryoSat-2 period.

5.4.2.1 Comparisons with other CryoSat-2 retrievals

Figure 5.5 shows these CryoSat-2 ice freeboard retrievals compared with two

other datasets for seven months of the year 2019, broken down by region. Green

points (lines) indicate the mean (standard deviation) ice freeboard for a given month

and region from Kacimi and Kwok (2020), hereafter referred to as KK20. The basin

values from KK20 are averages from all regional means and not the average of the

entire basin, and therefore, no standard deviations are provided. Grey points come

from Paul et al. (2018), hereafter referred to as P18, and represent regional and

monthly means from the years 2011-2017 and therefore are not direct comparisons.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the retrieved ice freeboard to that from Kacimi and Kwok
(2020) for the year 2019. Boxplots (purple) are from the CryoSat-2 data for each
region and month, where the boxes show the inter-quartile range (IQR), horizontal
lines are the medians, and dots are the mean values. Green points and whiskers
represent the mean value and standard deviation from KK20. Data from Paul et al.
(2018) from 2011-2017 are also shown as a point of reference, and represent the
mean (grey points) and standard deviations (grey shading).

These points (and grey shading representing the standard deviation of the data) are

simply given as a reference. Box plots are CryoSat-2 data from 2019, where the

points represent the mean value, horizontal lines indicate the median, and the box

and whiskers represent the Interquartile Range (IQR) and maximum/minimum of

the data, respectively. Data from July 2019 are not included in KK20 and therefore

not included here.

These comparisons show a small (1 - 2 cm basin-wide) overestimation of the

CryoSat-2 ice freeboard compared to KK20, that is more pronounced over areas of

thicker freeboard (Am-Bel and Pacific sectors). However, a similar monthly trend is

found in both the CryoSat-2 data and KK20 that is especially apparent basin-wide.

KK20 ice freeboards are typically less than 10 cm, while CryoSat-2 ice freeboards
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are around 10 cm on average. While the approach outlined here and KK20 use

the same instrument and time range to calculate ice freeboard, they differ in their

retracking procedure. KK20 uses an empirical retracker developed by Kwok and

Cunningham (2015) for Arctic sea ice, while the retrieved CryoSat-2 data come

from the physical retracking technique described in this dissertation. Despite the

small differences, almost every KK20 data point falls within the CryoSat-2 IQR,

signaling good agreement overall.

Ice freeboards from P18 are significantly thicker than these CryoSat-2 and

KK20’s retrieved ice freeboards. Most months in the Ross, Pacific, and Western

Weddell sectors - along with basin-wide - show P18 ice freeboards outside the IQR

of the CryoSat-2 data, sometimes greater than 15 cm thicker than CryoSat-2 and/or

KK20. Again, since CryoSat-2 is used for the P18 retrievals, these differences likely

arise from the different retracking techniques used. P18 uses a 50% power threshold

as the tracking point location of the snow-ice interface on the waveform. To further

investigate the retracking-induced differences, the total average ice freeboard from

the same time period (2011 to 2017) is shown in Fig. 5.6. The middle panels give the

CryoSat-2 and P18 ice freeboard spatial distributions and the difference CryoSat-2

- P18. The top and bottom plots show linear regressions of ice freeboard from each

sector.

The results in Fig. 5.6 echo what is shown in Fig. 5.5: P18 ice freeboards

tend to be thicker than those from this CryoSat-2 method, especially in regions

of thicker ice. In the Western Weddell sector, for example, P18 records almost

10 cm thicker ice freeboards on average than this CryoSat-2 method, coming from
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of 2011-2017 average ice freeboard between this method
and Paul et al. (2018). Scatter plots show linear regressions for each region, and
note the mean difference (md), slope of the regression line (m), correlation (r), and
% of grid cells that are larger in P18 compared to this method.

over 94% more grid cells with thicker freeboards in P18 than in CryoSat-2. This is

similar in every other sector, as P18 records 1 to 5 cm thicker freeboards and more

than 60% to 87% of grid cells thicker than CryoSat-2. It is hypothesized here

that this discrepancy comes from the use of a fixed retracking threshold in P18.

As mentioned in previous chapters, field campaigns from Antarctic sea ice have

found dominant scattering horizons at Ku-band frequencies to be located higher

than the actual snow-ice interface (Willatt et al., 2010). When a fixed retracking

threshold is used in combination with the assumption that the dominant scattering
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originates from the snow-ice interface, this would lead to an over-estimation of the

ice freeboard, similar to what is shown in Fig. 5.6. Following this hypothesis and the

assumption that the use of the physical retracker more accurately tracks the snow-ice

interface, the difference plot in Fig. 5.6 would therefore be analogous to the height of

the dominant scattering horizon (when using a 50% threshold retracker) above the

actual snow-ice interface, and provide justification for the use of physical retrackers

over Antarctic sea ice. More validation is needed to verify the actual location of

the snow-ice interface (and therefore the accuracy of the CryoSat-2 retrievals from

this method) as well as to determine the effects of surface type classification and sea

surface height differences between the two retrievals on the ice freeboard distribution.

However, this comparison still provides some confidence that this physical retracker

could better retrieve the snow-ice interface compared to empirical methods, which

motivates retrievals of ice freeboard and snow depth.

5.4.2.2 Monthly and seasonal ice freeboard from CryoSat-2: 2010-

2020

Figure 5.7 shows monthly average ice freeboard distributions and spatial pat-

terns for each calendar month between 2010 and 2020. Ice freeboards range between

8 and 12 cm on average, which monthly standard deviations ranging from ∼9.5 to

13 cm. The spatial patterns resemble the snow freeboard maps, where the thickest

freeboards are typically found in the Western Weddell Sea and along the Am-Bel

coast. Thinnest ice freeboards are found away from coasts, especially in the Eastern
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Weddell, Indian, and Ross sectors.

Figure 5.7: As in Fig. 5.3 but for ice freeboard. Bin sizes are 1 cm.

The ice freeboard maps here highlight an interesting seasonality in the presence

of zero ice freeboards. As the ice cover expands beginning in March, most of the ice

pack shows an ice freeboard greater than ∼5 cm (i.e. there is relatively little spatial

area found to have ice freeboards close to zero). This is confirmed by the lower

probabilities of zero freeboards in the histograms that continues through the winter

season (until August). However, as the season transitions to Austral spring, the

presence of zero ice freeboards starts to increase, becoming especially apparent in
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November in the Eastern Weddell, Indian, and off-shore Am-Bel sectors (Fig. 5.7).

A larger percentage of the basin-wide ice freeboard in these months is zero, as shown

by the distributions. This follows the conventional “zero ice freeboard” assumption

(Kurtz and Markus, 2012) for Antarctic sea ice. It is possible that these zero ice

freeboards in Austral spring are due to increasing snowfall and zero/negative sea

ice growth rates. As the ice stops growing but snow continues to accumulate, the

ice will get pushed further down to the water level, resulting in zero or near-zero

ice freeboards. Despite the presence of some zero ice freeboards in all months, these

results suggest that a basin-wide zero ice freeboard assumption for all regions is not

representative of the true distribution.

The presence of near-zero ice freeboards in the Weddell Sea in January is

possibly due to the same concept as described above, however, the thin freeboards in

the Western part of the sector in January is puzzling, given the assumed perennially-

thick ice in this region. This is more apparent in Fig. 5.8, which shows seasonal

distributions of ice freeboard for each sector. The summer ice freeboard distribution

in the Western Weddell sector is substantially lower than in other seasons. One

potential explanation is the presence of sea ice submergence that was noted in this

region by Haas et al. (2001). In the summer months, ice can submerge further due

to changes in isostatic equilibrium, brought on by the combination of basal melting

and accumulation of mass in the form of snow and rain on the ice surface (which

can be high in this region, Haas et al. 2001). Additionally, internal melting in these

months can lead to increases in bulk density, which further submerge the ice. As

found in Haas et al. (2001), this combination of processes can lead to greater than 10
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Figure 5.8: As in Fig. 5.4 but for ice freeboard. Bin sizes are 1 cm.

cm of submergence in summer months and contribute to the thinner ice (and snow)

freeboards observed. Similar summer seasonal minima in ice freeboard are found,

to a lesser extent, in the Eastern Weddell and Ross sectors, where the distributions

tend to be narrower and more skewed thin than the Western Weddell. In the Indian

and Pacific sectors the opposite is true, as the thickest ice freeboards are found in the

summer months and the distributions are broad overall. More summer validation

data would be useful - both in terms of physical ice freeboard measurements as well

as Ku-band radar scattering over sea ice - to better understand the summer ice
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freeboard distributions and how they vary around the continent.

5.4.3 Snow depth on sea ice

The retrieved ice freeboard estimates are subtracted from the snow freeboard

estimates, providing along-track snow depth on sea ice for the duration of the

CryoSat-2 period. This sections showcases attempts at validation as well as monthly

and seasonal patterns in the snow depth distribution.

5.4.3.1 Snow depth comparisons

Much like with ice freeboard measurements, the lack of reliable in situ data

involving snow depth on Antarctic sea ice poses a challenge when attempting to

validate snow depth retrievals from CryoSat-2. Here, snow depth estimates from

KK20 are used as a point of comparison for large-scale (basin wide) snow depth

retrievals from CryoSat-2. Additionally, two independent, in situ datasets are also

compared with CryoSat-2, highlighting difficulties when relating ground-based and

satellite measurements.

Figure 5.9 shows a comparison between CryoSat-2 and KK20 in the same way

as Fig. 5.5. Monthly differences in basin-mean snow depth (CryoSat-2 - KK20)

range from 1.5 cm in August to 4.6 cm in April. As seen above, differences are

largest in regions where snow (and ice) thickness is typically greatest including the

Am-Bel, Pacific, and Western Weddell sectors. However, in the Am-Bel and Pacific

sectors, the KK20 snow depths fall within the CryoSat-2 IQR, which is not always
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Figure 5.9: As in Fig. 5.5 but for snow depth comparing this method and KK20.

the case for sectors in which the mean differences are smaller (Ross and Eastern

Weddell sectors). Overall, the agreement between CryoSat-2 and KK20 is not as

good as is seen in the ice freeboard results (Fig. 5.5). While these measurements

both use CryoSat-2 data to estimate ice freeboard, KK20 also uses ICESat-2 data

and only collects snow depths within +/- 10 days from a valid ICESat-2 freeboard

measurement. Therefore, it must be noted that each month in this comparison

involves different amounts of data between the two methods which could explain

some of the differences observed. The observed similar seasonality in the basin-wide

snow depth between both datasets is nevertheless encouraging, despite the bias that

exists.

An attempt to compare the retrieved CryoSat-2 snow depths to entirely inde-

pendent datasets is shown in Fig. 5.10. Here, data from the AWI snow buoys (top

plots) and OIB Snow Radar (bottom plots) are used to provide an estimate of snow

depth. In both cases, trying to utilize the small spatial scale of the ground measure-
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Figure 5.10: Comparisons of the retrieved CryoSat-2 snow depth to that from the
AWI snow buoys (top) and OIB snow radar (bottom). Left maps show coincident
grid cells with CryoSat-2 while right plots show linear regressions of the coincident
data. Each grey point represents one coincident 25x25 km grid cell, while each light
grey point represents a CryoSat-2 footprint and the corresponding average snow
radar snow depth.

ment leads to issues in the comparisons. For the buoys, overlapping CryoSat-2 orbits

with a single buoy are rare, and even so, would only allow for a single CryoSat-2

shot to compare with the buoy data. The Snow Radar data, when averaged slightly

to the footprint size of CryoSat-2, display artifacts in the data likely caused by

thresholds in the Snow Radar layer picker. To account for these issues and better

enable comparisons with CryoSat-2, these data have been gridded into 25 km daily

grid cells for comparisons with Snow Radar and monthly grid cells (as few daily

gridded overlaps occurred) for comparisons with the AWI buoys.

One can see that there is weak agreement between the CryoSat-2 data and
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either of the independent measurements. There are low correlation coefficients and

large mean differences, greater than 14 cm, in both cases. There are, however,

large assumptions made with each of the independent datasets that suggest high

uncertainty in their snow depth estimates. In the case of the buoys, the assumption

is that the buoy data provide the physical snow depth. As mentioned above, these

buoys record the height of the sensors from the air-snow interface, and therefore they

(a) rely on precise initial snow depth measurements in order to accurately record

snow depth and (b) do not take into account effects of slush layers, refreezing,

snow-ice formation, or other processes that are known to occur on Antarctic sea

ice (Willatt et al., 2010). Therefore, the snow buoy data provide potentially biased

snow depths (Nicolaus et al. 2016; S. Arndt, personal communication, May 2020).

Additionally, the buoy data provide a single Lagrangian measurement through time,

while CryoSat-2 provides a larger-footprint Eulerian view of the snow cover, which

could further contribute to differences.

In the case of the Snow Radar data, the assumption is that the correct inter-

faces are being tracked, so that when differenced, the snow depth is obtained. The

wavelet algorithm used in pysnowradar to derive snow depth from the OIB Snow

Radar data is not validated (especially over Antarctic sea ice), and is simply one

method to pick interfaces from the radar echograms (King et al., 2020; Newman

et al., 2014). The artifacts that exist in the scatter plot of Fig. 5.10 (horizontal

lines at 0.8, 0.4, and 0.2 m) could suggest that thresholds used in the algorithm tend

to “snag” many points and further reduce the confidence in these data. These in-

dependent snow depth measurements could potentially be useful as tools for future
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validation, however, more work is needed to better validate their estimates before

using them to validate CryoSat-2.

5.4.3.2 Monthly and seasonal snow depth on sea ice from CryoSat-2:

2010-2020

Much like what was shown in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, the 2010-2020 mean

snow depth on Antarctic sea ice for each calendar month is given in Fig. 5.11, along

with the basin-wide snow depth distribution for all grid cells between 2010 and

2020. Most notably, these spatial patterns and distributions appear more realistic

(based off of other estimates from Markus and Cavalieri 1998 and Kacimi and Kwok

2020) than what was attempted in Chapter 3, signalling that the improvements

made in Chapter 4 had a substantial - and beneficial - effect on the ice freeboard

and snow depth retrievals. Snow depths range between 17 and 26 cm on average,

with the largest basin-wide snow depth occurring in February. Standard deviations

of snow depth range between 9.7 and 13 cm. The most notable difference in these

distributions from the snow and ice freeboards is the presence of multiple modes

in each month. These modes occur at approximately 10, 25, and 30 cm, but vary

drastically in the relative magnitudes. The Austral winter and spring distributions

have one dominant peak at 10 cm, with much smaller peaks elsewhere. In the

Austral summer, these peaks are much closer in magnitude, corresponding to a

thicker mean snow depth. These trimodal distributions are apparent in the maps,

as there are sharper transitions between thick and thin snow depths than was seen in
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the freeboard spatial patterns. The multi-mode distribution is also found on Arctic

sea ice (Kwok et al., 2020c; Petty et al., 2020b) where different modes come from

different ice types (FYI or MYI). Since most Antarctic sea ice is annual apart from

small amounts of perennial ice very near the coast, the different modes observed in

Fig. 5.11 likely come from the regional differences in the snow depth distribution,

as shown in Fig. 5.12.

Figure 5.11: As in Fig. 5.3 but for snow depth. Bin sizes are 1 cm.

The seasonal average CryoSat-2 snow depths broken down by sector (Fig. 5.12)

showcase a large regional variability that exists in the data. The Western Weddell,
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Pacific, and Am-Bel sectors have very broad distributions with thick means (>23

cm), large spreads, and multiple modes, while the other regions have means closer

to 15 cm, and are skewed thin with a smaller spread and a single dominant mode.

These distributions tend to match those in Markus and Cavalieri (1998), where some

regions - such as the Western Weddell - show broader snow depth distributions while

other regions - like the Indian Ocean - tend to show distributions with a single mode

and a thinner mean snow depth.

In all sectors except the Western Weddell, the thickest average snow depths

are found to occur in summer. Following previous discussion, this makes intuitive

sense as it is the season in which only the thickest ice remains, allowing for thicker

snow loads to accumulate. This finding is especially pronounced in the Pacific and

Indian sectors, which have very little ice coverage (low n values) in summer months.

In the Western Weddell, the thinnest average snow depths of any season occurs in

the summer. This finding is counter-intuitive given the low ice freeboards present

there thought to be from ice submergence and generally thicker snow. One possible

explanation could be due to the presence of surface melting of the snow layer that

can act to reduce snow depths and/or potentially impact retrievals in this region and

season. Markus and Cavalieri (1998) found that surface melt in summer months in

this region can occur - due in part to the more-northern location compared to other

regions - and found that this melt can complicate passive microwave returns. Here,

it is possible that surface melt could lead not just to thinner snow depths, but could

lead to erroneous CryoSat-2 waveform classification, as melt-affected floe-points may

appear more specular in radar returns. This could cause mis-classification of sea ice
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returns, which could impact the SSH and retrieved snow-ice interface elevations,

potentially leading to anomalous snow depth and/or freeboard values.
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Figure 5.12: As in Fig. 5.4 but for snow depth. Bin sizes are 1 cm.

Once again, more validation data in Austral summer would be useful to better

understand the seasonality observed in the CryoSat-2 returns.

5.4.4 Sea ice thickness and volume

The retrieved snow freeboards and snow depths shown above are used in Equa-

tion 5.2 to calculate the sea ice thickness. Here, first estimates of Antarctic sea ice
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thickness and volume derived from CryoSat-2 from the years 2010 - 2020 are shown.

5.4.4.1 Monthly and seasonal sea ice thickness from CryoSat-2: 2010-

2020

The monthly mean Antarctic sea ice thickness distributions and spatial pat-

terns from 2010 to 2020 are given in Fig. 5.13. Basin-wide thicknesses are lowest

in November (0.99 m) and largest in March (1.32 m). Monthly standard deviations

range from 70 to 87 cm, while modal thickness values range between 80 and 100 cm.

The winter distributions tend to be broader than other months, though all months

exhibit a singular mode. The spatial pattern follows closely with that of freeboard

and snow depth, with the largest thicknesses being found in the Western Weddell

sector, as well as along the coast in the Am-Bel and Pacific sectors, while thinner

ice tends to be found away from the coast in the Eastern Weddell, Indian, and Ross

sectors. These values tend to be thicker than those observed in previous studies

(e.g. Worby et al. 2008), which is discussed later in this section.

The regional and seasonal distributions are given in Fig. 5.14. The regional

variability is immediately apparent, as the Pacific, Western Weddell, and Am-Bel

sectors showcase a broad distribution with larger mean values and modes typically

greater than 1 m, while the other regions show a narrower distribution with modes

centered around or below 1 m. The largest seasonality within a region is found

in the Pacific sector, where the fall and summer ice thickness is noticeably thicker

than the other seasons, owing to the low extent present during these seasons. Once
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Figure 5.13: As in Fig. 5.3 but for sea ice thickness. Bin sizes are 5 cm.

again, the Western Weddell sector shows puzzling results, where the thinnest season

is found to be summer. This potential anomaly follows the similar feature observed

in the seasonal freeboard and snow depth distributions (Fig. 5.8 and 5.12), and

could be again related to the presence of surface melt (Markus and Cavalieri, 1998).

Freeboards and/or snow depths that are biased due to mis-classification of floe-type

points could also lead to anomalous ice thicknesses. This region is clearly complex

in terms of seasonality in snow depth, ice thickness, and potential surface melt, and
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should be the focus of future study.
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Figure 5.14: As in Fig. 5.4 but for sea ice thickness. Bin sizes are 10 cm.

Another interesting feature in the seasonal distributions is the perceived lack

of seasonal variability in some regions. Some sectors showcase seasonal variation in

the distributions, such as the Indian and Pacific sectors. In the Am-Bel and Ross

regions, however, each season shares a very similar mode and distribution shape.

This lack of seasonality contrasts what is found in Arctic sea ice, where a clear

seasonal cycle exists in the thickness distributions (Petty et al., 2020b). To further

explore the monthly and inter-annual variability, a full time series of Antarctic sea
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ice thickness was created.

Figure 5.15 shows the monthly average sea ice thickness basin-wide (solid

black line) as well as from individual sectors (thin lines) from July 2010 until Octo-

ber 2020. The shading represents the estimated thickness uncertainty provided in

Table 5.1. When viewed in this sense, a clear seasonal cycle of thickness emerges:

basin-averaged thickness increases at the beginning of the calendar year, reaching

a maximum around March, before falling on average as new ice forms around the

continent. This maximum corresponds to the minimum in sea ice extent (Parkinson,

2019). There is then a slight thickening at the end of Austral winter and beginning

of spring, as the sea ice extent stops growing outward but basal growth continues.

This thickening quickly switches to a thinning by the middle and end of spring,

as basal melt begins basin-wide. The thickness only increases on average once the

thinnest ice melts entirely in the beginning of summer, leaving only the thickest ice

present near the continent. This cycle continues each year.

While the time series in Fig. 5.15 shows the general seasonal cycle described

above, there does exist some variability in the magnitude of the mean thickness.

For example, the March peaks in ice thickness vary between 1.2 and about 1.5 m

on average, while the November minima also vary between ∼0.9 and 1.05 m. This

variation can be even larger amongst individual regions.

The time series of the individual regions gives insight not just into the spatial

distribution of thickness, but also highlights potential issues with the retrievals.

For one, the sharp decline (and subsequent rise) in summer (fall) thickness in the

Western Weddell is clearly seen each year beginning around December and appears
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Figure 5.15: Time series of Antarctic sea ice thickness covering the entire CryoSat-2
mission 2010-2020. Dark black line represents the pan-Antarctic average, while the
shading indicates the uncertainty estimate provided in Table 5.1. Thin lines show
individual regions.

to show melt rates and growth rates much larger than would be expected from basal

processes alone (since the areal coverage is fairly constant in this region). As stated

above, it is hypothesized that snow cover melt in summer could affect the radar

returns, leading to anomalously thin values. Another potential issue is seen in the

Indian sector thickness time series, which records the thickest overall ice out of any

region in 2013 and near the thickest in multiple years. Worby et al. (2008) found

this sector to be one of the thinnest sectors in summer, contrasting what is found

here. While it is true that the only ice remaining in this sector during the summer

is likely thicker, it is unlikely thicker than ice in other regions and therefore could

signal a difficulty in this algorithm to retrieve ice thickness near the coast in the

Indian sector.

Overall, the mean thickness values shown here appear to be slightly higher than

expected, especially in months of new ice growth where one would expect much of the
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Figure 5.16: As in Fig. 5.15 but just for the year 2019. Thickness results from KK20
are added for comparison, where the top dark grey line indicates their thickness
values computed, and the shading indicates the range of corrected thickness values,
down to δ = 6cm. Lighter grey shading shows linear interpolation for the missing
month of July 2019.

ice cover to be below 1 m. Kurtz and Markus (2012) found mean values below 1 m for

all seasons, with the caveat of using the zero ice freeboard assumption. Worby et al.

(2008) and Maksym and Markus (2008) both found thinner annual and seasonal

means from ship-based and passive microwave-based thicknesses. However, KK20

found thicknesses comparable - and even thicker than - these CryoSat-2 results, but

also acknowledged that they seem high. Figure 5.16 shows the CryoSat-2 sea ice

thickness time series (Fig. 5.15) zoomed in to 2019, with the added thickness values

from KK20 included. KK20 includes multiple estimates of thickness to “correct” for

the anomalously-thick results, which are shown here as the thick grey line (thickness

from CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 snow depth) as well as the shaded area (which covers

their corrected thicknesses of δ = 3 cm and δ = 6 cm). No data were provided

from July 2019, and therefore a simple linear interpolation is shown as the lighter
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Figure 5.17: Time series of Antarctic sea ice volume covering the entire CryoSat-2
mission 2010-2020. Black line shows the pan-Antarctic volume, while the colored
segments show the individual contributions from each region.

grey lines/shading. This simple comparison shows that these CryoSat-2 thickness

estimates are around the same range of what was estimated by KK20, and closer

to their δ = 6 cm values. It is possible that the use of CryoSat-2 in both methods

is leading to thicker retrieved ice thicknesses (perhaps through anomalous snow-ice

interface tracking) but more work is needed to conclude this with more certainty.

There is also a chance that the Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution is simply

thicker than previously assumed (Williams et al., 2015), meaning that the results

shown here could be closer to the true thickness values. More discussion is provided

in Section 5.5.

5.4.4.2 Sea ice volume

For each month of sea ice thickness data shown above, the monthly mean sea

ice volume is also computed. This is done by multiplying the sea ice areal coverage in
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Figure 5.18: Seasonal cycle of Antarctic sea ice volume, where each line represents
a different year of data. The lines connect each monthly average volume estimate
(points).

the basin or region by the mean ice thickness. A time series of volume is given in Fig.

5.17, where the basin-total volume (black line) is broken down into contributions

from the various sectors. The sea ice volume varies substantially within a year,

ranging from less than 2500 km3 to over 20000 km3. The Ross and Eastern Weddell

sectors contribute the largest percentage of volume in the winter and fall seasons

(when area is greatest), while the Western Weddell sector tends to contribute most

to the spring and summer basin-wide sea ice volume. These values compare overall

to the volume estimates put forth in KK20, both in the basin-wide sense as well as

in the individual regions. Monthly average volume estimates from the entire time

period are included in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.18 shows the same pan-Antarctic sea ice volume results, but focusing

only on the seasonal cycle where each line represents a different year of data. The

cycle and magnitude of the volume results shown here are similar to those found
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in Holland (2014). There is clearly more interannual variability during months

of greater sea ice volume (August - October) when compared to months of less

volume (January - March), which follows a similar pattern in Antarctic sea ice

extent (Parkinson, 2019). Additionally, in all months, more recent years appear to

have smaller volume (i.e. darker lines tend to be below lighter lines in Fig. 5.18)

which would suggest a potential trend in volume (investigated further in the next

section). The overall maximum in volume (September 2014) corresponds to the

maximum recorded sea ice extent, while 2017 shows the lowest September volume,

corresponding to the smallest maximum extent occurring that year.

5.4.5 Trends and variability in sea ice thickness and volume

5.4.5.1 Seasonal sea ice thickness trends

Given this 10+ year time series of Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume, it

makes sense to investigate potential trends in the data. Figure 5.19 shows seasonal

mean sea ice thicknesses from each region between 2010 and 2020, where each line

represents the change over time in sea ice thickness for that particular region and

season. Each line is fit with a linear least-squares regression, and the slopes (which

denote the trend) are provided in Table 5.3. To determine the statistical significance

of the reported trends, the p-values and q-values are reported, where the p-values

are from a Wald test of the null hypothesis that the slope (trend) is zero, and the

q-values indicate the False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjusted p-values following the

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). The Benjamini-
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Table 5.2: July 2010 - October 2020 monthly mean values and standard deviations
(when applicable) of Antarctic sea ice physical properties, given regionally and basin-
wide. Properties include snow freeboard (hfs), ice freeboard (hfi), snow depth (hs),
ice thickness (hi), and ice volume (V ).
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Figure 5.19: Time series of season-average sea ice thickness from 2010-2020. Each
plot shows a different season, while each line represents a single region. The dark
black line shows the pan-Antarctic average. Lines with stars as markers denote time
series with statistically significant trends in Table 5.3.
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Hochberg procedure is used with an FDR of 10% to decrease the number of false

positives due to multiple tests. Bold values in Table 5.3 reject the null hypothesis

that there is no trend in the data, and are statistically significant at the 97% level

or better. Regions and seasons with statistically significant trends are also denoted

with stars as markers for individual years in Fig. 5.19.

Statistically significant trends in ice thickness between 2010 and 2020 are found

to occur only in the summer and winter seasons. The Eastern Weddell and Pacific

sectors show summer thickness trends of 1.8 and 2.1 cm/yr, respectively, while

basin-wide shows a statistically significant trend of 1.1 cm/yr over this period. In the

winter, only the Eastern Weddell sector and basin-wide show statistically significant

trends of -1.2 and -0.4 cm/year, respectively. This result suggests that there is a

general thickening of summer sea ice basin-wide and a general thinning of winter

sea ice basin-wide. The magnitudes of these trends are much lower than basin-wide

trends observed in the Arctic (Kwok and Cunningham, 2015).

5.4.5.2 Spatial patterns of trends in sea ice thickness

To further investigate trends in sea ice thickness, trend maps were created that

show the change in thickness between 2010-2020 for each 25 km grid cell basin-wide.

Like in Fig. 5.19, a linear least-squares regression is applied to the time series of

each grid cell, and trends are only computed if a respective grid cell contains at least

four years of data. To reduce noise in the trend data, sea ice thickness maps are

first smoothed with a 5x5 grid cell Gaussian kernel filter, which corresponds to an
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Sector
Season Ross Am-Bel W. Weddell E. Weddell Indian Pacific Basin

Ice thickness trend (cm/yr) 0.03 1.12 -0.72 1.78 1.69 2.15 1.14
p (q) value .96 (.1) .34 (.09) .24 (.07) .002 (.01) .24 (.06) .007 (.03) .01 (.04)

Summer Ice volume trend (km3/yr) -24.3 -0.2 -4.9 -134.7 -46.7 13.9 -204.7
p (q) value .61 (.06) .99 (.1) .76 (.09) .14 (.01) .18 (.04) .64 (.07) .18 (.03)

PMC (%) 57 11 73 49 41 66 48

Ice thickness trend (cm/yr) 0.24 -0.03 -1.25 0.43 0.35 -0.06 0.29
p (q) value .66 (.07) .98 (.1) .28 (.03) .33 (.04) .45 (.06) .89 (.09) .22 (.01)

Fall Ice volume trend (km3/yr) -45.1 2.7 -13.0 -107.0 -40.3 -23.6 -225.6
p (q) value .31 (.09) .93 (.1) .18 (.06) .16 (.04) .003 (.01) .26 (.07) .09 (.03)

PMC (%) 21 56 75 34 5 45 14

Ice thickness trend (cm/yr) -0.48 1.04 -0.75 -1.24 0.39 0.74 -0.37
p (q) value .06 (.04) .15 (.07) .36 (.1) .005 (.01) .14 (.06) .16 (.09) .03 (.03)

Winter Ice volume trend (km3/yr) -74.2 -44.0 -13.8 -18.2 -61.0 4.3 -216.4
p (q) value .03 (.04) .12 (.06) .36 (.07) .67 (.09) .02 (.03) .88 (.1) .01 (.01)

PMC (%) 24 61 32 49 54 40 2

Ice thickness trend (cm/yr) -0.44 1.48 0.27 -0.40 0.18 -0.10 -0.01
p (q) value .05 (.01) .16 (.03) .77 (.07) .45 (.04) .49 (.05) .79 (.09) .97 (.1)

Spring Ice volume trend (km3/yr) -59.4 7.1 -6.1 -13.2 -39.8 9.1 -105.7
p (q) value .06 (.01) .83 (.1) .76 (.07) .77 (.09) .10 (.03) .73 (.06) .40 (.04)

PMC (%) 38 14 13 25 5 59 41

Table 5.3: Seasonal sea ice thickness and volume trends by region. Statistics of
significance for each trend are given, where p- and q-values are from a Wald test
of the null hypothesis (that the trend is zero) controlling for a FDR of 10%. Bold
values indicate statistically significant trends at the p<.05 level (when controlling
for a FDR of 10%). PMC values give the percent of Monte Carlo-simulated trends
with slopes greater than the observed trend, as described in Section 5.4.5.

effective size of 125x125 km (Kurtz and Markus, 2012). The seasonal trend maps

are given in Fig. 5.20. One can initially see lots of variation in the trends around the

continent in all seasons, however, some areas exhibit larger magnitude trends. In the

summer and fall, most of the Western Weddell sector exhibits a strong thinning of

over 5 cm/yr, which is closer to zero in winter and spring. In winter, there is a large

area of thinning predominantly in the Eastern Weddell sea, corresponding to the

statistically significant regional trend observed of -1.2 cm/yr on average (Table 5.3).

As clearly seen in Fig. 5.20, the average winter thinning in the Eastern Weddell of

1.2 cm/yr is greater in some locations, with trends as large as -5 cm/yr found. On

average, the summertime ice thickness trend is greater in magnitude than the other

seasons. It is important to note that in these trend maps, even though many grid
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cell trends are individually significant at the >95% level (P< .05), correcting for

the impact of multiple testing and adjusting to control the FDR to 10% results in

no statistically significant trends at the grid cell level.

Figure 5.20: Seasonal ice thickness trend maps over the CryoSat-2 mission 2010-
2020. Each grid cell value shows the slope of the regression line fit to the time series
of thickness from that respective grid cell. Grid cell trends are only computed if at
least four years of data exist.

5.4.5.3 Seasonal sea ice volume trends

Figure 5.21 shows the same as Fig. 5.19, but for sea ice volume instead of

thickness. Much like in Fig. 5.19, most regions show little overall change over time,

with the Eastern Weddell and Ross sectors showing more year-to-year variability
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than other regions (likely due to their larger area). Once again, stars in Fig. 5.21

represent statistically significant trends in sea ice volume, which are provided as

bold values in Table 5.3. A Benjamini-Hochberg FDR of 10% is used to remain

consistent with the thickness trend results. Statistically significant trends in volume

occur only in the Austral fall and winter seasons, with both recording a general

thinning. The ice volume trend in the Indian Ocean sector in fall shows a thinning

of around 40 km3/yr. In the winter, statistically significant trends are found in the

Ross Sea, Indian Ocean, and basin-wide, with sea ice volume trends of -74, -61, and

-216 km3/yr, respectively.

5.4.5.4 Impact of interannual variability on observed trends

While the bold values in Table 5.3 show trends that are statistically signifi-

cant, they do not rule out trends that may have arisen simply due to interannual

variability in the sea ice and snow density terms that make up the thickness calcu-

lation (Eqn. 5.2). If the interannual variability in the density terms is small, then

higher confidence can be placed in the observed trends. If there is higher interannual

variability in the density terms, however, there is a chance that the observed trends

are simply due to variability in the sea ice and snow density. If that is the case, then

trends with magnitudes greater than the variations due to density interannual vari-

ability should be given higher confidence than those with trends smaller than those

due to interannual variability. To test this hypothesis, the procedure proposed in

Kurtz and Markus (2012) is applied, which runs Monte Carlo simulations to calcu-
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Figure 5.21: As in Fig. 5.19 but for sea ice volume.
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late sea ice thickness trends assuming normally distributed interannual variabilities

of sea ice and snow densities. A null hypothesis is prescribed that assumes there is

no trend in the data and that any observed trend is simply due to the interannual

variability in the sea ice and snow density terms. Values of 50 kg/m3 and 20 kg/m3

are chosen as the interannual variability of snow and sea ice, respectively. In this

study, 10000 simulations were ran, with each simulation calculating a seasonal trend

over the 10+ year time series with random density values picked from the assumed

distributions. Then, the percentage of simulated trends with magnitudes greater

than the observed trend for a given season is computed (PMC in Table 5.3). Lower

values of PMC reject the null hypothesis and suggest higher confidence that the ob-

served trends are not due to interannual variabilities of the density terms. Larger

values of PMC suggest that there is a greater chance that the observed trend is only

due to the density variability.

As shown in Table 5.3, there is a >10% chance that many of the statisti-

cally significant (bold) observed trends are due to the interannual variability in sea

ice density terms and not due to actual trends in sea ice thickness. However, the

statistically significant negative trend in winter sea ice thickness (volume) of -0.37

cm/yr (-216 km3/yr) also is significant at the PMC < .05 level and suggests that

the observed trend is likely not due to sea ice and snow density variability. This

result provides further confidence in this observed basin-wide thinning of wintertime

Antarctic sea ice. The fact that most values of PMC are greater than 10% suggests

that the variation in sea ice and snow density can contribute to the thickness distri-

bution, and that more information on the seasonality and regionality of the density
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terms would be helpful when estimating sea ice thickness from satellite altimetry.

5.5 Future work: Reconciling the laser-radar altimetry thickness record

With a 10+ year time series of Antarctic sea ice thickness from CryoSat-2, one

can start connecting the satellite altimetry-based record of thickness that began with

ICESat from 2003 - 2008 (Kurtz and Markus, 2012) and continues with ICESat-2

(2018-present). Figure 5.22 shows a full time series with thickness estimates from

all three instruments (red from ICESat, black from CryoSat-2, and blue/green from

ICESat-2). In Fig. 5.22, the dashed red and solid black lines indicate the thickness

results from Kurtz and Markus (2012) and this work, respectively. There is a clear

bias brought on by the zero ice freeboard assumption used in Kurtz and Markus

(2012). To better align the time series, a dashed black line is added which shows the

CryoSat-2 thickness under a zero ice freeboard assumption and a solid red line is

added showing ICESat thickness calculated using the CryoSat-2 snow depth monthly

climatology (Fig. 5.11). This provides two different estimates of thickness from each

satellite. ICESat-2 data are shown from KK20 (green) - which include the range

of values given in Fig. 5.16 and a zero ice freeboard assumption - as well as a

thickness value calculated using the ATL10 freeboard data (blue) when applying

the CryoSat-2 snow depth monthly climatology (solid) and a zero ice freeboard

assumption (dashed).

The overall time series shows thickness values in the same general range: zero

ice freeboard-derived thicknesses (hi−0ifb) usually between 0.6 and 1.1 m, and snow
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Figure 5.22: Combined Antarctic sea ice thickness time series from ICESat (Kurtz
and Markus 2012, red), CryoSat-2 (this method, black), and ICESat-2 (Kacimi and
Kwok 2020, green and ATL10, blue). Solid lines are computed from CryoSat-2 snow
depths, while dashed lines are computed using the zero ice freeboard assumption.
Monthly CryoSat-2 snow depths were used to compute CryoSat-2 thickness, while an
average snow depth climatology was used to compute ICESat and ICESat-2/ATL10
thickness.

depth-derived thicknesses (hi−total) usually between 0.8 and 1.6 m, with some outly-

ing data points. There are, however, some dissimilarities between data sources that

should be the work of future study. For one, CryoSat-2 data appear to show small

interannual variability, especially in hi−0ifb, while the ICESat thickness tends to

vary more year-to-year. This is especially apparent in the ICESat hi−total, where the

range is much larger than is seen in CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2. There is a large dis-

crepancy in hi−total from CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 in early 2020, which was explored

in the snow freeboard data in Chapter 4 and thought to be related to the initializa-

tion of the CryoSat-2 waveform model. Despite the differences, it is encouraging to

see general agreement in the overall mean values of hi−total.

The clear discrepancy between the two types of thicknesses - hi−0ifb and hi−total
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- estimated here complicates the current understanding of the pan-Antarctic thick-

ness distribution. With these measurements alone, it is tough to know which esti-

mate technique produces the “correct” sea ice thickness estimate basin-wide. Likely,

one can think of hi−0ifb as a lower bound on the actual thickness, given the assump-

tions of the snow depth. Additionally, as mentioned in KK20, uncertainties in the

satellite-derived thickness can lead to hi−total being treated as more of an upper

bound on the actual thickness. Therefore, the “true” sea ice thickness could be

somewhere between these two estimates (though some studies suggest it could be

even higher; Williams et al. 2015). Reliable, independent, and widespread validation

data are crucially needed to better uncover the absolute thickness distribution from

Antarctic sea ice.

It is important to note that no work went into reconciling the data shown

in Fig. 5.22, and many important points must first be considered before trying to

relate these data statistically or with more confidence. For one, the differences in

geometric sampling could have substantial impacts on the freeboard - and therefore

the thickness - distributions. This effect was discussed in Chapter 4, but would be

further complicated by adding in another sensor (ICESat) with a different footprint

size. Also, the frequency differences between radar and laser must be taken into

account when assessing the data, as the varying responses from sea ice and het-

erogeneous surfaces can impact the surface type classification, which can bias the

freeboard retrievals (Tilling et al., 2019) and influence the thickness.

A final difficulty relates to validating measurements and comparing them to

each other and to independent datasets. No temporal overlap occurred between
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ICESat and CryoSat-2, which increases the difficulty in trying to reconcile the mea-

surements. Instead, independent measurements must be used that existed for both

platforms. While these independent measurements spanning ICESat and CryoSat-

2 operation exist in the Arctic (e.g. the WHOI Beaufort Gyre moorings, WHOI

2018), they do not exist for Antarctic sea ice. Therefore some ICESat/CryoSat-2

comparisons should be done for the Arctic that could enhance confidence in rec-

onciling Antarctic observations. Luckily, ICESat-2 and CryoSat-2 are currently in

coincident operation. The sea ice altimetry community must utilize this important

temporally-overlapping time period of two-plus years of data (and counting) to bet-

ter understand the biases that may exist between the two instruments and be able

to reconcile freeboard and thickness measurements between them, enabling a longer

time series of Antarctic sea ice thickness.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, estimates of Antarctic sea ice freeboard, snow depth on sea

ice, and sea ice thickness derived from CryoSat-2 have been shown. The physical

model and waveform-fitting process introduced in previous chapters was applied

to all CryoSat-2 data over the Southern Ocean between July 2010 and October

2020, and results were aggregated into monthly and seasonal-averaged maps. Basin-

averaged monthly ice freeboards ranged between 8 cm and 12 cm, showing good

agreement with ice freeboards derived in KK20. Comparisons with P18 showed

that their threshold retracking method records an ice freeboard much thicker than
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this CryoSat-2 method, which suggests more confidence in the hypothesis that this

physical retracker, when accounting for attenuation of the radar pulse by the snow

layer, can better track the actual snow-ice interface over Antarctic sea ice than

50% threshold retrackers. This finding motivates the retrieval of snow-ice interface

elevation and the estimation of snow depth from CryoSat-2.

Snow depths derived from this method showed a few centimeter high bias when

compared to that from KK20, though the spatial patterns tended to match well.

Monthly means range from ∼17 to 26 cm, and show stark gradients in the spatial

patterns that result in multi-modal distributions. Comparisons with independent

snow depth measurements from OIB Snow Radar and AWI snow buoys lacked sub-

stance, and more so highlighted difficulty with comparing point and high resolution

airborne measurements to satellite data. Snow depth and freeboard results from

summer months - especially in the Western Weddell sector - showed puzzling re-

sults involving thin freeboards/snow depths and irregular distributions compared to

other seasons and regions. This was hypothesized to be caused by various processes

observed in summer months, including surface melt (Markus and Cavalieri, 1998)

and ice submergence (Haas et al., 2001), which could produce erroneous returns and

potentially bias the freeboard and thickness retrievals. The lack of coincident data

from any source in Austral summer limits the potential for validation, and therefore

this season should surely be the subject of future work.

The retrieved freeboard and snow depth data were then combined to estimate

sea ice thickness. Spatial patterns appeared as expected (similar to that from KK20

and Kurtz and Markus 2012), and had mean values ranging between 0.99 and 1.32
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m monthly. These values are likely on the thick side, as one would expect thinner

ice during certain months of new ice growth. The retrieved thicknesses tend to

agree with - and be slightly thinner than - KK20, who also thought their thickness

values were thicker than expected. Nevertheless, a time series from 2010 to 2020

was constructed that shows some interannual variability, but highlights a consistent

seasonal cycle and range of values. Multiplying the retrieved thicknesses by the

monthly average areal sea ice coverage provides an estimate of sea ice volume, which

is given as a time series in Fig. 5.17. Basin-wide volume ranges substantially within

a year between ∼2500 and over 20000 km3.

Trends in sea ice thickness and volume were uncovered by linear regressions

to mean values of each season and region across the 10+ year time series. Trends

were found to be statistically significant if the Wald p-value statistic was less than

the q-value statistic, which was calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method

to adjust for multiple testing and to limit the FDR to 10%. A significant basin-

average thickening of 1.1 cm/yr was found during Austral summer, while a basin-

wide thinning of 0.4 cm/yr was found to occur in Austral winter. Similarly, a basin-

wide negative trend in sea ice volume was found in the Austral winter of -216 km3/yr.

Other regions showed statistically significant positive thickness trends in summer

and negative thickness and volume trends in winter. When using a Monte Carlo

method to test the percentage of trends that may have occurred due to interannual

variability of sea ice and snow density alone, the basin-average thinning shown

in winter months was found to be significant at the PMC < .05 level, suggesting

more confidence that the trend is physically-realistic and not simply due to density
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variability.

Overall, this work has shown a first attempt at producing a decade-long time

series of Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume from CryoSat-2, complimenting

the Antarctic sea ice thickness record that began with ICESat (Kurtz and Markus,

2012) and continues with ICESat-2 (Kacimi and Kwok, 2020). It is clear that more

independent validation measurements are required to better get a sense of the “true

value” of Antarctic sea ice thickness, which would help in combining estimates from

these three instruments into a cohesive time series. Additionally, future work is

necessary to establish biases between the instruments and reconcile thickness esti-

mates in light of the geometric sampling and frequency-related discrepancies. The

current temporal overlap between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 observations is invalu-

able for comparison and validation, and would be even more beneficial provided the

CRYO2ICE campaign can be optimized for the Southern Hemisphere (Chapter 4).

Reconciling these observations will lead to a better understanding of recent changes

in Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume.
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Chapter 6: Application to Arctic Sea Ice Retrievals

While this dissertation is primarily focused on Antarctic sea ice, this chapter

briefly explores the possibility of applying the techniques developed in previous chap-

ters to Arctic sea ice, in order to test the algorithm over different sea ice types and

conditions and to make use of the prevalent ground- and aircraft-based validation

data that have been collected in the Arctic.

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, Arctic and Antarctic sea ice can differ substan-

tially in their formation pathway, geographical constraints, and overall thickness

and snow cover. For this work, the most notable difference is the thicker snow cover

on Antarctic sea ice, which acts to complicate radar returns of the snow-ice interface

by depressing the ice closer to the sea level and enabling processes such as flooding,

wicking, and refreezing to occur (Ackley et al., 2020; Maksym and Jeffries, 2000;

Massom et al., 2001). These processes can result in the dominant scattering surface

at Ku-band frequencies originating from above the snow-ice interface (Willatt et al.,

2010). This obfuscation of the snow-ice interface to radars makes collecting reliable

snow depth and ice freeboard validation data over Antarctic sea ice extremely diffi-
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cult, which is why few remotely-sensed datasets currently exist (Kacimi and Kwok,

2020; Paul et al., 2018). Even the largest cryosphere-focused airborne campaign

ever, NASA’s OIB, has no official ice freeboard or snow depth data products over

Antarctic sea ice, despite flying more than 35 dedicated Antarctic sea ice flights

(Kurtz et al., 2015). Analysis in the previous chapter was hindered by the lack of

validation data over Antarctic sea ice, and therefore only generalized comparisons

between satellite products could be made.

In the Arctic, however, a few key features benefit satellite product validation.

For one, the comparatively thicker sea ice and thinner/dryer snow cover tends to al-

low for more widespread Ku-band penetration to the snow-ice interface as compared

to Antarctic sea ice (Willatt et al., 2011, 2010). This fact instills more confidence

in the Ku-band returns and allows for basin-wide ice freeboard estimation from

CryoSat-2 (Kurtz et al., 2014; Kwok and Cunningham, 2015; Laxon et al., 2013;

Ricker et al., 2014; Tilling et al., 2018). For the same reason, more airborne vali-

dation data on snow depth and ice freeboard exist with a higher confidence in the

retrievals (Farrell et al., 2012; Kurtz and Farrell, 2011; Kurtz et al., 2013). In addi-

tion to the more “favorable” snow cover, the Arctic tends to be more easily accessible

than the Antarctic, and therefore more ground-based measurements - whether from

moored instruments, buoys, or field campaigns - tend to exist. Finally, the orbital

inclinations of current satellite altimeters (∼92◦, Markus et al. 2017; Wingham et al.

2006) allows for a greater density of satellite tracks to occur over Arctic sea ice than

Antarctic, allowing for greater coverage and more overall measurements. These facts

make performing validation of satellite altimeter-based sea ice thickness products
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easier and more reliable in the Arctic compared to the Antarctic.

In this chapter, the methods to retrieve Antarctic sea ice properties from

CryoSat-2 (outlined in previous chapters) are applied to data over Arctic sea ice.

This is done for a few key reasons. First, it capitalizes on the advantages outlined

above, utilizing the relatively abundant validation data from which to make com-

parisons. Second, it allows for the testing of this algorithm over different sea ice

types and locations, to evaluate its performance under different sea ice conditions.

Finally, it allows for the potential to consider global sea ice freeboard and thickness

measurements, and be able to relate trends observed in Antarctic sea ice to those

observed in the Arctic by using the same instrument and methodology globally. This

chapter will first outline the minor - though necessary - adjustments made to the re-

trieval process to analyze Arctic data (Section 6.2.1). Section 6.2.2 will show results

and comparisons to NASA’s ICESat-2. Then, this chapter will compare snow depth

and ice freeboard retrievals - two parameters lacking comparisons in the previous

chapter - to independent measurements from the airborne OIB campaign (Section

6.3) and the ground-based MOSAiC Expedition (Section 6.4). Then, some poten-

tial uses for a decade-long time series of CryoSat-2 snow depth data are proposed

(Section 6.5). Finally, this chapter concludes with a summary of these Arctic sea

ice retrievals and potential future work (Section 6.6).
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6.2 CryoSat-2 retrievals in the Arctic

The CryoSat-2 retrieval algorithm outlined in Chapters 3 through 5 was ap-

plied to four months of data over Arctic sea ice: March 2017, April 2018, and March

and April 2020. These months were chosen to best correspond with available com-

parison datasets. This section outlines small modifications made to the retrieval

algorithm and briefly discusses results and comparisons to data from ICESat-2.

6.2.1 Retrieval modifications

In order to process CryoSat-2 data collected over the Arctic, some minor ad-

justments had to be made to the retrieval process. The first (and largest) modifi-

cation was to change the initialization values used in the waveform model. For the

Antarctic, a combined ICESat/ICESat-2 snow freeboard climatology was used as the

initial guess for the snow depth parameter, invoking the zero ice freeboard assump-

tion due to the lack of pan-Antarctic snow depth on sea ice information (Chapter

4; Kurtz and Markus 2012). While a similar ICESat-based climatology from Arctic

sea ice could have be constructed and used in this work, it is known that a zero

ice freeboard assumption is less valid in the Arctic (Maksym and Jeffries, 2000).

Additionally, there are more snow depth models and reanalysis products available

as compared to the Antarctic (e.g. Liston et al. 2018; Petty et al. 2018). There-

fore, modeled snow depth results are instead used for the snow depth parameter

initialization.

The model output used in this study is the NASA Eulerian Snow on Sea
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Ice Model (NESOSIM, Petty et al. 2018). NESOSIM is a 3-D snow budget model

that uses ancillary data (such as reanalysis precipitation, passive microwave sea

ice concentration, and satellite-derived sea ice drift) to derive the snow depth and

density throughout the accumulation season (August - April). For each CryoSat-

2 floe-type waveform, a NESOSIM snow depth value is obtained corresponding to

the day, latitude, and longitude of the waveform. This value is then used as an

initial guess into the waveform model. The use of a model, such as NESOSIM, for

parameter initialization has a number of benefits over a satellite-derived dataset.

For one, the enhanced temporal coverage is far better than what can be gathered

from a single altimeter. NESOSIM data are provided basin-wide at daily time

steps, whereas a satellite-derived basin-scale map would require multiple weeks of

data to generate and would still contain gaps in the satellite tracks that must be

interpolated. Additionally, not using any ICESat-2 data in the initialization allows

for completely independent comparisons, shown in Section 6.2.2. Other initialization

parameters shown in Table 4.1 remain the same as shown for the Antarctic, since

they have been found to represent the respective parameters on Arctic sea ice as

well (Kurtz et al., 2014).

The only other modifications made relate to the map projection used and the

density values assumed in the thickness calculation. All CryoSat-2 data north of

40◦ are processed and gridded to the 25 km NSIDC north polar stereographic grid

(EPSG: 3413). The density values of snow and seawater are taken to be 320 and

1024 kg/m3, which are the same as was used for the Antarctic but also have been

used for Arctic sea ice (Kurtz et al., 2014). The sea ice density is here taken to be
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900 kg/m3, which is lower than that used for the Antarctic (917 kg/m3). This is

to account for the greater abundance of multiyear ice within the Arctic ice pack,

which tends to have a lower density (Kern et al., 2015; Wadhams et al., 1992). It

is acknowledged that this value is a simplification of the ice cover, and that an ice

density value that varies with ice type would be more realistic. Given that this

chapter is simply a feasibility study, the single value of 900 kg/m3 is used here,

while future work will incorporate an ice-type-dependant ice density value.

These density values (snow, ice, and water) are used in the calculation of

thickness, following that from Chapter 5:

hi−total =

(
ρw

ρw − ρi

)
hfs +

(
ρs − ρw
ρw − ρi

)
hs, (6.1)

where hi−total is the ice thickness computed from the snow freeboard, hfs is the snow

freeboard, hs is the snow depth, and ρ is the density of seawater (ρw), ice (ρi), and

snow (ρs). The values for hfs and hs are found from CryoSat-2. Thickness results

are shown in the next section and in comparison with MOSAiC data in Section

6.4.2.

6.2.2 Results and comparison with ICESat-2

Monthly average values for the four parameters of interest - snow freeboard,

ice freeboard, snow depth, and ice thickness - are calculated for the four months

of March 2017, April 2018, and March and April 2020. March 2020 is shown in

Fig. 6.1 as an example month. The other months (not shown) have similar spatial
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patterns to the ones observed in Fig. 6.1. Mean snow freeboard values are 36 cm

(2017) and 32 cm (2020) in March and 38 cm (2018 and 2020) in April. These values

parallel snow depth values, which are also lower in March (14 cm in 2017 and 12

cm in 2020) than in April (15 cm in 2018 and 16 cm in 2020). This result makes

sense given the expected increase in snow accumulation from March to April (Petty

et al., 2020b). Mean ice freeboard and ice thickness values are consistent across all

months at around 16 cm and between 1.5 and 1.6 cm, respectively, which also makes

physical sense as the sea ice growth rates tend to drop to zero between March and

April (Petrich and Eicken, 2016).

The spatial pattern in the variables observed seems to be as expected, with

the thickest ice north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago. Thinner ice is

found in the Beaufort Sea and in Baffin Bay. The magnitude and pattern of sea ice

thickness tends to broadly match the CPOM CryoSat-2 NRT thickness (Shepherd,

2015; Tilling et al., 2016), which is derived using the processing from Laxon et al.

(2013). The most spatial variation occurs in the ice freeboard and snow depth maps,

as standard deviations of the values are around 50% and 48%, respectively, of the

mean values. The monthly average snow freeboard and thickness composites have

standard deviations around 36% of their respective mean values.

The snow freeboard results shown above are compared against ICESat-2 snow

freeboards from the same month in Fig. 6.2. Here, the ICESat-2 ATL20 data are

used, which are 25 km gridded monthly mean snow freeboard values (Petty et al.,

2020a). Figure 6.2 compares the monthly maps (top plots) as well as the basin-scale

distribution (bottom right). One can see the similar spatial patterns in snow free-
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Figure 6.1: Example maps of sea ice physical properties from CryoSat-2 for the
example month March 2020. They are (clockwise from top-left) snow depth, ice
freeboard, sea ice thickness, and snow freeboard.
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board, with both satellites showing comparable patterns of thick freeboards along

the Canadian Archipelago. Similar features of thicker snow freeboards extending

into the Central Arctic are also seen in both plots at around 110◦ E and 180◦ E.

The thinnest snow freeboards are similarly found in the Kara Sea, the Beaufort and

Chukchi Seas, and in Baffin Bay. These moderately similar patterns (r=0.55) are

encouraging given the fact that this comparison is completely independent (i.e. no

ICESat-2 data are used in the initialization of the CryoSat-2 model).

Figure 6.2: Comparison of CryoSat-2-derived snow freeboard (top left) with ICESat-
2 ATL20 data (top right) from March 2020. Difference map (lower left) shows
CryoSat-2 minus ICESat-2, with the distribution of differences shown as grey his-
togram in lower right.

Despite the similarity in the spatial patterns, there exist differences in the
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magnitudes of the freeboard values. Basin-wide, ICESat-2 is about 3 cm thicker

than CryoSat-2, with a standard deviation of differences over 10 cm. ICESat-2

shows a large area of snow freeboards greater than 60 cm, while CryoSat-2 shows the

same area between 45 and 60 cm. The thickest freeboards from ICESat-2 located

very near the coast at around 100◦ W are much thinner in the CryoSat-2 data.

The opposite is true for regions of thinner freeboard in ICESat-2, which tend to

be thinner than what is shown in CryoSat-2. This finding is similar to what was

found in Chapter 4 for the Antarctic: CryoSat-2 distributions tended to be taller and

narrower - recording more “average” freeboard values - while ICESat-2 was typically

broader - recording more thinner and thicker values. In these Arctic distributions,

CryoSat-2 is more uniform, though broader at thick values (around 40 cm) and

records very few thin (<10 cm) freeboards. ICESat-2 shows a similar mode, but

is broader at thin values (<25 cm), which appears to come from the peripheral

seas (Fig. 6.2). It was hypothesized in Chapter 4 that the geometric sampling

(i.e. footprint size) differences caused this discrepancy. Once again, an area of

future work to improve this CryoSat-2 algorithm will be to try to better understand

how the sampling differences between the two sensors may influence the freeboard

distribution observed.

The snow freeboard comparison to ICESat-2 shown in Fig. 6.2 suggests that

these CryoSat-2 snow freeboard retrievals can perform reasonably well over Arctic

sea ice, capturing the general pattern seen with ICESat-2 (though not the exact

magnitude). However, the real advantage of testing retrievals over Arctic sea ice

comes with using validation data that are not available for Antarctic sea ice. In
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the following sections, other independent data sources are used to validate the ice

freeboard and snow depth retrievals from CryoSat-2.

6.3 Comparisons to airborne data: Operation IceBridge

6.3.1 OIB data

As mentioned in Chapter 1, NASA’s OIB airborne campaign was the largest

such cryosphere-focused mission in history. Over more than a decade, OIB made

around 900 scientific flights (Merzdorf, 2020; Studinger et al., 2010), with a fair

number specifically over sea ice. On these flights, a suite of instruments was used

to collect information on many different sea ice characteristics. These instruments

included laser scanners, nadir-pointing cameras, radars, near-infrared sensors, and

others. To compare the CryoSat-2 snow depth and ice freeboard estimates to data

from OIB, this study uses the Level 4 OIB Sea Ice Freeboard, Snow Depth, and

Thickness Quick Look Version 1 product (Kurtz et al., 2015). This product com-

bines laser elevation data from the ATM instrument (Studinger, 2014), radar ele-

vation data from the OIB 2-8 GHz Snow Radar (Paden et al., 2014), and visible

imagery from the Digital Mapping System (DMS) and Continuous Airborne Map-

ping By Optical Translator (CAMBOT) instruments (Dominguez, 2019; Studinger

and Harbeck, 2019). Utilizing the difference frequencies of ATM (laser) and Snow

Radar, the elevations of the air-snow and snow-ice interfaces are found using the

method in Kurtz et al. (2013). The ATM data combined with imagery from DMS

and CAMBOT are used to discriminate between surface types, find leads, and esti-
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mate the SSH used in the freeboard calculation.

Data in the level 4 quick look product are averaged to a 40 m along-track

footprint and are limited in the across-track direction to a nominal width of 14.5 m,

dictated by the Snow Radar footprint (Kurtz et al., 2015). Here, OIB snow depth

and ice freeboard data from a given month are gridded to 25 km and are compared

with the monthly average values from CryoSat-2. This is done to reduce noise in the

data through averaging, and to increase the number of comparison points (since data

collected near-contemporaneously, such as on the same day, almost never overlap).

OIB data from eight flights in March 2013 and seven flights from April 2018 are

analyzed.

6.3.2 Results

Figure 6.3 shows a comparison between OIB Level 4 ice freeboard and CryoSat-

2-derived ice freeboard from March 2017. The top plots show the CryoSat-2 monthly

average freeboard map overlayed with gridded OIB ice freeboard measurements (top

left), as well as a difference map for each corresponding overlapping grid cell (top

right). Bottom plots show a distribution of all overlapping grid cells, as well as a

distribution of the differences. Mean differences CryoSat-2 minus OIB are within

-0.5 cm, with a standard deviation of differences of over 8 cm.

Similarities exist in the spatial pattern, with the western-most OIB flights

(near the Beaufort Sea) recording thinner freeboards and flights north of Ellesmere

Island recording the thickest freeboards - a pattern also seen in the CryoSat-2 data.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of CryoSat-2 ice freeboard with OIB for March 2017. Basin
map shows CryoSat-2 data, while flight paths show OIB data. Differences are given
in top right. Probability distributions (bottom) show data from just the coincident
grid cells and provide the mean difference (m.d.), standard deviation of differences
(s.d.) and correlation (r) as measures of agreement.

However, as was seen in the ICESat-2 comparisons, the magnitude is not captured

as well by CryoSat-2 as OIB tends to record thicker ice freeboards than CryoSat-2 in

areas of expected thick freeboards. This is evident in the difference map, where the

largest magnitude differences seen are the large negative differences (OIB is thicker)

near Ellesmere Island. Despite the magnitude differences, the distributions taken

from the 525 overlapping grid cells show similar shapes, with CryoSat-2 being more

slightly more symmetric and OIB being slightly more skewed-thin.

A similar result is found when comparing CryoSat-2 snow depths to that from

OIB. Figure 6.4 shows the same as Fig. 6.3, but for March 2017 snow depth instead
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of ice freeboard. In this comparison, the agreement is moderately better than the

ice freeboard (r=0.68), though the mean difference is larger in magnitude at over

-1 cm. The distribution of differences is more symmetric about zero than with ice

freeboard, and the standard deviation of differences is slightly lower at around 7.75

cm. Once again, substantial differences between CryoSat-2 and OIB exist just off

the coast of Ellesmere Island. However, they vary in sign over a relatively small

area, which was not seen to this degree in the ice freeboard data. This could be

due to increasing snow accumulation, as the various flights in this region occurred

around 10 days apart. It is important to remember that the OIB data come from

the respective day in which the flight occurred, while CryoSat-2 data are averaged

over the entire month.

Figure 6.4: As in Fig. 6.3 but for March 2017 snow depth data.
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Another interesting feature is the region of very thick snow depths in the

CryoSat-2 data north of Svalbard, in which all grid cells are greater than 50 cm

thick. Unfortunately, no OIB flights occurred over this region in March of 2017

to investigate if this result is physically-realistic or simply an artifact within the

retrieval. Future study can look into other years and months of OIB snow depth

data in the region north of Svalbard.

6.4 Comparisons to ground-based data: MOSAiC

In this section, CryoSat-2 results are compared to manual measurements col-

lected in March and April 2020 during the MOSAiC field expedition.

6.4.1 MOSAiC data

The MOSAiC Expedition was the largest scientific polar expedition in history,

lasting for more than one year and incorporating more than 300 scientists from over

20 countries. The premise of MOSAiC was to study every aspect from the ocean-

ice-atmosphere system in great detail throughout an entire seasonal cycle, and was

done by freezing a research vessel into the Arctic ice pack and letting it drift with

the sea ice over the course of a year. The drift began in October 2019 and lasted

(though broken up) until October 2020, covering 3400 km (Krumpen et al., 2020).

The drift during the third leg of the expedition, which lasted from late February to

June 2020, is shown in Fig. 6.5. Throughout the expedition, sea ice measurements

were collected from dozens of instruments, focusing on everything from the physical
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properties of the sea ice and snow cover to the microorganisms living within the

sea ice. At the time of this writing, many datasets from MOSAiC are still being

finalized, but will be available to the scientific community and general public in

January 2023.

Figure 6.5: Map of the MOSAiC Leg 3 (March-June 2020) drift and ice thickness
sample locations used in this study (dots). Boxes represent 25x25 km grid cells
around each sample location (enlarged) from which CryoSat-2 data are collected for
comparison. Map background gives the March-April 2020 average ice concentration.

For this study, manual measurements of sea ice properties collected between

March 1st and April 30th, 2020 are used in comparison against CryoSat-2 data.

These measurements were taken on eight different dates corresponding to 10 different

sea ice coring activities, with the locations noted in Fig. 6.5. Each activity consisted

of drilling individual ice cores from the same location and using the ice cores to study
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Figure 6.6: The author collecting ice thickness measurements during MOSAiC. A
standard thickness gauge was used in all measurements (photo by: Laura Wis-
chnewski).

different aspects of the sea ice. Before any cores were collected, measurements of

the snow depth were taken over the area using a standard ruler. After each core

was drilled, a manual measurement of the ice thickness and ice draft was recorded

using a thickness gauge (Fig. 6.6). From these three measurements, the snow and

ice freeboard can be easily calculated. During each coring activity, anywhere from

6 to 30 ice cores were collected. Since ice thickness did not vary much over the 1

m2 plot area, only 5 measurements from each activity are used in this analysis. A

list of coring activities and average parameter values are given in Table 6.1. In two

activities, no snow depth information was collected, and therefore no snow freeboard

or snow depth data exist. In one activity, the ice thickness gauge was broken, and

therefore the ice thickness was calculated from the retrieved ice core and no draft

or freeboard data were collected.
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Since the MOSAiC measurements come from only a few discrete points, it is

difficult to compare these values to individual satellite overpasses. Also, creating

gridded averages of the MOSAiC data and comparing them to the gridded CryoSat-2

data (as was done in the previous section) would result in too few points to draw any

meaningful comparisons. Instead, a 25 km x 25 km box is taken around the average

location of each MOSAiC activity date (8 in total, Fig. 6.5), and all CryoSat-

2 data that are collected within that box from the same month as the MOSAiC

activity are kept and used in this study. It is assumed, therefore, that each MOSAiC

measurement is representative of the surrounding area. This way, distributions can

be created that utilize all MOSAiC data points as well as all CryoSat-2 data that

come from locations near each manual measurement. This assumption may not

be entirely valid due to the way in which the MOSAiC Floe was chosen: a large,

thick floe was needed to support the expedition logistics, which may not be entirely

representative of the surroundings (Krumpen et al., 2020). Future work should be

aimed at contextualizing the MOSAiC Floe within the rest of the Arctic sea ice

cover.

6.4.2 Results

Figure 6.7 shows box and whisker plots created from all MOSAiC measure-

ments and all CryoSat-2 data points (purple plots) that come from regions around

each MOSAiC measurement. Blue plots represent MOSAiC data coming from FYI,

while orange plots represent those coming from SYI. Horizontal lines indicate the
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Date hi [m] hd [m] hs [m] hfi [m] hfs [m] Ice type
09 Mar 1.47 1.36 - 0.11 - FYI
24 Mar 2.01 1.87 0.14 0.14 0.28 SYI
30 Mar 1.47 1.28 0.12 0.19 0.31 FYI
06 Apr 1.65 1.46 0.17 0.19 0.36 FYI
06 Apr 2.17 1.94 0.16 0.22 0.38 SYI
13 Apr 1.76 1.60 0.12 0.15 0.27 SYI
14 Apr 1.96 1.78 0.11 0.18 0.29 FYI
27 Apr 1.58 1.56 0.13 0.02 0.15 FYI
27 Apr 1.68 1.54 - 0.14 - SYI
30 Apr 1.63 - 0.14 - - FYI

Table 6.1: Mean values of sea ice parameters collected during MOSAiC sampling
activities (10 total, coming from 8 different activity dates). Measured parameters
include: ice thickness (hi), ice draft (hd), and snow depth (hs), which are used to
compute the ice freeboard (hfi) and snow freeboard (hfs).

median of the measurements while solid points represent the mean values. Boxes

indicate the IQR and vertical black whiskers indicate the “maximum” and “mini-

mum” (defined as 2.698σ point) of the data. All data from March and April 2020

are combined to make Fig. 6.7.

The left plot of Fig. 6.7 shows the distributions of the snow freeboard, ice

freeboard, and snow depth from CryoSat-2 and MOSAiC FYI/SYI. At first glance,

it is clear that CryoSat-2 tends to be slightly thicker than the MOSAiC data across

all three parameters, and that the FYI data are the thinnest of the three. The

range of snow depths observed is smaller than the freeboards, with mean values

from all three plots within 5 cm of each other. The range of freeboards observed

from CryoSat-2 is greater than the SYI freeboards, but less than is shown from

FYI. Differences observed here could come from the assumption that the MOSAiC

measurements represent the surrounding region, as the locations of FYI and SYI

were more so chosen to represent their respective ice types and not necessarily
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the surrounding ice as a whole. Additionally, the temporal difference between the

CryoSat-2 observations and the MOSAiC data of up to as much as one month could

lead to the differences observed here. More work is needed to find temporally-

coincident CryoSat-2 overlaps of MOSAiC measurements.
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Figure 6.7: Boxplots of physical properties collected from MOSAiC FYI (blue)
and SYI (orange) compared to CryoSat-2 (purple). CryoSat-2 data come from just
the 25x25 km grid cells around each MOSAiC sample location. Boxes give the
IQR, horizontal lines give median values, filled dots give mean values, and whiskers
give min/max values. Unfilled dots show statistical outliers. Mean and standard
deviation ice thickness values (right plot) are from CryoSat-2 and combined FYI/SYI
MOSAiC.

The right plot of Fig. 6.7 shows the resultant thickness distributions taken

from the MOSAiC measurements and computed from CryoSat-2 using the snow

depth and snow freeboard values and density assumptions given in Section 6.2. The

FYI mean thickness is around 1.65 m, while the mean SYI thickness is almost 2

m, which is expected for these months (Haas, 2016). When combined together, the
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mean of all MOSAiC thickness measurements is 1.82 m, which is within 1 cm of

the mean of all CryoSat-2 estimates collected (1.82 m). While the spread in the

CryoSat-2 distribution is undoubtedly greater than the MOSAiC measurements,

the standard deviations of the measurements are within 2 cm of each other. These

results are encouraging, especially because the MOSAiC measurements provide a

good estimate of the “ground truth” (i.e. their uncertainty is low compared to

remotely-sensed thickness measurements).

This analysis of CryoSat-2-derived variables and MOSAiC measurements is

exploratory and meant to be a simple comparison between ground truth measure-

ments and the satellite retrievals. As mentioned above, MOSAiC took place over

12 months and consists of many more datasets than just manual thickness measure-

ments. Ground-based EM surveys provide thickness data over longer transects and

automated buoys were in operation that could enable ice thickness point measure-

ments at hourly (or better) temporal resolution. Also, many helicopter-based ice

thickness surveys took place that could be an important step in linking the ground-

based MOSAiC measurements to those collected from satellite. Future work will

surely involve more comparisons of satellite-derived data and MOSAiC observations

once the data are publicly released.

6.5 Benefits of snow depth data from CryoSat-2

The CryoSat-2 retrievals developed in this dissertation for Antarctic sea ice

are easily justified by the complexities involving applying typical retrieval methods
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(e.g. threshold retracking methods) for Antarctic sea ice. Beyond that, the fact

that there are very few CryoSat-2-derived Antarctic sea ice freeboard products also

necessitates developing this new method. In the Arctic, conversely, many CryoSat-2

sea ice thickness retrieval methods currently exist that seem to do a relatively good

job at estimating Arctic sea ice thickness (Spreen and Kern, 2016). Therefore, it

may seem superfluous to have another CryoSat-2-based product to measure Arctic

sea ice thickness. However, the benefit of this physically-based retrieval method

is the potential for more representative snow depth estimates compared to other

studies, as well as a potential for improvement in sea ice thickness retrievals.

Most studies involving CryoSat-2 sea ice thickness retrievals in the Arctic use

a modified snow depth climatology in their thickness retrievals (Kurtz et al., 2014;

Laxon et al., 2013; Ricker et al., 2014; Tilling et al., 2018) that takes the Warren

et al. (1999) snow depth climatology and modifies it to reduce the snow load on

FYI by some factor, usually 50% (following Kurtz and Farrell 2011). This assumed

snow depth, however, is simply an estimate and does not account for the interannual

variability in the snowfall that can impact the snow depth distribution and in turn,

the thickness distribution (Kwok and Markus, 2018; Webster et al., 2018). It is

clearly important to capture the snow depth variability in order to accurately derive

the sea ice thickness. Other studies have tried to improve upon this assumption by

using models of snow depth on sea ice, such as from a reanalysis-derived snow budget

model like NESOSIM (Petty et al., 2018). These models tend to do a better job

at capturing the interannual variability, but still are reliant upon assumptions and

ancillary data to model the snow cover. More recent methods to derive snow depth
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basin-wide involve utilizing the different frequencies of altimeters (like ICESat-2 and

CryoSat-2) have emerged, that calculate snow depth through the differencing of the

snow and ice freeboard measurements (Guerreiro et al., 2016; Kwok et al., 2020c;

Lawrence et al., 2018). In Kwok et al. (2020c), they find good agreement to snow

depth from reanalysis datasets, but are restricted to the time period in which both

satellites are operating. Lawrence et al. (2018) also show good agreement between

CryoSat-2 and AltiKa (Ka-band) derived snow depths and OIB data, but can only

provide estimates up to 81.5◦ N due to AltiKa’s orbital inclination.

Utilizing the CryoSat-2 method proposed here would allow for a decade-long

time series of snow depth on sea ice, similar to what was shown in Chapter 5 for

Antarctic sea ice. This snow depth time series could then be used by other retrieval

methods to improve sea ice thickness estimates, either through the generation of

a new snow depth climatology or through the utilization of coincident snow depth

data from a given month.

One example of these CryoSat-2 snow depths improving other products’ esti-

mates is shown in Fig. 6.8. Here, sea ice draft estimates derived from CryoSat-2

thickness estimates from Kurtz et al. (2014) are compared against draft measure-

ments in the Beaufort Sea collected from the Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project

(BGEP) moorings (WHOI, 2018). These moorings are located at three locations in

the Beaufort Gyre (Fig. 6.8) and take continuous draft measurements when sea ice

is present. All scatter plot points represent a coincident monthly average of BGEP

mooring sea ice drafts and CryoSat-2-derived sea ice drafts from the same month

that are collected within 25 km of a given mooring. The black points show draft
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measurements calculated from the Kurtz et al. (2014) Level 4 CryoSat-2 product

generated using the “modified Warren” snow depth climatology (explained above).

The orange points show the same thing, with the exception that the Cryosat-2 snow

depths come from the method described here. The four months of data that were

processed for this study were averaged to generate two pseudo snow depth “clima-

tologies” (one for March and one for April), which was then used in this thickness

calculation for all years of CryoSat-2 level 4 freeboard data (Kurtz et al., 2014) from

March and April. This resulted in 49 monthly averaged points.

Figure 6.8: Linear regression comparing BGEP mooring ice draft to CryoSat-2
derived ice draft. Black points show monthly average drafts calculated using the
modified Warren snow depth climatology, while orange points show monthly average
drafts calculated used a CryoSat-2 average snow depth climatology. Red points on
the map show locations of the moorings, while the diagram shows the setup of each
mooring.

It is clear from Fig. 6.8 that using the CryoSat-2 snow depths derived with

this CryoSat-2 method show an improvement over the modified Warren climatology
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in this region. The mean difference between CryoSat-2 drafts and mooring drafts is

over 25 cm when using the modified Warren climatology, though the correlation is

fairly high at almost 0.80. When using the snow depth climatology derived here, the

correlation stays fairly high (0.74) but the mean absolute difference drops to under

3 cm. This simple comparison shows the promise that using this CryoSat-2 snow

depth information has in improving sea ice thickness estimates over currently-used

methods. Of course, this is just one comparison using snow depths averaged from

four individual months. Further work is needed in validating individual monthly

maps and the interannual variability detected with this method. Once done, it is

hoped that this CryoSat-2-derived snow depth time series could be a valuable asset

for sea ice thickness estimation.

6.6 Conclusions

In this brief chapter, the CryoSat-2 retrieval algorithm originally developed

for Antarctic sea ice was applied to four months of data collected over Arctic sea

ice. This was done as an exercise to test if the retrievals would perform similarly

under the different ice and snow conditions of the Arctic. Additionally, it done to

be able to make used of more abundant airborne and ground-based measurements

of snow depth on sea ice and ice freeboard.

Initial comparisons of snow freeboard over Arctic sea ice show similar spatial

patterns to that from ICESat-2, which is especially encouraging considering that no

ICESat-2 data were included in the CryoSat-2 model initialization. Similar to what
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was seen in Chapter 4, there is still some discrepancy in the relative magnitudes of

the retrieved snow freeboards between the two sensors, especially over thicker ice

and snow. More work is needed to investigate the geometric sampling differences

and how they may influence the freeboard distributions observed.

Ice freeboard and snow depth values retrieved from CryoSat-2 were compared

against airborne measurements from OIB and ground-based measurements from

the MOSAiC Expedition. Distributions of both variables matched closely with that

from OIB, with the snow depth correlation matching better at r=0.68. Manual

measurements from MOSAiC provided ground-truth data points, and CryoSat-2

snow depth, ice freeboard, and snow freeboard estimates were all found to have a

slight thick bias compared to those from MOSAiC. Differences were hypothesized

to be due to the different spatial and temporal scales of sampling, though more

data from MOSAiC will be useful to build confidence in this hypothesis. When

combining the CryoSat-2 snow depth and snow freeboard to calculate thickness,

however, CryoSat-2 was within 1 cm of the FYI/SYI average thickness value from

MOSAiC.

Finally, the potential impact of a decade long CryoSat-2 snow depth time se-

ries was discussed, with a pseudo climatology from CryoSat-2 being shown to reduce

bias in sea ice draft estimates over the modified Warren climatology when compared

to the BGEP moorings. These comparisons show promise that this CryoSat-2 re-

trieval method can be utilized over Arctic sea ice, but that more work would be

useful to further improve the algorithm and better understand some of the observed

differences.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Outlook

The overall goal of this dissertation was to develop and validate a new method

to retrieve Antarctic sea ice physical properties of snow freeboard and snow depth on

sea ice from satellite radar altimetry, in order to enable the calculation of Antarctic

sea ice thickness from space. The previous chapters describe individual components

of this process, from the motivation (Chapter 2), to the initial development (Chapter

3) and verification of the snow freeboard retrievals (Chapter 4). This process was

then used to estimate sea ice thickness and volume for the 10+ years of the CryoSat-2

mission (Chapter 5). Finally, the potential to be used for Arctic sea ice retrievals was

discussed (Chapter 6). While individual chapter conclusions are given throughout

the dissertation, this chapter summarizes these conclusions and provides an outlook

for future work.
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7.1 Conclusions

7.1.1 Retrieval of snow freeboard of Antarctic sea ice using waveform

fitting of CryoSat-2 returns

In Chapter 3, the basis for a CryoSat-2 snow freeboard retrieval algorithm

was described. This method tracks the location of the air-snow interface on each

CryoSat-2 waveform by using a physical waveform model and a least-squares fitting

method, in combination with the idea that scattering at Ku-band frequencies over

sea ice can originate from the air-snow interface. Radar pulse scattering was included

in the two-layer (snow and ice) physical model through parameterized snow and ice

backscatter terms and extinction coefficients. This method was found to reasonably

represent CryoSat-2 waveforms, and was used to retrieve the air-snow interface

elevation and snow freeboard of Antarctic sea ice.

Comparisons of retrieved air-snow interface elevation were made using two

near-coincident underflights of the CryoSat-2 orbit by OIB campaigns in 2011 and

2012. Mean differences were found to be under 2.6 cm with general agreement in

the profiles, but had moderately large standard deviations of differences around 28

cm. Snow freeboards were retrieved from the CryoSat-2 data and compared against

non-temporally-overlapping data from ICESat, showing general agreement in the

snow freeboard spatial patterns Antarctic-wide. Finally, an initial test in retrieving

snow depth on sea ice showed the possibility for retrievals in the near-coast Pacific

sector, but showed unrealistically uniform snow depth patterns elsewhere around
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the continent.

Despite the promise shown in the initial comparisons, it is clear that this study

was a first look into the possibility of retrieving snow freeboard from CryoSat-2. At

the time of publication, the lack of coincident snow freeboard retrievals hindered

the ability to assess the retrievals with a high degree of confidence. With the launch

of ICESat-2 soon after, a better assessment could be made (Chapter 4).

7.1.2 Assessing CryoSat-2 Antarctic snow freeboard retrievals using

data from ICESat-2

The launch of ICESat-2 in October 2018 provided a continuous record of snow

freeboard at both poles and a much-needed dataset for validation of the algorithm

developed in Chapter 3. This chapter showcased comparisons between CryoSat-2

and ICESat-2 snow freeboards both from near-contemporaneous along-track profiles

and pan-Antarctic monthly grids. First, developments were made to the retrieval

algorithm that improved the physical-representation of the waveform model and

reduced the potential for the optimization procedure to converge into local minima.

Additionally, an uncertainty estimate was provided that aimed to characterize the

uncertainties present in the waveform-fitting routine through the use of synthetic

waveforms and Monte Carlo simulations.

Along-track comparisons between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 were made by first

finding near-coincident orbital overlaps and then analyzing the snow freeboard pro-

files at different spatial resolutions. CryoSat-2 was found to capture the general
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shape of the ICESat-2 profiles when averaged to longer (25 km) along-track seg-

ments, but the discrepancies in the footprint sizes made full-resolution comparisons

difficult. When viewed as monthly averages, CryoSat-2 captured a similar distribu-

tion to ICESat-2 in most months, with the exception of the Austral fall, in which

CryoSat-2 showed between 2 and 6 cm thicker freeboards on average. Other months

showed mean differences closer to zero, with CryoSat-2 tending to show a narrower

pan-Antarctic freeboard distribution than ICESat-2.

It became clear in this chapter that the sampling differences between CryoSat-

2 and ICESat-2 - both geometric and frequency-related - may contribute to the

differences in freeboard observed. While coincident data (such as that from the

CRYO2ICE campaign) are useful in helping to quantify and attribute these differ-

ences, this study found that optimizing the CryoSat-2 orbit to favor overlaps in the

Arctic has eliminated Antarctic sea ice overlaps and reduced the potential for fu-

ture along-track comparisons. While these comparisons with ICESat-2 instill more

confidence in the snow freeboard retrievals from CryoSat-2, more work is needed in

addressing and quantifying inter-satellite biases.

7.1.3 Ten years of Antarctic sea ice physical properties from CryoSat-

2

In Chapter 5, the CryoSat-2 algorithm described and refined in Chapters 3

and 4 is applied to the entire CryoSat-2 record from July 2010 until October 2020.

In addition to snow freeboard, the ice freeboard and snow depth are also retrieved
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by utilizing the snow-ice interface elevation obtained with the retrieval process. The

snow and ice freeboards and snow depths are compared to other measurements from

Antarctic sea ice, including that from Kacimi and Kwok (2020) as well as Paul et al.

(2018). The ice freeboard comparison suggests that this physical method improves

upon a 50% threshold retracking method for finding ice freeboard, while snow depth

comparisons show slightly higher values in each region during 2019 when compared

to Kacimi and Kwok (2020). Independent comparisons with buoy and airborne data

were attempted, but in both cases the external datasets were lacking in confidence,

which in turn reduced confidence in the comparisons.

The retrieved snow freeboard and snow depth data were combined with es-

timates of sea ice, snow, and seawater density to produce the first pan-Antarctic

estimates of Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume from CryoSat-2. Mean thick-

ness values basin-wide were found to range between 1 and 1.32 m, with results from

2019 falling within the range of values found by Kacimi and Kwok (2020). Distribu-

tions of sea ice thickness varied seasonally and regionally, with seemingly anomalous

results occurring in the Western Weddell sector in Austral summer. Basin-wide sea

ice volume ranged annually between about 2500 and 20000 km3.

Using the 10+ year time series, trends in the sea ice thickness and volume

were uncovered. A statistically-significant pan-Antarctic thickening of 1.1 cm/yr

was found during Austral summer months, while a pan-Antarctic thinning of 0.4

cm/yr was found during Austral winter months. When accounting for the impact

of potential interannual variability in the snow and sea ice density estimates on

the observed trends through Monte Carlo simulations, the basin-average wintertime
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thinning was found to be significant at the 98% level, suggesting high confidence

that the observed trend was not due to interannual density variability.

This chapter was the culmination of the efforts outlined in the previous chap-

ters, and resulted in useful estimates of sea ice thickness over the CryoSat-2 mission.

These results can be a part of a longer altimetry-based time series of Antarctic sea

ice thickness that began with ICESat in the early 2000s and continues at the time

of this writing with ICESat-2. In order to reconcile the three missions, more work

is needed in establishing biases and uncertainties in the respective measurements,

discussed in Section 7.2.

7.1.4 Application to Arctic sea ice retrievals

While the bulk of the dissertation focused on Antarctic sea ice, Chapter 6

took an exploratory look into the potential to use this algorithm over Arctic sea

ice. First, modifications were made to the retrieval method that enabled operation

in the Arctic, which mainly consisted of using NESOSIM snow depths as an ini-

tialization into the model. Snow freeboard comparisons with ICESat-2 were shown,

and similar results to the Antarctic were found: CryoSat-2 tended to record thicker

snow freeboards on average but often would show thinner freeboards than ICESat-

2 over regions known to have thick freeboards. Nevertheless, the spatial pattern

matched close to ICESat-2 despite being a completely independent comparison (i.e.

no ICESat-2 data were included in the initialization).

Ice freeboard and snow depth values retrieved from CryoSat-2 were compared
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against independent measurements from airborne and ground-based campaigns that

did not exist in the Antarctic. CryoSat-2 data showed good agreement with OIB

especially in terms of snow depth, where a mean difference of around 1 cm and a

correlation of 0.68 were found. While freeboard and snow depth values were thicker

on average than the ground-truth data collected during the MOSAiC field campaign,

the mean sea ice thickness difference was within 1 cm of the manual measurements

on MOSAiC, building confidence in the thickness retrievals over Arctic sea ice.

This chapter concluded with potential benefits for an Arctic snow depth on sea

ice time series. It is presented that this work could improve current Arctic thickness

retrievals that rely on snow depth climatologies, and an example is given that shows

better agreement with sea ice draft data from moorings when using the derived

CryoSat-2 snow depths instead of the modified Warren et al. (1999) climatology.

7.2 Future work

This section outlines potential avenues for future work relating to CryoSat-2

and the retrieval methods proposed in this dissertation.

7.2.1 Arctic sea ice

As discussed in Chapter 6, one potential area of future work revolves around

Arctic sea ice. The results and comparison shown come from just four months

of CryoSat-2 data processed as part of a brief exploration. The entire CryoSat-2

time series could easily be processed for Arctic sea ice, since the input snow depth
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initialization data from NESOSIM exist back to at least 2001 (Petty et al., 2018).

This analysis would simply take time and computing resources. Once processed,

the time series of snow depth on sea ice will be valuable for satellite-based sea ice

thickness estimation (as shown in Chapter 6).

Additionally, the ability to compare ice freeboard estimates with other CryoSat-

2 products over many years could help to uncover how well threshold retracking ac-

tually works in the Arctic, and whether or not physical retrackers can consistently

do a better job at tracking the snow-ice interface. With a year’s worth of ground-

truth data forthcoming from MOSAiC, Arctic sea ice retrievals from CryoSat-2 could

also benefit substantially by having validation opportunities available that cover the

whole seasonal cycle.

Finally, having a single sea ice retrieval algorithm operating in both hemi-

spheres provides more opportunities to relate trends in Arctic sea ice thickness to

those observed in Antarctic sea ice thickness. Most products focus only on either

Arctic or Antarctic sea ice, with fewer applying the same techniques to both. Using

data from the same satellite and retrieval method eliminates the need for inter-

satellite bias reconciliation and allows for a more straightforward way to estimate

uncertainties between the poles.

7.2.2 Model and optimization improvements

As was done in Chapter 4, there is always room for improving the model and

optimization approach presented here. One large future improvement could cen-
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ter around the handling of surface roughness in the model. Landy et al. (2020)

found that surface roughness is an important source of uncertainty often overlook in

CryoSat-2 retrievals. Here, roughness is initialized with a single value and bounds

are provided that should capture the range of observed sea ice roughness. However,

two key changes could be made. First, the use of a static initial value for roughness

could be updated to be more dynamic and change based on the region or the wave-

form itself. A roughness discrimination could look similar to the current surface-type

discrimination, which relies on waveform characteristics to separate lead-type points

from floe-type points. Second, Landy et al. (2020) found that varying roughnesses

can impact the observed snow-ice interface tracking point, where the snow-ice inter-

face point was found to be higher (i.e. at a lower waveform power level) over rough

surfaces and lower (i.e. at a higher waveform power level) over smooth surfaces.

Future work could look into altering the initial guess tracking point from 70% to be

dynamic based on the estimated roughness of the waveform.

While most potential improvements relate to the initialization used with the

waveform model, one area of future work involves removing the need for parameter

initial guesses altogether. Currently, the least-squares optimization uses a local op-

timization approach, meaning that physically-realistic initial guesses that are close

to the expected values are required. By instead utilizing a global optimization

technique, the entire parameter space is searched to find the best-guess output pa-

rameters, eliminating the need for initialization parameters. A global optimization

is not used currently simply due to processing constraints. This current local opti-

mization takes around 1 second to process each CryoSat-2 waveform, while global
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optimization can take over an order of magnitude longer. While it may not seem

substantial for this method to take e.g. 10 seconds to fit to each CryoSat-2 wave-

form, processing over 10+ years of 20 Hz CryoSat-2 data can be insurmountable

with current processing capabilities. As processing power becomes more readily

available in cloud-based computing environments, however, a shift towards global

optimization could be realized.

7.2.3 Reconciling the laser-radar altimetry record

A final potential avenue for future work involves combining sea ice thickness

measurements from ICESat, CryoSat-2, and ICESat-2 to create a 17+ year time

series of Antarctic sea ice thickness derived from altimetry. Though an initial plot

was shown in Chapter 5 that included measurements from each of these missions,

reconciling these datasets requires significantly more work than simply displaying

them end-to-end.

For one, the inter-satellite biases and geometric sampling differences between

the three sensors need to be fully characterized and quantified before attempting to

reconcile them. As shown in Chapter 4 and in other works (e.g. Tilling et al. 2019)

footprint size differences between sensors can lead to discrepancies in the observed

freeboard distribution. Tilling et al. (2019) corrected for this effect in the Arctic

when comparing CryoSat-2 and Envisat by using the distance between lead and floe

measurements as a way to better resolve discrete surfaces from Envisat. A similar

process would need to be done in the Antarctic between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2
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to better understand differences seen in the results. Without it, any geometric-

related impacts on the freeboard retrievals could bias the results from one of the

instruments, potentially leading to erroneous trends or jumps in the combined time

series.

Additionally, in order to combine measurements, the wavelength discrepancies

between satellites and their respective impacts on retrieved elevations would need

to be better understood. Radar frequencies tend to interact with the sea ice surface

differently than lasers, which is most prominent over mixed sea ice surfaces. In

these cases, radar returns can be overwhelmed by the specular open water surface

while lidar returns could either record a drop or rise in the return power depending

on the roughness of the surface. Surface-type classifications, floe lengths, and SSH

estimates all could be impacted by differing returns over mixed surfaces - all of

which could influence the freeboard and thickness distributions. The wavelength of

the instrument also determines the geophysical corrections that need to be applied

to the data, which should be as consistent as possible across platforms.

As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, the choice of snow depth estimate to include in

the thickness calculation is also a vital component when comparing measurements.

A similar method of estimating snow depth should be applied to all sensors, or else

very large differences could be seen (e.g. when comparing the zero ice freeboard

assumption to the CryoSat-2 snow depth estimate, as in Fig. 5.22).

One final point to include when attempting to reconcile the laser-radar altime-

ter thickness time series in the Antarctic is the need for comparison with indepen-

dent datasets to increase confidence in each individual dataset as well as the time
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series as a whole. Few ground and airborne-based Antarctic thickness measurements

currently exist, which limits the validation that can be done for each dataset. In

the Arctic, this problem is slightly easier as some measurements exist that have

spanned the lifetimes of ICESat and continue until today, such as the BGEP moor-

ings (WHOI, 2018). Any work in the Antarctic will need to utilize all available

ground-based data - or more likely collect new in situ data - to increase confidence

and reduce uncertainty in the absolute thickness retrievals. While relative uncer-

tainties between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 can be established by utilizing coincident

CRYO2ICE data, the absolute errors require a more in-depth approach. Perhaps

the use of sea ice models (similar to Holland 2014) could aid in the comparison

between these datasets and the combination to create a harmonized time series.

It is clear that a reconciled ICESat - CryoSat-2 - ICESat-2 time series of

Antarctic sea ice thickness will be important to understand how Antarctic sea ice

has changed in recent years and to help determine the processes that may have

driven that change. Though more work is needed to fully link these three missions

together, it is the author’s hope that this dissertation provides a substantial first

step towards that goal.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the Sea Ice Thickness Equation

Much of this dissertation involves estimating sea ice thickness from satellite al-

timetry using the assumption of hydrostatic balance in combination with freeboard,

snow depth, and density terms. Here, the altimeter-based sea ice thickness equation

using snow freeboard (i.e. Equation 5.2) is derived from basic principles.

hs
hf s

hf i

D
hi

ρs

ρi

ρw

Snow

Ice

Seawater

Figure A.1: A diagram of the simplified snow - ice - ocean system in hydrostatic
balance, with terms used in below equations labeled.

As shown in Fig. A.1, it is clear that the sea ice thickness, hi, is simply the

sum of the sea ice draft, D, and the ice freeboard, hfi, i.e.:

hi = hfi +D (A.1)
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However, the sea ice draft is not known when using satellite altimetry data, as

conventional wavelengths do not allow for direct detection of the ice-water interface

(Kwok, 2004). Instead, thickness must be calculated through the use of freeboard

and snow depth estimates and the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium.

Archimedes’ Principle states that a buoyant force is exerted on an object

immersed in a fluid that is equal to (and opposite in direction) the weight of the

object. Therefore, for sea ice, the weight of the snow and sea ice above the water

level must be equal to the buoyant force exerted by the ice below the water level,

or:

Fweight,fi + Fweight,hs = Fbuoyant,D (A.2)

where Fweight is the force due to gravity of the snow (hs) and ice above the water

line (fi) and Fbuoyant is the opposing buoyant force of ice below the water line (D).

The force due to gravity (and therefore also buoyancy), F , can be given by:

F = ρgV (A.3)

where ρ is the density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and V is the volume of

a given object. Substituting A.3 into Equation A.2 gives

ρwgVD = ρigVfi + ρsgVhs (A.4)

where ρ, g, and V are as above for seawater (w), ice (i), and snow (s). For a given
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unit area, Equation A.4 can be simplified to:

ρwD = ρihi + ρshs. (A.5)

As seen in Fig. A.1, hfi is equal to hfs minus hs. Therefore, Equation A.1 can

be rewritten as:

hi = (hfs − hs) +D (A.6)

Solving Equation A.6 for D and substituting into A.5 gives:

ρw(hi − hfs + hs) = ρihi + ρshs. (A.7)

Equation A.7 can then be rearranged to solve for hi:

ρwhi − ρwhfs + ρwhs = ρihi + ρshs (A.7.1)

hi(ρw − ρi) = ρwhfs + (ρs − ρw)hs (A.7.2)

hi =

(
ρw

ρw − ρi

)
hfs +

(
ρs − ρw
ρw − ρi

)
hs, (A.8)

Equation A.8 allows for the calculation of sea ice thickness using snow free-

board. A similar process can be followed for ice freeboard, to derive Equation 5.1.
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